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The true method o f  knowledge is experiment. 
- WiIIiam Blake - 

That which we are, we are; 
One equal temper of heroic hearts, 

Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will 
To strîve, to seek, to find, and not to yield. 

- Tennyson - 

Iffegiiimis Non Carborundum 



ABSTRACT 

SERP-1 is a secreted serpin encoded by myxoma virus, a poxvinis pathogen of 

rabbits. SERP-1 is required for myxoma virus virulence, and the purified protein has 

been s h o w  to possess anti-inflammatory activity in animal models of restenosis and 

antigen-induced arthritis. SERP- 1 f o m s  SDS-stable complexes with uPA, tPA, 

plasmin, thrombin and factor Xa, and is exclusively cleaved by elastase and 

cathepsin G. Peptide sequencing confimed kg,,,-Asn,, to be the P 1 -P 1 ' residues 

and replacing these with Ala-Ala abolished all inhibitory activity. Kinetic analysis of 

SERP-1 produced second-order rate constants that vary over 3 logs, fiom ki, = 3 x 

105 M-'s" for reaction with thrombin to =600 M-'s-' for C ls, and steady-state 

inhibition constants that Vary over 4 logs, fkom K, = IO pM for thrombin to -100 n!! 

for C l S. Measured stoichiometries of inhibition ranged fiom 1 -4 0.1 for uPA to 13 

= 3 for thrombin. The observed variations in inhibition kinetics were analyzed to 

explore which steps in the reaction mechanism contribute to the inhibitory specificity 

of SERP- 1. At serpin concentrations comparable to those of the target proteinase and 

to K,, as appean likely for SERP-1 in vivo, its inhibitory specificity becomes less 

dominated by ki, and increasingly dependent on the partitioning ratio within the 

branched kinetic mechanism and on the half-life of the inhibited cornplex. 

Using the extensive set of data for the inhibition kinetics of SERP-1, we observed 

that a linear free energy relationship exists between the log knh and log K,. This is 



interpreted in terms of fiee energy relationships and provides thermodynamic 

evidence that the serpin-proteinase complex may be reversible. 

Mutation of the SERP-1 reactive centre loop (RCL) allowed the construction of 

chimeras of variant RCLs within the SERP- 1 scaffold. Analysis of these chimeras for 

the ability to interact with a panel of eight proteinases indicated that while the 

inhibitory profile could be altered, that the chimeras were universally poorer 

inhibitors than wild-type SERP-1. 

Examination of the role of SERF-1 glycosylation showed the N-linked glycosylation 

of Asn,,, was essential for SEM-1 to avoid degradation and efficiently traffic from 

the ER of infected cells. Elimination of As%, had a similar but less severe effect 

upon SERP-1 stability and secretion. Furthemore, SERP-I is modified by the 

myxoma virus encoded MST3N siafyltransferase, and is the first reported viral 

protein to be modified by a virally encoded glycosyltransferase. Sialylation of  

SERP-1 by the MST3N gene product creates a distinct charged species of SERP-1, 

but tbis does not effect in vitro proteinase inhibition. This represents a detailed 

dissection of SERP-1 inhibitory properties and post-translational modifications that 

brings us closer to understanding how SERP-I functions on a molecular level. 
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CHAPTER 1 

There is a single light of science, and to brighten it anywhere is to brighten it 
everyw here. 

-Isaac Asimov 

-- - 

Portions of the material contained herein has been published: Nash, P., Barrett. J.. Cao, J . ,  
Hota-Mitchell. S., Lalani. A.. Everett. H.. Xu, X.. Robichaud, J..  Hnatiuk. S.. Ainslie. C., 
S m ,  B.. and McFadden. G .  ( 1999) Immnirnological Reviavs 168: 103- 120; Nash, P. D.. Lucas. 
A., and McFadden, G .  (1997) in "The SERPINS", Plenum Press, New York. 



Immunomodulatioa by viruses 

For countless eons. viruses have engaged and CO-evolved with their vertebrate 

hosts. This dynamic interplay of pathogen and host has been an essential 

determinant for the development of the complex vertebrate immune system. It has 

also resulted in the natural adaptation of specific viral strategies to evade or subvert 

aspects of the immune and inflammatory system. So while the conventional view is 

that viruses are simply the infectious and destructive causative agents of disease. our 

laboratov studies viruses as tools to assist in the unraveling of secrets of the immune 

system (Barry and McFadden, 1998; Ploegh. 1998). When confronted with a viral 

challenge. vertebrate hosts deploy varied and diverse aspects of a complex immune 

system in a multi-pronged attack aimed at eliminating the virus. Against this 

extensive array of immune modalities. viruses have successfully CO-evolved distinct 

strategies to thwart these host immune responses. The success of a virus depends 

largely on its ability either to evade or actively to dismantle those portions of the 

host immune repertoire that are functionally antagonistic to virai replication. 

Studyinp these very strategies that a successful viral pathogen uses to affect its 

survival allows us to l e m  more not only about the virus but also about the host's 

immune system itself. 

The specific strategies used by particular viruses Vary dramatically according 

to their encoding capacity (Ploegh, 1998). Viruses with small genomes often ensure 

their survival by exploiting weaknesses or gaps in the host immune repertoire to 

avoid detection or replicate very rapidly. effectively out-pacing the immune 
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response. The larger DNA vinises are of particular interest because they use their 

iarger genetic encoding capacity to produce a range of viral proteins airned at disabling 

the host immune response (Barry and McFadden, 1998; Gooding, 1992; Moss, 1996; 

Smith, 1994; Spriggs, 1996). Poxvinises are among the largest eukaryotic DNA 

viruses and have the unusual capacity to replicate autonomously in the cytoplasm of 

infected cells (Fenner et al., 1989; Moss, 1996). Many powirus proteins have been 

defined as vinilence factors on the basis that. when present. they confer increased 

pathogenicity and improve viral replication within immunocompetent hosts. When 

the genes that encode these Wulence factor proteins are deleted. the resulting virus 

strain generally exhi bits an attenuated or altered disease phenotype (Buller and 

Palumbo, 199 1 ; McFadden, 1995; Smith, 1993; Turner and Moyer, 1990). Our work 

has focused on myxoma virus. a poxvinis that exclusively infects rabbits. and how 

this virus interacts with the host immune system. 

Viral immunornodulatory proteins can be grouped into several categories 

based on their targets and mechanisms of action. Two general mechanistic classes can 

be defined based on their sites of activity. Extracellular "viromimetics" are either 

secreted or surface bound virus encoded proteins which actively disnipt the host 

immune response by mimicry of host immune factors. while intracellular 

--virosteal th" strategies prevent the infected ce11 fiom k ing  recognized by the 

immune system or from entering into prograrnmed ce11 death as a result of virus 

infection. These broad classes can be fiirther subdivided based on the mode of action 

of the viral proteins involved (Figure 1-1). Viromimetics can be divided into 
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viroceptors and virokines, while virostealth proteins can be divided into inhibitors of 

apoptosis and downregulation mediators of surface receptors (McFadden, 1995). 

Viroceptors are secreted or ce11 surface viral glycoproteins homologous to cellular 

receptors that generally act by competitively binding cytokine ligands thereby short- 

circuiting an immune or inflarnmatory signat. Virokines refer to secreted viral proteins 

that mimic host cytokines or inhibitors in order to promote growth, to act as 

inhibitcrs of the inflammatory cascades. or to favor an immune response that is 

beneficial to the virus. Viromirigators are intracellular viral proteins aimed at 

di srupting speci ftc signal transduction cascades. The most recently studied group of 

these are the viral proteins involved in mitigating apoptosis of infected cells. 

Virosreairh refers to the general strategy by which the virus seeks to hide its presence 

from the immune system by speciîïcally downregulating specific ce11 surface markers 

such as class 1 MHC moiecules that act as the window for the immune system to 

detect and target virus infected cells. 

The ongin of the various viral immunornodulatory proteins is not always 

obvious. While some are clearly derived fiom ancestral cellular homologs that were 

hijacked fiom the infeeted host during the process of CO-evolution. others have no 

known mammalian homotog and are to date found only in viruses. 

In this decade. a paradigm shift has occurred in Our thinking of viruses as 

merely vehicles of plague and pestilence to regarding them as investigational tools for 

studying the imermost workings of the immune system. Thus. viruses which have 

CO-evolved with animal hosts for countless millions of years have much to teach us 
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and have great potential as tools for understanding and potentially manipulating the 

immune system for therapeutic applications (Barinaga, 1992). 

Myxoma virus and myxomatosis 

Myxorna virus is a poxvirus pathogen of rabbits that was first identified as 

the causative agent of myxomatosis. a lethal disease of European rabbits 

(Oryctolagus cunic~rlus) first described at the end of the 19th century (Femer and 

Meyers, 1978; Femer and Ratcliffe, 1965). Myxomatosis is transmitted b y 

arthropod vectors. particularly mosquitoes. and is so remarkably lethal to European 

rabbits that less than 1% o f  susceptible animals survive infection. The disease of 

myxomatosis is characterized by extensive fûiminating intemal and extemal lesions 

and severe irnmunosuppression accompanied by supervening Gram-negative bacterial 

infections of the respiratory tract (DiGiacorno and Mare, 1994: Fenner and Ratcliffe, 

1965; Strayer, 1989). Myxoma virus evolved in populations of the Silwlagzcs 

species of North and South American rabbit. In these indigenous hosts. myxoma 

virus causes a persistent infection with minimal cellular immune recognition and only 

minor symptoms. It appears that the virus and its natural host rabbits (Silvafagzcs 

bachrnani and Sihalagus bmiliensis) have evolved a benign and relatively non- 

pathogenic relationship. When myxorna virus made the species leap into the related 

but distinct European rabbit the infection suddenly manifested as the pathogenic 

syndrome referred to as myxomatosis. This drastic change in pathogenic phenotype 
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benveen wo related host groups emphasizes the wipredictable behavior of vinises 

that cross host-species boundaries. 

The profound vinilence of myxoma virus led to its exploitation in the early 

1950's as a means of biological population control. The virus was introduced into 

Southem Australia in an attempt to reduce the ferzl rabbit population that had 

ovemin large areas of the Australian countryside (Fenner and Ratcliffe, 1965). 

Although there was initiaily a tremendous reduction in rabbit populations this 

strategy of biological warfare did not prove to be a long-term solution. Not only did 

resistant rabbits soon emerge and repopulate the infected areas. but the dominant 

field strains of the virus became progressively attenuated (Fenner and Meyers, 1 978; 

Fenner and Ratcliffe, 1965; OWeill, 1994). 

The nature of the rnolecular mechanisms by which myxoma virus is able to 

esert such profound effects on the immune system of the European rabbit has been 

the subject of intensive experimental scrutiny over the past decade. A number of the 

virulence genes encoded by myxoma virus have been identified and studied at the 

rnolecular level (see Figure 1-2). Arnong these are genes that express proteins which 

interact with known components of the host's imiune system or interfere with 

intracellular signal transduction cascades. 

Viroceptors: windows on the immune system 

The phenomenon of molecular piracy of cytokine receptors by poxviruses 

has been extensively reviewed (Alcami and Smith, 1995; McFadden, 1995; Pickup, 
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1994). The term viroceptor was originally coined to describe secreted soluble virus- 

encoded cytokine receptors that fünction by binding host cytokines. thereby 

preventing subsequent interactions with their tme cellular receptors (Upton et al., 

1991). This definition has been expanded to include the growing number of virus 

encoded transmembrane proteins with significant homology to cellular cytokine 

receptors. Examples of viroceptors are found throuehout the large DNA vimses. but 

most especially in members of the poxvirus family (Table 1-1). Three viroceptors 

have been identified from myxoma virus. among which are the soluble TNF receptor 

(M-T2). the hi& affinity soluble chemokine receptor (M-Tl). and the prototypic 

viral 1 FN-y receptor (M-T7). 

.Cf-T2: .4 TNF receptor homolog 

AIthough viroceptors now constitue a large and growing family of virus 

encoded immunornodulatory proteins (McFadden. 1 995). the first members were 

identified less than a decade ago. The first viroceptor to be identified was the S-TZ 

gene from Shope fibroma virus (SFV) (Upton et al.. 1987). Based on sequence 

analysis. S-T2 was recognized in 1990 as a member of the tumor necrosis factor 

receptor (?NF-R) superfamily (Smith et al.. 1990). This receptor family is 

characterized by the presence of multiple N-terminal cysteine-rich repeat domains 

(CRDs) that mediate interaction with the TNF famiiy of ligands. TNF was initially 

identified because of its anti-tumor activity. however this molecule has also k e n  

shown to have anti-viral activities that result in cytolysis of infected cells. induction 
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of apoptosis and inhibition of virai replication (Wong et al.. 1992). TNF-R homologs 

have k e n  identified in a variety of poxvinrses. including c o w p x  virus and variola 

but exist only as non-functionai copies in vaccinia virus (Howard et al.. 1991: Hu e t  

al.. 1994: Shchelkunov et al.. 1993). The myxoma virus-encoded homolog (M-T2) 

occurs in two copies and was so named because it is the second open reading frame 

(ORF) from the terminal ends of the genome (Figure 1-2) (Upton et al.. 199 1 ). 

Detailed sequence characterïzation of  M-T2 indicated extensive sequence 

identity and similarity with the ligand binduig domains of the TNF-Rs and 

established the presence of a classic signal sequence and four cysteine rich domains 

(CRDs) towards the N-terminus (Smith et al.. 1990: Upton et ai.. 1991). The CRDs 

are conserved protein folding domains that define membership to the TNF-R 

superfamily. A single CRD is roughly 40 amino acids in Ien@ and contains a series 

oFconsewed cysteines that fonn unique sets of  disulfide bonds that define the folded 

tertiary structure of the receptors. The presence of a signai sequence and lack of  a 

trammembrane domain in any of the T2 family members suggested that they are 

secreted viroceptors. capable of binding and inhibiting TNF (Smith et al.. 1990). In 

this way the virus is thought to interact with the TNF ligands prior to engagement 

tvith surface receptors that would nonnally trigger an anti-viral response. 

M-T2 has k e n  shown to bind and inhibit rabbit TNF in a species specific 

fashion (Schreiber and McFadden. 1994). The overexpressed M-T2 protein was 

tested for the ability to inhibit cytolysis of TNF sensitive L929-8 cens. M-T2 was 

able to inhibit rabbit TNF mediated lysis cells but could not protect the cells fiom 
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murine or human mF lysis. Scatchard analysis of M-T2 binding to the rabbit TNF 

ligand demonstrated suficiently high afinity binding (&470-295 PM) such that it 

is predicted to effectively compete with soluble mammalian cellular TNF receptors 

(Schreiber et al.. 1996). Binding afinity of M-T2 to murine TNF was 10 fold lower 

(Kd=1.7nM) and codd not inhibit the cytolytic activity of TNF on mouse cells 

(Schreiber et al., 1996). No binding at al1 was observed with the human TNF. Purified 

M-T2 is secreted in both the monomeric and dimenc fotms. and aithough both forms 

bind with comparable afftnities. the M-T2 dimer is a far more potent of inhibitor of 

TNF cytolytic activity than is the M-T2 monomer (Schreiber et al.. 1996). This is 

probably a reflection of the abiiity of the dimer to more effectively prevent the 

oligornerization of TNF receptors by the TNF trimer. which is required for signaIlhg 

In order to delineate the region of M-T2 necessary for binding of  rabbit TNF. a 

series of deletion mutants were constructed and expressed using a recombinant 

vaccinia virus system. ALI mutations within the unique carboxy terminus resulted in 

poor protein secretion suggesting that the C-terminus of M-T2 plays a role in the 

intracellular traff~cking or correct folding of the protein (Schreiber and McFadden. 

1996). Nevertheless. the C-terminus deletions did not affect the ability of M-T2 to 

bind or inhibit TNF. in contrast, deletions within the N-terminus that removed any 

one of the first three CRDs resulted in the inability of the mutant to bind to. or 

inhibit. rabbit TNF. This confirmed the prediction that the C W s  are essential for 

TNF binding (Schreiber et al.. 1997). 
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The N-terminal region of M-T2 \vas also shown to inhibit apoptosis of 

myxoma infected lymphocytes (Schreiber et al.. 1997). This intracellular anti- 

apoptotic feature is distinct from extracellular TNF inhibition and demonstrated that 

M-T2 has at least two distinct anti-viral functions. Thus far, this is a feature unique 

to M-T2 and has not been demonstrated for any other viral TNF-Rs. This additional 

feature of M-T2 is described below in greater detail later. 

M-TI: .4 soluble scavenger of CC-chemokines 

Chemokines are small pro-inflammatory proteins that act in the host defense 

against virus infection (Baggiolini, 1998; Luster, 1998). The p- or CC-subfarnily of 

chemokines are important in activating and mobilizing monocytes/macrophages. T- 

Iymphocytes. natural killer cells and denciritic cells to sites of infection* inflammation 

or tissue damage. Not surprisingly. certain large DNA viruses have evolved strategies 

for neutralizing the biological activity of chemokines. Myxoma virus encodes a 

secreted glycoprotein. M-Tl . that binds CC-chemokines wiîh hi& affinity. 

preventing them from engaging their cellular receptors (Graham et al., 1997; Lalani et 

al., 1998). 

M-Tl is the gene product of the open reading frame found at the end of the 

terminal inverted repeats of the myxoma virus genome (Fig. 1-2) (Graham et al., 

1997). M-Tl is expressed as an early gene product and is secreted as early as two to 

fours hours post-infection. The protein is relatively acidic (predicted pi -4.5) and is 

post-translationally modified with N-Iinked oligosaccharides (Graham et al., 1997). 
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M-T 1 belongs to a larger family of related 35-40 kDa secreted poxvims proteins 

which are collectively known as the TIl35kDa farnily of poxvirus CC-hemokine 

inhibitors (Alcarni et al., 1998; Graham et ai., 1997; Smith et al., 1997). The vaccinia 

virus (VV) and rabbitpox virus (RPV) homologs of M-Tl are known as the "major 

secreted 35kDag' proteins (Martinez-Pomares et al., 1995; Patel et al., 1 990). 

Members of this farnily have variable sequence similarity to one another but ail 

exhibit the strict conservation of eight cysteine residues (Alcarni et al., 1998; Graham 

et al., 1997; Smith et al., 1997). Interestingty. members of the TI135kDa family do 

not share notable sequence identity to host chemokine receptors or any other known 

cellular proteins. 

In vitro. TI/35kDa proteins have been shown to bind to CC-chemokines in a 

non-species specific fashion (Alcami et al., 1998; Lalani et al., 1998; Smith et al., 

1997). The high-affinity interactions between Tl /35kDa and CC-chemokines 

effectively prevent these ligands fiom binding their cognate CC-chemokine receptors 

(Alcami et ai., 1998; Smith et al., 1997). Purified M-Tl or RPV 35kDa have k e n  

shown to block the CC-chemokines. MIP-la and MCP-1. from eliciting 

intnceIlular calcium signaihg in target monocytes with an inhibition constant (Ki ) 

ranghg from -0.1-1 nM (Laiani et al., 1998). Moreover, M-TI potently abrogates 

CC-chemokine-mediated migration of human monocytes in vitro (Laiani et al., 1998). 

T1/3SkDa block neither CXC-chemokine-receptor binding nor the chemotactic 

activities of CXC-chemokines. suggesting that the T 1 /35kDa viral proteins are 
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specific inhibitors for the CC-subfamily of chemokines (Alcami et al., 1998; Lalani et 

aI., 1998; Smith et al., 1997) 

In vivo, M-Tl retards chernotaxis of inflammatory leukocytes into virus- 

infected tissues. European rabbits int'ected with a recombinant myxoma virus 

containing a targetted disruption of the M-Tl gene display an increase in Uifiltrating 

monocytes/macrophages into the tissue lesions swrounding the primary infection site 

during the early stages of infection compared to wild type myxoma virus-infected 

lesions (Lalani et al., 1999). Despite this. deletion of M-T 1 fiom myxoma virus or 

the 35kDa gene fiom rabbitpox virus has no effect on the mortality of their infected 

hosts (Lafani et al., 1999; Martinez-Pomares et al., 1995). Thus, although M-T 1 

functions to block the influx of infiltrating leukocytes into tissues during myxoma 

virus infection (see Figure 1-3). deletion of M-Tl alone has no effect in ameliorating 

pathogenesis in infected rabbits. 

The M-Tl glycoprotein shares only 40% amino acid identity to its vaccinia 

and rabbitpox virus 3SkDa counterparts. Despite this. their bc t iona l  properties in 

vitro appear to be equivatent (Lalani et al., 1998). This has been taken to suggest that 

the CC-chemokine binding and inhibi tory properties of the T 1 /35kDa farnily 

members may reside within limited regions of conservation or that these virai 

proteins adopt a unique. yet to be defined structural conformation (Lalani and 

McFadden, 1997). Recent work using nested deletions of the M-Tl gene suggest that 

disruption of any of the conserved cysteines abrogates CC-chemokine binding 

(Robichaud, 1999). Since even very mal1 disruptions in M-T I protein structure 
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cause loss of function, it appears that it is the overall protein fold, rather than limited 

areas of conservation that are important for M-Tl function. 

M- T 7: IFN- y Receptor Homolog 

One of the best characterized anti-viral host responses to virus infection is 

mediated by the interferons (IFNs). IFN receptor triggering leads to activation of the 

JAWSTAT signal transduction pathway which mediates upregulation of many genes 

involved in estabtishing, arnong other thiigs. an anti-viral state. IFN-y is a 

lymphocyte-derived cytokine known to induce the expression of many such genes. 

Although originally identified as a soluble mediator with direct antiviral activity, 

IFN-y rcguiates many diverse aspects of immune responses including bactericidal 

activity of phagocytes. stimulation of antigen presentation through class 1 and class 

I I  major histocompati bility complex (MHC) molecules. ce11 proli feration and 

apoptosis (Boehm et al., 1997). Myxoma virus. among ils array of  

immunomodulators. produces an IFNy-receptor homolog to subvert the cellular 

responses to IFN-y (Upton et al., 1992). 

M-T7 is a 37 kilocialton (kDa) N-linked glycoprotein that is the major 

secreted protein produced during rnyxoma virus infection (Mossman et al.. 1 995; 

Upton et al., 1992). This protein was first identified as a soluble IFN-y receptor 

homolog. sharing significant sequence similarity in its N-terminal region to the Ligand- 

binding domain of mammalian IFN-y receptors (Upton et al., 1992). Virai homologs 

of the IFN-y receptor have been identified in other poxviruses including variola 
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(Massung et al., 1994), ectromelia virus (Mossman et al., 1995a), vaccinia, cowpox 

and camelpox viruses (Alcami and Smith, 1995). However. the major biological 

difference amongst these homologs has k e n  the unique species speci ficity of M-T7 

(Mossman et al., 1995). MOT7 binds to and nullifies the anti-viral effects o f  rabbit 

IFN-y but cannot bind or bloçk hurnan or murine IFN-y (Mossman et al., 1995). In 

contrast. the vaccinia encoded IFN-y receptor is less restricted in its ability to bind 

IFN-y tiom different species (Alcarni and Smith, 1995; McFadden et al., 1998; 

Mossman et al., 1995a). 

M-T7 is capable of high affinity binding to rabbit IFN-y (Kd=1.2 nM) and 

has been shown to inhibit the binding of IFN-y to its cellular receptor thereby 

abolishing al1 of its anti-virai activities (Mossman et al., 1995). M-T7 is the most 

abundantly secreted myxoma protein (>5 X 10' molecules/celi/hour). is synthesized 

at early times post-infection and is stable in the supematants of infiected cells until 

late tirnes post-infection (Mossman et al.. 1995). Rabbits infected with a recombinant 

M-T7-knockout myxoma virus can effectively recover from infection whereas rabbits 

infected with wild type myxoma virus exhibit greater than 99% mortality (Mossman 

et al., 1996). Purified M-T7 was reported by chernical cross-linking assays to 

interact with members of the CXC, CC and C chemokine subfamilies (Lalani et al., 

1997). though the physiological significance of this has yet to be elucidated. Thus. 

M-T7 represents a major virulence factor during myxoma virus infection. 



Viro kines 

The second strategy of immune evasion by viruses is the capture and 

expression of host cytokines and growth factors. This strategy is employed by a 

number of viruses. ail of which are restricted to the herpesvirus and poxvinis farnilies 

(McFadden et al., 1998). The piracy of host cytokines has aven rise to a class of 

molecules termed virokines (Table 1-2) (Kotwal and Moss, 1988). Over tirne. the 

definition of virokine has expanded to encompass cytokine anaiogs and agonists. 

growth factors. and inhibitors such as the secreted serine proteinase inhibitors of the 

poxvim farnily (McFadden, 1995). While the expression of these virokines has been 

s h o w  to be important for virus survival in immunocompetent hosts. the rationale 

for this particular strategy remains imperfectly understood. Two memben of this 

farnily have k e n  identified tiom the study of myxoma virus: the myxoma growth 

factor (MGF). and SEM-1. the only known virus-encoded serine proteinase 

inhibitor that is secreted fiom infected cells (Nash et al., 1997: Upton et al., 1990). 

~tfporna Growth Factor 

Myxoma growth factor is an 85-residue polypeptide. which shares 80% 

identity with the Shope fibroma virus epidennal growth factor (EGF) homolog, 

SFGF (Chang et al., 1987: Upton et al.. 1987). All poxviral EGF homologs. including 

vaccinia growth factor (VGF). MGF and SFGF. are predicted to have similar 

secondary and tertiary structure as their cellular counter parts. as indicated by the 
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conserved six cysteine residues that form three intrarnolecular disulfide bonds (for a 

review. see (McFadden et al., 1995)). 

Both MGF and SFGF are expressed as early gene products (Chang et al., 

1990). The virus genes are present as a single copy near the TIR at the lefl end of the 

virus genome (Chang et al., 1987; Upton et al., 1987). Irnmunoprecipitation of the 

SFV Uifected ceii lysate. in the presence and absence of ninicarnycin, demonstrated 

that the SFGV is heavily glycosylated (Chang et al., 1990). It is predicted that the 

MGF would be post-translationally modified in the same way. W i k e  VGF and 

cellular EGF and TGFa, both MGF and SFGF lack the hydrophobic sequence near 

their C termini. which has been shown to be a membrane anchor sequence. VGF is 

secreted as a tnincated f o m  fiom the extracellular portion of larger membrane-bound 

glycosylated protein precursors (Chang et al., 1988; Stroobant et al., 1985). but the 

precise processing pathway of SFGF or MGF remains to be defined. 

EGF activates tyrosine kinase on erbB receptors (EGF receptor) via auto- 

phosphorylation, and initiates mitogenesis in the responsive cells. Although native 

MGF and SFGF are heavily glycosylated proteins. it seems that the glycosylation is 

not essential for the protein's biochemical bc t ion .  Non-glycosylated synthetic 

peptides spanning residues 30 to 83 of MGF and 26 to 80 of SFGF have been shown 

to have the receptor binding activity (Lin et al., 1988; Lin et al., 199 1). MGF is non- 

essential for myxoma virus replication in tissue cultures. but when tested in vivo. the 

myxoma virus MGF deletion mutant demonstrated a significant de- of attenuated 

clinical manifestations in European rabbits in cornparison to the wild type parental 
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strain (Opgenorth et al., 1992; Opgenorth et al.. 1 993). The histopathological 

examination showed that the MGF deletion mutant virus caused substantially less 

proliferation of the epithelial ce11 layers overlying myxoma lesions in the conjunctiva 

and respiratory tract (Opgenorth et al., 1992). More interestingly. replacing the 

MGF gene with SFGF. VGF or TGFa could fiilly restore the virus virulence. The 

disease course produced by the restored myxoma MGF deletion mutant virus was 

indistinguishable at both clinical and histopathological level (Opgenorth et al., 1993). 

Thus. poxvirus EGF homologs (VGF. MGF. and SFGF) have interchangeable 

biologicat functions with the cellular counterparts. Transgenic mice expressing MG F 

showed proliferation and arborization of breast ducts and ductules. and also gastric 

epitheIial hyperplasis (Strayer et al., 1 993). Therefore. based on above evidence. 

MGF possesses genuine EGF tùnction. i.e. stimulating mitogenesis. proliferation and 

differentiation of responsive cells. 

Several hypotheses have k e n  proposed regarding the biological sipifïcance 

of poxvirus encoded EGF homologs (for a review. see (McFadden et al., 1995)). 

Based on the evidence outlined above. the posvirus encoded EGF homologs appear 

to stimulate biosynthesis in both infected and uninfected (those adjacent to the 

infected celIs) cells and in doing so, provide a more favorable environment for the 

virus replication. Interestingly. MGF binds to the erbB-family of receptors with 

lower afinity than the cellular ligands. but is a more potent sipdling ligand because 

it  does not induce receptor downregulation (Tzahar et al., 1998). 



Viromitigators: Multiple apoptosis inhibitors 

In addition to the combined actions of the host immune system. invading 

viruses must deal with the imate ability of certain somatic cells to undergo apoptosis 

or prograrnmed ce11 death in response to virus infection. While apoptosis can be used 

by some viruses to promote virus dissemination and secondary infection of 

phagocytic cells. apoptosis can also be highly detrimental if it occurs pi-ior to v ins  

maturation and disrupts the viral replicative strategy. Given the critical importance of 

preventing premature apoptosis of infected cells. it is not swprising that viruses have 

adapted a wide range of strategies to inhibit apoptosis (McFadden and Barry, 1998; 

O'Brien, 1998). Figure 1-4 iflustrates the Fas/TNF apoptosis pathway with severai 

of the known poxvirus inhibitors ïndicated. Myxoma virus encodes at least five 

proteins that have been implicated in the inhibition of apoptosis (see Table 1-3). 

These include the caspase inhibitor SERP-2, the iniracellular membrane associated 

protein M l  1 L, the ER resident soluble M-T4 protein, the cytoplasmic ankyrin 

repeat protein M-T5. as well as the TNF receptor homolog M-T2. 

Cnspase Inhibition b j ~  SERP-2 

The mechanisms by which individual viromitigators abrogate apoptosis in 

response to viral inféction is not always clear. This is because the viral proteins are 

not yet extensively characterized. and because of the complex and varied nature of 

the cellular pathways leading to apoptosis. Arnong the key components of the 

apoptotic machinery are a class of proteinases known as the caspases (Nicholson and 
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Thombeny, 1997; Thombeny and Lazebnik, 1998). Not surprisingly. viruses utilize 

specific inhibitors of caspases as one strategy to block apoptosis of infected cells. 

Myxoma vims encodes a caspase inhibitor known as SERP-2, that is a second 

member of the serpin superfamily identified from the myxoma virus genome (Petit et 

al., 1996). SERP-2 is closely reIated to two previously identified poxvirus serpins, 

narnely crmA of cowpox virus and Spi-2 of vaccinia virus (Pickup et al., 1986; Smith 

et al.. 1989). Although crmNSpi-2 and SERP-2 conforrn to the serpin homology. 

t hey are. in fact, cross-class proteinase inhibitors capable of inhibithg the caspase 

famiIy of intracellular cysteine proteinases. C d  targets caspase 1 (IL- 1 

converting enzyme or ICE) (Ray et al., 1992). caspase 8 (FLICE) (Srinivasula et al ., 

1996) and the serine proteinase granzyme B (Qum et al., 1995) and thus is 

implicated in both inflammation and apoptosis (Enari et al., 1995; Gagliardhi et al., 

1994; Miura et al.. 1993; Ray et al., 1992; Tewari and Dixit, 1995; Tewari et al., 

1995). 

SERP-2 is a 333 amino acid product of an early gene and can be detected as 

early as 2h afier infection and remains present at late times (>15h) (Petit et al., 1996). 

The SERP-2 protein can be detected in monomeric and dimeric forms and remains 

intraceIlular throughout the infection cycle. Although itts reactive center is at present 

undefined, SERP-2 has k e n  shown to inhibit human ICEkaspase 1 in vitro and 

prevent the processing of pro-IL-1 p to its mature f o m  (Petit et al., 1996). The 

inhibitory activity of SERP-2 on ICE/caspase 1 is reportedly less than that of c d  

(Turner and Moyer, 1998). It is unclear whether this is the result of species 
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specificity incurred by the use of a hurnan enzyme to test the inhibitory activity or  

whether this indicates that caspase I/ICE is not the primary target of  SERP-2 in 

vivo . 

The disease symptoms of myxomatosis elicited by the SERP-2 deletion 

mutant are markedly less severe than those of the wild type virus. Notably. the 

targetted disruption of SEM-2 results in milder disease symptoms, minor secondary 

lesions and considerably lower mortality (Messud-Petit et al., 1998). Histological 

analysis of lesions indicated an accelerated inflammatory response as would be 

expected if the virus failed to inhibit IL-ID processing in infected macrophages. 

Furthermore. cells within the draining lymph nodes of  rabbits infected with the 

S E R P -  knock-out virus showed elevated levels of apoptosis, indicating that the 

SERP-2 deletion mutant fails to interrupt the apoptotic response triggered by 

infection of immune cells. This may contribute to the observation that this virus has 

a less severe disease phenotype than the parental virus (Messud-Petit et al., 1998). 

kf I i L and Immune Modtrlation 

The Ml 1 L gene encodes another determinant of  myxoma virus virulence. 

Disruption of the Ml 1 L coding sequence in the viral genome considerably attenuates 

the virus (Opgenorth et al., 1992). Infection of rabbits with the M l  IL-knockout 

virus failed to result in mortality. indicating a disease process that was clearly 

attenuated compared to the normal outcome of myxomatosis. In addition. the 

primary lesions resulting fiom infections by the M 1 1 L mutant displayed decreased 
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levels of cellular proliferation and hemorrhage, but increased evidence of edema and 

leukocyte infiltration when compared to the lesions produced by myxoma virus. 

Interestingly, despite its attenuated disease phenotype. the deletion mutant did result 

in numerous secondary lesions and the recovered animals were resistant to 

subsequent challenge with wild type myxoma virus (Opgenorth et al., 1992). Overall. 

this suggests that the host is able to rnount a more effective immune response to 

myxoma virus when M 1 1 L is not expressed. 

Characterization of the M 1 1 L sequence (Graham et al., 1992) has revealed no 

database homologs, apart fiom genes encoded by the related poxviruses. Shope 

fibrorna virus and swinepox virus. The M l  l L  gene product is 166 amino acid in 

length and has no distinct structural motifs. apart fiom an 18 residue domain near the 

C-terminus with distinct hydrophobic character. 

Infection of a rabbit T-lymphocyte ceIl line (RL-5) with the M l  1 L knock-out 

virus indicated that Ml 1 L plays a role in preventing apoptosis of infected cells 

(Macen et al., 1996). Unlike parental myxoma virus. infection by the M 1 1 L deletion 

mutant triggered apoptosis with extensive DNA fragmentation observed within 6 

hours post-infection, implying that M l  1 L is required during infection of immune 

cells to prevent initiation of an apoptotic response. These fuidings correlate with an 

earlier observation that replication of the M 1 1 L deletion mutant in primay rabbit 

splenocytes is impaired (Opgenorth et al., 1992). 
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ICI- T2 is an intracellular apoptotic inhibitor 

MOT2 was initially identified as a virai TNF receptor homolog (see above) 

but it has also been shown to be involved in blocking programmed cell death. In 

contrast to the wild type myxoma virus. the M-T2 knockout virus induced virus 

infected RL5 cells to undergo apoptosis (Macen et al., 1996). In rabbit peripheral 

blood mononuclear celis, M-T2-knockout virus infection specifically caused 

apoptosis of non-adherent leukocytes but not adherent monocytes. This result is 

consistent with the earlier observation that both wild type and M-T2-knockout virus 

can efficiently replicate in rabbit fibroblasts while the latter is unable to productively 

infect T lymphocytes (Upton et al., 1991). 

To defme its anti-apoptotic role. purified M-T2 protein was tested for the 

ability to prevent the apoptosis of M-T2-knockout virus infected RL5 cetls. 

Interestingly, the exogenous M-TS failed to prevent the infected cells fiom 

undergoing apoptosis. although M-T2 efficiently blocked extracellular TNF induced 

cytolysis of sensitive cells (Macen et al., 1996) (Macen et al., 1996; Schreiber and 

iMcFadden, 1994; Schreiber et al., 1996). This suggests that M-T2 might not 

fùnction extracellularly to block apoptosis. Several lines of evidence now support the 

notion that M-T2 is poorly secreted. and a fiaction of the protein accumulates in an 

intracellular cornpartment (Schreiber et al., 1997). In order to characterize its anti- 

apoptotic effects, a series of C-terminal tnincated M-T2 myxoma viruses were tested 

in the apoptosis assay. Surprisingly. the anti-apoptotic activity was observed in M -  

T2 constructs that contained only the first two CRDs. despite the previous finding 
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that the three N-terminal CRDs are required for TNF binding and inhibition 

(Schreiber and McFadden, 1996; Schreiber et al., 1997). It thus appears that MOT2 

possesses dual function, and that its anti-apoptotic role differs From its TNF binding 

function in tems of both localization and distinct fhctional domains of the protein. 

Currently, two modets c m  be suggested to account for the possible 

rnechanism(s) LM-T2 uses to inhibit apoptosis. First, on the ba i s  of structure of 

human TNF-receptors and the similarity of TNF-receptor to M-T2. it is feasible 

that M-T2 could associate with a cellular pro-apptotic superfâmily member to form 

a dominant-negative receptor complex which could then block otherwise normal 

cellular receptor oligornerization and the subsequent si@ling (Figure 1-5). Second. 

the presence of fùnctional intraceliular M-T2 suggests that M-T2 could interact with 

downstream sigalling molecules and therefore block a relevant apoptotic pathway. 

Further work on the localization of M-T2 and the interaction of M-T2 with other 

cellular molecules are required to dari@ its anti-apoptotic role. 

:W-Tj: il n ankyrin repeat protein 

The myxoma M-T5 gene maps in the TIRS (Figure 1-2). and the absence of 

easily identifiable signal sequences suggests it to be located in the cytoplasmic 

cornpartment. The M-T5 483 arnino acid polypeptide is predicted to have a 

molecular weight of 55 kDa. 

There are very few characteristic features detected upon analysis of the 

primary protein sequence of M-T5. The protein does not appear to have any 
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significant regions of hydrophobicity but possesses three distinct ankyrin repeat 

domains (ARDs). The ankyrin protein fiom red blood cells contains 23 such ARDs, 

which are proposed to be involved in protein folding andior protein-protein 

interactions (Lambert et al., 1990). From the erythrocyte ankyrin domains, a very 

loose consensus of 33 amino acids has been defined. This ankyrin consensus and the 

three ARDs of M-T5 are shown in Figure 1-6. 

A myxoma virus has been constructed in which both copies of the M-TS 

open reading frame have k e n  interrupted, generating an M-T5 knockout virus 

(Mossman et al., 1996). Studies reveaied that the lack of M-T5 gene product in rabbit 

T lymphocytes resulted in rapid cessation of host and virus protein synthesis and 

subsequent apoptotic death of these cells (Mossman et al., 1996). This phenornenon 

was not observed in infected rabbit fibroblast cells. When the M-TS-knockout virus 

was used to infect susceptibie European rabbits. al1 recovered completely fiom 

infection. contrasting with the 100% mortality in the control group of wild type 

myxoma infected rabbits (Mossman et al., 1996). In addition. the M-TS minus 

infected rabbits demonstrated an almost cornplete absence of secondary lesion 

formation and no secondary Gram-negative bacterial infection. al1 of which were 

detected in al1 wild type infected animais (Mossman et al., 1996). Histological 

analysis reveakd that the primary site of inoculation of the M-T5 knockout virus in 

the rabbits showed very Iittle edema and no hemorrhage. contrary to the edematous 

and hemomhagic lesions observed in wild type infected rabbits (Mossman et al., 
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1996). Thus, these cell culture and pathogenesis studies demonstrated that M-TS is a 

potent virulence factor responsible for host range detemination. 

The extreme virulence attributed to M-T5 through the pathogenesis studies 

and the ability of M-T5 to inhibit apoptosis are elements shared with hivo other 

myxoma virus proteins derribed in this section. M-T4 and MI 1 L. Where M-T> is 

difièrent from these two other virulence factors is in its cytoplasmic location and 

ARDs. ARDs have been found in a large nurnber of proteins havïng very diverse 

functions. from nematodes to humans. For example. the human 2-5A dependent 

RNase L is an IFN-inducible ribonuclease containing ankyrin repeats: this enzyme is 

responsible for implemenhng the anti-viral response in the 2-5A pathway of 

interferon activity (Dedhar and Hannigan, 1996). 

The IKB family of proteins also contains ARDs. The 1- proteins are 

responsible for controlling the levels of NF-KB. a nuclear transcription factor which 

activates transcription of many inflamrnatory cytokines and growth factors 

(Baldwin, 1996). A recent study on one of the cellular II& proteins demonstrated 

that mutation of certain key residues in the second ARD resulted in a loss of the 

ability to localize to the nucleus where it normally binds NF-- to cause re- 

localization back out to the cytoplasm (Sachdev et al., 1998). It is noteworthy to 

mention that the key residues in the proposrd nuclear localization signal of 1- are 

fairly conserved in M-T5 (see Figure 1-6). thus suggesting that such a nuclear 

localization signal may also exist in M-T5. A further line of evidence supports the 

importance of ARD-containing elements such as IkB to viral immune evasion 
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strategies. A homolog of IKB containing ARDs has k e n  recently described in African 

swine fever virus. This protein, designated A23 8L. was shown to bind and inhibit 

NF-KB function in cultured mammalian cells (Revilla et al., 1997) including 

macrophages, where the mechanism of inhibition was determined to be via binding to 

calcineUrin (Miskin et al., 1998). 

M-TS may be a myxoma virus homolog of one of the above ankyrin domain 

containing mo lecules. ARD-containing host-range genes like M-T 5 have k e n  found 

in other orthopoxvinises. Two such proteins that show limited amino acid 

similarities to M-T5 are the cowpox virus CF77 and the vaccinia virus KlL 

(Mossman et al., 1996). Like M-TS. both CP77 and K I  L are responsible for 

preventing rapid global ce11 protein shut-off early after infection. Currently. not much 

is known about the actual mechanism of action of these ARD-containhg gene 

products. 

M-T4: The ER Connecrion 

In addition to cytoplasmic proteins aimed at blocking discrete signal 

transduction pathways. myxoma virus encodes a novel endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 

-retained protein. M-T4. that has been as a viromitigator which prevents apoptosis 

of infected leukocytes (Bany et al., 1997). MOT4 has no known cellular homologs. 

but related proteins are expressed from several poxviruses. The M-T4 protein is 

3OkDa with an N-terminai signal sequence and a C-terminal RDEL motif. The RDEL 

motif has k e n  shown to retain proteins within the endoplasmic reticulum via ER 
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retrograde transport mediated by the KDEL (Pelham, 1989; Pelharn, 1990). This has 

been confinned in M-T4 by confoçal fluorescence microscopy and 

irnmunoprecipitation studies that Iocalize M-T4 to the E R  uidicating that the M-T4 

RDEL motif is functioning as a bona fide ER retention si& (Barry et al., 1997). In 

vivo myxomatosis studies suggest that M-T4 is a host-range type wvlence factor. 

M-T4 deletion mutant virus (M-T4KO) infected rabbits e.xhibit profound disease 

attenuation characterized by an almost complete lack of secondary lesions and a 

100% survival rate. This suggests that the M-T4KO virus is unable to disseminate in 

vivo. Furthemore. infection of a CD4+ rabbit lymphocyte ce11 line or rabbit prirnary 

rabbit peripheral blood lymphocytes with the recombinant M-T4KO virus resulted 

in apoptosis of the infected cells (Barry et al., 1997). 

Virostealtb: Hiding from immunosurveillance 

The final strategy employed by viruses to evade the immune system is the 

downregulation of surface molecules that allow an infected ceil to convey its 

abnormal state to the immune system. This strategy seeks to reduce the visibility of 

the infected cell and prevent the recognition and destruction of virus-infected cells by 

cytotoxic T and NK cells. This strategy. referred to as virostealth. is employed by 

both small and large viruses. For example. HIV encodes the Nef protein that is 

capable of downregulating MHC class I and CD4 molecules through a poorly 

delineated series of events that involve a novel thioesterase (Aiken et al ., 1994; Liu et 

al., 1997; Willey et al., 1992). Myxoma virus has also k e n  shown to utilize MHC 
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class 1 and CD4 downregulation, a phenomenon with significant implications for viral 

immune-evasion. 

MHC I dorvnregulation 

Ce11 mediated acquired irnmunity is responsible for the identification and 

destruction of intracellular pathogens. and thus represents a formidable long-term 

anti-viral strategy. The process of antigen presentation by professional antigen 

presenting cells (APCs) to T lymphocytes is an initial and critical step in initiating a 

cellular immune response. making this process a prime target for viral interference. 

Not surprisingty. a number of vimses have k e n  shown to prevent effective antigen 

presentation. Myxoma virus has k e n  found to downiegulate the ce11 suface 

expression of class 1 major histocompatibility complex (MHC). though the vUal 

proteins responsible for this effect are unknown (Boshkov et al., 1992). The 

downregulation of class I MHC and CD4 by other vimses is weli docurnented and 

uses a variety of  mechanisms. For example. the E3/I9K gene product of  adenovirus 

type 2 binds to class 1 MHC and inhibits its transport to the ceIl surface (Wold and 

Gooding, 199 1 : Wold and Gooding, 1989; Wold et al., 1994). 

In myxoma virus the decrease in class 1 MHC expression in virally infected 

cells was shown to be far greater than that seen in cells treated to completely inhibit 

protein synthesis. nrling out the possibility that the observed downregulation was 

due simply to host protein synthesis shutdown (Boshkov et al., 1992). I t  has been 

suggested that myxoma virus protein(s) directly interact with the class 1 MHC to 
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either (i) physically prevent surface expression. or (ii) produce a change in class 1 

MHC conformation (Boshkov et al., 1992). 

CD4 is targered for degradation 

Using flow cytometry and irnrnunoprecipitation techniques, Bany et al. 

(Barry et al., 1995) demonstrated that myxorna sec t ion  rapidly leads to a decrease 

in the level of ce11 surface cellular CD4 in a rabbit T ce11 line (RL-5). This 

phenornenon was shown to be a function of an early gene product and was not due to 

a generalized loss of ce11 surface molecules in infected ceIls. as the levels of three 

other ce11 surface proteins (CD18. CD43. and CD45) were not significantly altered 

during the course of infection. Furthemore. CD4 appears to be actively targetted to 

the 1 y sosomes for degradation during myxoma virus infection. 

Activation of the protein kinase C (PKC) pathway via treatment of cells with 

phorbol 12-rnyristate-13-acetate (PMA). is also known to cause a decrease in ce11 

surface expression and degradation of CD4. albeit with different kinetics than those 

observed in myxoma virus infection. Myxoma virus downregulation and degradation 

of CD1 was shown not to depend on the activation of PKC. as the use of the PKC 

inhibitor. staurosporine. did not affect the virus induced loss of ce11 surface CD4. 

while the PMA-induced downregulation was sensitive to staurosponne (Barry et al.. 

1995) 

The fate of the tyrosine kinase which associates with the cytoplasmic domain 

of CD4. p561ck. has also been examined. It was found that the association of p56lck 
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with CD4 decreased in a similar manner to that of total cellular level of CD4. 

however. the total cellular level o f  p561ck was unchanged. Because the total cellular 

level of pS6lck remained the same before and during infection. unlike CD4. 

dissociation of p561ck m u t  precede degradation of CD4 in the lysosome (Barry et 

al.. 1995) 

Insights frorn the study of viral immunomodulation 

There are a number o f  parallel developments ongoing in the field of 

irnmunosubversive viral proteins that further broaden the avenues for potential 

investigation. Sequencing of the genomes of poxviruses has yielded new potential 

immunomodulatory proteins. For exarnple. the complete sequence of Molluscum 

contagiosuxn led to the rapid characterization of a series of novel immunomodulatory 

proteins. including the discovery of  a class of viral death domain antagonist proteins 

(Bertin et al.. 1997). and a viral strategy to deal with the hannfùl effects of free 

radicals produced by ultraviolet Iight or the respiratory burst of certain immune cells 

(Shisler et al., 1998). The complete sequencing of myxoma virus should yield an 

abundance of new immunomodulatory proteins as well. 

Another intriguing recent development in this field is the observation that 

some virus encoded proteins appear to have multiple anti-immune functions. This is 

not a new concept for the small viruses which have limited encoding capacity. but for 

the Iarger DNA vinises, however, this realization opens up numerous possibilities. 

Several examples of proteins with multiple immunomodulatory functions have 
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recently corne fiom poxviruses. For example. Tanapox virus expresses a major 

secreted protein that is capable of inhibiting multiple cytokines including IL-2, IL-5. 

and IFN-y (Essani et al., 1994). The myxoma virus M-T7 protein has been shown to 

bind IFN-y with high affimity, and h e p a ~  binding proteins such as chemokines with 

lower affinity (Lalani et al., 1997). while the M-T2 protein exhibits both TNF 

binding and acts to block apoptosis of myxoma virus infected lymphocytes (Macen 

et al., 1996; Schreiber et al., 1997). These examples support the notion that many 

more virus proteins may exhibit more than one function. 

Finally there is the possibility that some of these viral gene products have 

potential therapeutic applications. The success of purified SERP-1 as an anti- 

inflarnmatory agent (Lucas et al., 1996; Maksymowych et al., 1996) may be a 

gIimpse of a future in which the proteins that vimses produced to disable the host 

immune system are re-assigned to be used as beneficial therapeutic agents. 

Viruses that are susceptible to attack by multiple amis of the immune system 

must devetop countemeasures to nuIli@ the systems that are antagonistic to virus 

replication if the virus is to be an effective long-tenn pathogen. It is not surprising. 

therefore. that recent works have led to a proliferation of reported virai 

immunornodulatory proteins. What is perhaps surprising is the scope and de- to  

which the host immune repertoire c m  be subverted by specific viral gene products. 

The large DNA vimses have the luxwy of encoding a wide range o f  proteins that are 

not required directiy for viral replication alone. Myxoma virus propagates in tissues 

such as skin. respiratory tract and lymph nodes that are readily accessible to a 
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variety of the effector elements of the immune system. Like ail poxvimes. myxorna 

has adapted to this inhospitable immune environment by expressing a wide range of 

proteins to systematically block each threatening aspect of the immune system. The 

first portion of this chapter has presented an overview of a number of the proteins 

that have been characterized out of myxoma virus (Figure 1-7), but this is still almost 

certainly an incomplete picture. The cataloging of the mymma virus genes is an 

ongoing project. but a related poxvinis, vaccinia virus, has been shown to have at 

least 55 open reading m e s  that are dispensable for propagation in tissue culture 

(Perkus et al., 199 1 ). Myxoma virus expresses dozens of secreted proteins, of which 

we have so far characterized only five. In addition we have already described 

phenomena such as MHC 1 and CD4 downregulations with which we have yet to 

associate viral gene products. Clearly this remains an area of rich potential. 

The SERPINS 

Serpins are used in many eukaryotic tissue systems to regdate complex 

proteinase dependent pathways in order to maintain homeostasis (for review see 

(Poternpa et al., 1994)). Examples of this include the activation of cytokines in the 

inflammatory network (Forsyth et al., 1994; Komiyama et al., 1994; Matsuda et al., 

1994). the complement pathway. fibrinolysis (Lijnen and Collen, 1990). thrombotic 

cascades (Olds et al., 1994; Olson and Bjork, 1994). tissue remodeling (Smirnova et 

al., 1994). apoptosis (Houenou et al., 1995; Sarin et al., 1993). and a nurnber of 

signalling pathways (Altieri, 1995; Coughlin, 1994; Nystedt et al., 1994; Strickland et 
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al., 1995). In most cases a few key proteinases can be modulated to regulate an entire 

cascade. It is not surprising, then, that certain pathogens might employ serpins in 

order to intempt proteinase dependent host processes that are antagonistic to the 

invading organism. For example, nematodes of the Bmgia family of filarial parasites 

have been reported to express serpins (Blanton et al., 1994; Ghendler et al., 1994; 

Yenbutr and Scott, 1995). Of interest to virologists is that several serpins have k e n  

identified within the genomes of members of the poxvirus family of large DNA 

viruses. The fact that serpins are expressed even by viruses. the simplest of all 

organisms. is intriguing. and testifies to the importance of proteinases in the immune 

response to pathogens. Arnong the serpins produced by members of the poxvinrs 

tàmily is a unique myxoma virus protein des ip t ed  SEM-1. on which this thesis 

will focus. 

The Biochemistry of SERPINS 

The serpins are a family of struçturally related protein inhibitors of senne 

proteinases. The term serpin is itself9 an abbreviation of serine proteinase &hibitor. 

although not al1 serpins have inhibitory activity (Potempa et al., 1994). Serpins play 

a major regulatory role in a host of biological processes that involve proteinase 

activity. and serpin mutations have been associated with a host of human diseases 

relating to thrombosis. angioedema hemomhage and emphysema (Stein and Carrell, 

1995). They are involved in the regulation of such diverse processes as coagulation, 

fibrinolysis, complement activation. ovulation. embryonic development, 
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neuromuscuiar patterning, angiogenesis, inflammation, apoptosis, 

neoplasidmalipancy and viral pathogenesis (Lawrence, 1997; Rubin, 1 996). The 

mechanism by which serpins act to inhibit their specific target serine proteinase(s) is 

relatively well understood at both the molecular and biochemicai level. 

The conserved serpin structure takes the form of a compact globular protein 

composed of P-sheets comected by a-helices. A single exposed loop known as the 

reactive centre loop (RCL) forms an arc above one pole of the protein (Figure 1-8). 

The RCL is the business end of the serpin with which it interacts with the target 

proteinase at a scissile PI-Pl ' bond. Amino acids in the RCL are referred to 

according to their position relative to the Pl-P 1 ' bond. with residues to the C- 

terminus assigned the designations of P 1 '-PT-P3'. . .etc.. and N-terminal residues 

referred to as Pl-P2-P3-P4.. .etc. (Figure 1-9). In this form the serpin is in a strained 

or high-energy meta-stable conformation. very much like a set mouse-trap 

(Whisstock et al., 1998). The current mode1 for the mechanisrn by which serpins act 

to inhibit their target proteinase(s) is relatively well defined. The interaction of 

enzyme and serpin takes place as a series of steps that serve as an elegant exarnple of 

the molecular dance that is the basis of life. First. the serpin binds to its target 

proteinase to fom a reversible complex analogous to a Michaelis complex between an 

enzyme and a substrate. Next, the proteinase cleaves the Pl-PI ' reactive centre 

peptide bond resulting the formation of a covalent acyl-enzyme intermediate 

(Lawrence et al., 1994; Wilczynska et al., 1995). This cleavage releases the serpin 

from its strained state. releasing the "spring" and allowing a rapid insertion of the 
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reactive centre loop uito B-sheet A up to at least the P9 position. Since the enzyme 

and serpin are covalantly bound, this results in a large-scale movement of the enzyme 

which is effectively dragged across the face of the serpin (Stratikos and Gettins, 1997; 

Wilczynska et al., 1997). The bound proteinase prevents fùll insertion of the RCL 

and the complex becomes locked. This resulting strain is transferred to the enzyme. 

distorting the active site and preventing deacylation of the acyi-enzyme intermediate, 

thus trapping the complex. This complex is e-xtremely stable in solution with a haif- 

life in the order of hours to days. Biologically this is ample time for the trapped 

enzyme to be degraded or removed fiom circuiation. 

Conformation of tbe SERPINS 

Serpins undergo dramatic conformational changes when cleaved by the 

proteinases they inhibit. This was first recognized in 1983 when interpretation of the 

electron-density map of al -antitrypsin cleaved at the scissile bond revealed that the 

P l  and Pl  ' residues were 65 A apart (Loebermann et al.. 1984). The region N- 

terminal to the scissile bond of the RCL formed a strand within a large B-sheet. This 

implied that the mechanism of serpin inhibition differed substantially fiom other 

inhibitors. The standard mechanism inhibitors refer collectively to a nwnber of families 

of small proteins, with the Kunitz and Kazal families being the best known 

(Laskowski and Kato, 1 980). Like serpins, the standard rnechanism inhibitors of  

serine proteinases use a surface loop or reactive site loop to bind to the active site of 

their target senne proteinase (Stone et al., 1997). The reactive site loop acts as a 
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pseudo-substrate that docks into the active site. StmcturaiIy, the reactive site loop 

does not change upon binding to the proteinase, and different members of this group 

exhibit the same structure despite sequence differences. This cononical structure is 

complernentary to the active site of the enzyme. Unlike serpins, the entire inhibition 

mechanism is reversible (Bode and Huber, 1 992). 

The fïrst structural view of an intact serpin came with crystallization of the non- 

inhibitory serpin, ovalbumin, in which the region corresponding to the RCL fonns an 

a-helix (Stein et al., 199 1 ). Subsequently, inhibitory serpin structures confirmeci that 

the RCL of inhibitory serpins also exists as a loop structure (Schreuder et al., 1994). 

Serpins contains three B-sheets and nine a-helices. The main B-sheet, into which the 

RCL can insert is shown on the front face of the structure in Figure 1-8 and labeled as 

P-sheet A. The reactive centre loop contains the residues that interact directiy with the 

cognate target proteinase. In Figure 1-8, the RCL appears as an exposed loop at the top 

of îhe serpin structure. 

The conformational change that occurs upon cleavage of inhibitory serpins at 

the RCL is accompanied by an increase in thermostability (Carrel1 and Boswell, 1986). 

This is referred to as the S -> R ('stressed' to 'reIaxed') transition (Stein and Chothia, 

199 1 ). In addition to the active uncleaved fom, a second uncleaved form exists that is 

referred to as the latent state. in the latent state, the reactive centre loop is inserted into 

the main P-sheet as in the cleaved form. This state is considered to be a alternative R 

state, and occurs only in certain serpins. The first direct view of the latent state was 

seen in the crystal structure of plasrninogen activator inhibitor- 1 (PAL 1 ) (Mottonen et 
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al., 1992). Normal antithrombin does not form the latent conformation spontaneously, 

although a naturai mutant Rouen VI ( 1  87Asn -> Asp) converts slowly to the latent 

state (Whisstock et al., 1998). The spontaneous formation of the latent state by PM-1 

is unusual among serpins, suggesting that latency may be part of the control 

rnechanism that ailows PAI-1 to circulate in an inactive form, becoming açtive only at 

particular sites or tissues through interaction with the giycoprotein vitronecth 

(Lawrence, 1997). Under certain conditions, serpins can fiom dimers or even 

polymers. The 2-variant of a,-antitrypsin (Glu342 -> Lys) results from a 

conformational transitions and a linkage between the RCL of one molecule and a B- 

sheet of another (Daffom et al., 1999). Polymerization is concentration and 

temperature dependent and occurs pnmady in mutant versions of serpins. 

Poxviruses are the only viruses that have been shown to encode serpins 

The poxvimses comprise a family of large. complex DNA viruses that are 

capable of autonomous replication within the cytoplasm of infected cells. This sets 

them apart from the vast majority of DNA vinises that rely on the ability to 

parasit ize the host cell replication mac hinery . and. consequently . require localization 

in the nucleus of infected cells. The posvirus family is divided into two subfàmilies. 

the chordopoxviridae (vertebrate poxviruses). and the entemopoxviridae (insect 

poxviruses) (Moss, 1990). The chordopoxviridae are further divided into seven 

genera. of which four. the orthopoxviruses, leporipoxviruses. avipoxviruses. and 

suipoxvinises have k e n  found by sequencing studies to encode serpins. The 
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remainder of the poxviruses may weil also encode serpins, but sequencing of the 

genomes of many members of this family is still at a rudimentary stage. Together the 

poxviruses constitute the etiologic agents of a large number of diseases ranghg from 

benign and locaiized (e.g. vaccinia virus and Shope fibroma virus) to systemic and 

highly lethai (smailpox and rnyxomatosis). Al1 poxviruses have a genome composed 

of a singie linear double stranded DNA with cross-linked tennini, which ranges in 

size from 130 to 375 kbp (for reviews see (Buller and Palumbo, 199 1 ; Fenner et ai.? 

1989; Turner and Moyer, 1990)). The central region of the genome is highly 

conserved. not only between strains, but even to some extent among al1 poxviruses. 

In cornparison. the 20-50 kb regions of the DNA closest to the termini are subject to 

considerable variation among natural poxvirus isolates. The most variable region is 

the terminai inverted repeat (TIR) region which is duplicated at each end of the 

genorne, and accounts for the only genes that are present in two copies. The degree to 

which virus genes are conserved between different poxviruses c m  be correlated to 

their fùnction. The conserved core of the genome codes primarily for the so-called 

"housekeeping" genes that are required for the basic survival of the virus and are 

required for virus replication in cultured cells. The highly variable genes which map 

outside of the central core of the genome are generalty termed non-essential because 

they are not required for virus propagation in tissue culture. However. many of these 

genes encode for what are referred to as "virulence factors" which are so named 

because they confer an increased capacity for propagation within immunocompetent 

vertebrate hosts and thereby contribute to virus spread and pathogenesis. Such 
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virulence factors fùnction to allow virus infected cells to survive in complex tissues in 

the face of challenge by the consolidated actions of the immune and inflammatory 

systems of the host. 

Encoded within the non-essential regions of at least four poxvirus genera are a 

nurnber of proteins which confonn to criteria of the serpin superfamily (Table 1-4). 

The poxvirus from which the viral serpin considered here was identified, namely 

myxoma virus, is a rabbit-specific pathogen of the leporipoxvirus family, that causes 

a systernic and lethal disease known as myxomatosis (Femer and Meyers, 1978). 

Myxoma v h s  encodes for many known virulence factors, including the secreted 

serpin. designated SERP-1. SERP-1 has been charactenzed in tenns of serine 

proteinase inhibitor fiuiction in vitro and effects on virus virulence in vivo. and is to 

date the only poxviral serpin known to be secreted from virus infected cells. Three 

O ther virus serpins (Spi- 1. 2, 3) have k e n  found to be encoded by diverse members 

of the orthopoxvims genus. but al1 of these are believed to remain associated with the 

virus infected ce11 throughout the course of infection. SERP-1 is aiso the only viral 

serpin encoded within the TIR region of a poxvirus. and is thus present in two copies 

in the myxoma genome. Although other large DNA viruses. including the 

herpesviruses and adenoviruses, also express multiple proteins that interfere with 

host defenses. it is interesting to note that only poxviruses are so far known to 

encode serpins. The origin of poxviral serpins is still uncertain. Ali poxvirus genes. 

including the serpins, are, effectively, cDNAs and do not contain introns. This 

suggests that if these serpin genes are derived fiom host cells. they may have 
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orig inall y k e n  acquired fiom processed, c ytoplasmic rnRN A transcripts, rather than 

directly fiom the host genome. This is in keeping with the entirely cytoplasrnic life 

cycle of the virus, but it should be noted that not ail poxvinis genes have obvious 

host counterparts and thus the origin of the SERP- 1 gene remains speculative. 

Other poxviral serpins 

The fust poxvirus open reading frame with serpin-homology to be discovered 

was the cowpox virus 38K gene (Pickup et al., 1986). This was later renarned crmA. 

for cytokine response modifier A (Ray et al., 1992). and, in vaccinia virus. is 

designated as Spi-2 (Kotwa1 and Moss, 1989). Under the proposed nomenclature for 

poxviral serpins. the Spi-2 name is gaining acceptance as the generic name for this 

serpin (Turner et al., 1995). Spi-2 homologs have k e n  found in most of the 

orthopoxviruses. hcluding cow-pox virus (CPV). vaccinia virus (VV) strain WR. 

rabbitpox virus (RPV) (Ali et al., 1994), and variola virus (VAR) the causative agent 

of smallpox (Massung et al., 1993). Unlike myxoma SERP- 1, and most mamrnalian 

serpins. Spi-2 is not secreted. It is synthesized early during infection. and is present 

as a cytosolic protein (Kettle et al., 1995; Pickup et al., 1986). In the avian 

chorioallantoic membrane mode1 of inflammation, Spi4  expression dramatically 

reduced heterophil. lymphocyte, and macrophage influx into the infected area. The 

mechanism of this anti-inflammatory action appears to be the ability of Spi-2 to 

irhibit interleukin-1 beta converting enzyme (ICE) in vitro (Ray et al., 1992). This 

inhibition was shown to be both rapid and specific with an association rate constant 
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of 1.7 x 107 M-1s-1, and an equilibrium constant (Ki) of less than 4 x 10-12 M 

(Komiyama et al., 1994). The P 1 residue of Spi-2. the arnino acid after which the 

serpin is cleaved, is an aspartate for the inhibition of ICE. Interestingly, ICE is a 

cysteine proteinase. making Spi-2 the first example of a cross-class inhibitor 

(Komiyama et al., 1994). Furthemore. ICE has been implicated in triggering 

apoptosis (Miura et al., 1993). and Spi-Z/crmA is capable of preventing apoptosis by 

a variety of inducers (e.g. (Gagliardini et al., 1994). Other large DNA viruses such as 

baculovirus, adenovim. and herpesvirus are also known to block apoptosis of 

infected cells (for extensive review see (White, 1996)). though not through the use of 

serpins. Spi-2. while confonning to the serpin homology, appears to be a cytosolic 

cysteine proteinase inhibitor directed against homologs of the ced-3 family of ICE- 

like proteinases in order to prevent apoptosis of virally infected cells. 

Spi-1 is approximately 45% identical to Spi-2. although it differs at the 

predicted Pl-Pl' residues, which are Phe-Ser (Kotwal and Moss, 1989). Spi-1 is 

found at the right end of the genome in the orthopoxviruses CPV, RPV. W. and 

VAR. and has been shown to increase host range by preventing virus induced 

apoptosis in some ce11 lines (Turner et al., 1995). As is the case with Spi-2. and 

unlike SERP- 1 or mammalian serpins, Spi- 1 is neither secreted nor glycosylated. 

Recently, Spi-1 has been shown to inhibit cathepsin G (R. Moyer' P. Turner. 

persona1 communication), though the role of this in vivo remains uncertain. 

A third serpin, termed Spi-3 is found in most of the orthopoxviruses 

examined, including W, RPV, CPV, VAR, and the more divergent raccoonpox virus 
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(for review see (Turner et al., 1995)). Spi-3 exhibits only low sequence similarity to  

Spi4 and Spi-2. and is more similar to mammalian serpins in that it is N- 

glycosylated. Spi-3 does not, however, appear to be secreted into the medium of 

virus infected cells. but remains bound to the plasma membrane via a transmembrane 

domain (R. Moyer. P. Turner. persona1 communication). It has a putative P l  arginine 

residue. but no vinilence or anti-inflammatory phenotypes have been assoçiated with 

Spi-3. In addition to serpin activity. Spi-3 functions in the prevention of cellcell 

fusion following infection (Law and Smith, 1992; Turner and Moyer, 1992; Zhou et 

al., 1992). The targets of Spi-3 action appear to be similar to SERP-I (R. Moyer. P. 

Turner. personal communication). though mutation of the posnilated Pl -Pl' site does 

not abrogate the ability of host cells to promote fusion (Turner and Moyer, 1995). 

Of the remaining orthopoxviral serpins. none has k e n  well characterized at 

the biochemical level. Spi-5 and Spi-6 from fowlpox appear to be truncated serpins 

and are unlikely to be functional inhibitors (Turner et al., 1995). The swinepox Spi-7 

protein is another cytosolic relative of Spi-1. Spi-2 and Spi-3. and may serve a 

similar fünction (Massung, Jayarama. and Moyer. 1993). 

SERP-1 is a virulence factor 

SERP-I (also called Spi-4) has been found to be present in the genomes of 

only two poxviruses: myxoma virus (myx). and malignant rabbit fibroma virus 

(MRV). a recombinant between Shope fibroma virus and myxoma virus (Upton et al ., 

1990). In myxoma virus, the SERP-1 gene lies within the TIR sequences. and is thus 
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present as two copies. while in MRV, the identical SERP-1 gene maps within the 

unique sequences adjacent to the TiR. and hence is present in a single copy only 

(Upton et al., 1990)- 

When a targeted gene dismption of the single SERP-1 gene was constructed in 

MRV. the resultant virus exhibited nomal growth characteristics in cultured cells. 

but was severely attenuated in infeçted rabbits (Upton et al., 1990). Wild type 

MRV-infected rabbits exhibited large tumors at the primary inoculation site; 

secondary tumors appeared in the ears by day 7: and progressive bacterial infections 

of the nasal and conjunctival mucosa were so severe that al1 rabbits were sacrificed on 

or before Day 14. The survival rate for European rabbits infected with wild type 

MRV is less than 1% but. in contrast, rabbits infected with the MRV-S 1 deletion 

mutant showed a marked decrease in the severity of symptoms and 60% survived 

(Upton et al., 1990). Similarly. the targeted gene dismption of both copies of the 

SERP-1 gene in myxoma virus had a comparable attenuating effect upon vital 

virulence. with survival rates following infection with the SERP-1 knock-out 

myxoma virus also exceeding 60% (Macen et al., 1993). Furthemore. histological 

sections taken fiom the lesions of infected animals indicated that in the absence of 

SERP-1, a more effective inflarnmatory response occurs. allowing a more rapid 

resolution of the infection (Macen et al., 1993). This suggests that SERP-1 

contnbutes to viral pathogenesis by interacting with host proteins associated with 

virus-infiected lesions that regulate the early inflarnmatory response to the virus 

infection. 



SERP- 1 is secreted as a stable N-glycosylated protein 

Transcriptional analysis of the SERP-1 gene indicates that it is expressed as a 

late gene, meaning that it appears late in the lytic cycle of infection following virus 

DNA replication (Macen et al., 1993). This is in keeping with the known SERP-1 

promoter sequence which is similar to the consensus late promoter described for 

other poxviruses, particularly vaccinia virus (Moss, 1990). SERP- 1 mRNA first 

appears at 6 hours pst-infection, and remains at high levels throuehout the lytic 

cycle. Polyclonal antisera raised against SERP-1 detect a heterogeneous 55-60 kDa 

species which appears in extracellular culture supematants starting at 8 hours post- 

infection, and remains at high levels as a stable soluble protein (Macen et al., 1993). 

A recombinant vaccinia virus containing the SERP-1 open reading h e  under the 

controI of a strong, synthetic late promoter also expresses and secretes SERP-1 into 

the culture supernatant. and does so at levels 10 times greater than myxoma. This 

overespression has allowed SERP- 1 to be purified to homogeneity fiom supernatants 

of virus infected cells (Nash et al., 1998). On silver stained SDS-PAGE gels. purified 

S E M - 1  protein migrates as a dimise 55-60 kDa band. indicating possible 

glycosylation. Indeed. when SERP-1 produced fiom the recombinant vaccinia virus 

vector was subjected to N-glycosidase F. the mobility of SERP-1 was reduced to the 

predicted size of the polypeptide (42 kDa). consistent with the size predicted fkom 

the DNA sequence of the open reading hune. Thus, SERP-1 is expressed as a 
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secreted, soluble, N-glycosylated protein from cells infected with myxoma, MRV, or 

VV-SERP- 1, but not fiom any other v h s  yet described. 

SERP-1 is anti-inflammatory in models of restenosis and arthritis 

Following the discovery that SERP-1 had potential ami-inflarnmatory 

properties (Macen et ai., 1993), p ~ e d  SERP-1 protein has also k e n  tested in non- 

viral mode1 systems of infiammation relevant to human disease. SERP-1 is a good 

candidate as a novel anti-inflammatory reagent in medical applications for severai 

reasons. The still unidentified SEM- 1 target proteinase appears to be intimately 

involved in some early stage of inflammation. and the SERP-1 protein itself is active 

at picogam levels in complex subdemai tissues that are normally highly susceptible 

to the elements of the infiammatory response. Furthermore. the native SERP-1 

protein is believed to be poorly antigenic since no circulating anti bodies directed 

against it can be detected in animals which survive infection by attenuated variants of 

myxoma virus (unpublished data). The first successfid application of SERF-1 as a 

targeted anti-inflammatory protein was made in a mode1 of coronary restenosis 

following pnmary balloon angioplasty in which SERP-1 was employed to reduce 

plaque deveiopment (Lucas et al., 1996). Atherosclerotic plaque growth is one of the 

Ieading causes of morbidity and mortality in North Amerka. and has ken  linked to 

an excessive inflarnmatory and thrombotic response to artenai injury. Since both the 

thrombotic and inflarnmatory cascades are regulated by serine proteinases. and as 

such may be regulated by serpins. the effects of SERP-1 infusion a t  sites of 
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angioplasty balloon injury in a rabbit model of atherosclerosis was systematically 

examined. A total of 74 rabbits had either focal infiisions of picopam levels of 

purified SERP-1 protein or systemic infùsion of nanogram levels of SERP-1. The 

reactive centre Ala-Ala mutant of SERP-1 was used as a control. There was a 

dramatic reduction of atherosclerotic plaque gowth 4 weeks after a singie SERP-1 

infusion at sites of artenal damage but not &er m i o n  of the Ala-Ala mutant. In 

this rabbit model the reduction in plaque development was associated with a parallel 

reduction in macrophage infiltration into the balloondamaged vascular wall that could 

be detected within 24 hours after SERP-i infiision (Lucas et al., 1996). These studies 

indicate that SERP-1 fûnctions through its senne proteinase inhibitory activity both 

to reduce the level of acute macrophage influx into balloon damaged vasculature. and 

to diminish subsequent plaque growth at the damaged arterial sites. 

Purified SERP-1 protein has also been used successfully in preliminary 

experiments to reduce arthritis-like inflammation in a rabbit model of rheurnatoid 

arthri tis. In an antigen-induced arthritis model of c hronic inflammation. purified 

SERP- 1 protein was administered by intra-articular injection after joint idammation 

had k e n  induced by systemic antigen stimulation. The synovia were analyzed 

severai weeks after SERP-1 treatment. and SERP-1 was seen to reduce cellular 

hyperplasia. chronic inflammatory infiltration and cartilage erosion (Maksyrnowych 

et al.. 1996). As in the restenosis model. the dosage of SERP- 1 required for effect 

was in the picogram to nanogram range. 
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M i l e  the mechanism by which SERP-1 is acting in these systems remains to 

be elucidated, it is nonetheless important to note the potential of using serpins or 

small molecule inhibitors of proteinases in such s d l  doses to achieve drarnatic 

clinicai resuits. 
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Thesis Objectives 

The overall objective of the work presented in this thesis was to increase our 

understanding of the biochemical properties of SERP- 1. This was achieved through 

the detailed analysis of SERP-1 as a proteinase inhibitor and as a glycoprotein. 

Specifically, this thesis addresses four key areas: 

1 ) Detailed analysis of the interaction of SERP-1 with known proteinases. 

We wished to examine the effectiveness of SERP-1 as a serpin and to gain 

insight into the nature and charactenstics of its target proteinases. To 

achieve this? we identitied six proteinases that SERP-1 was able to inhibit 

from a panel of twenty available enzymes. The kinetics of proteinase 

inhibition by SERP- 1 was studied to determine kapp. KI(app,, and kdk. The 

stoichiometry of inhibition was measured. allowing us to calculate kinh and 

KI.  The putative P 1 -Pl ' was confirmed by N-terminal sequencing of the 

cleaved hgments following thrombin digestion. and the P 1 -P 1 ' residues 

were mutated to Ala-Ala to confinn the critical importance of these 

residues. The results of this work are presented in Chapter II. 

2) Having developed an unusually complete set of data for the inhibition 

kinetics of a single serpin with a panel of proteinases. we wished to 

examine the nature of the serpin mechanism in greater detail. Using linear 

fiee e n e r s  relationships in conjunction with free energy profiles we 

probed the mechanism of serpin action. This work is presented in 

Appendix A. 
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3) Reactive centre loop mutants of SERP-1 were created by site-directed 

mutagenesis. These mutants were assessed for their inhibitory properties. 

Certain SERP- 1 mutants were tested as anti-inflanmatory compounds in 

a rat mode1 of restenosis. The results of these studies are presented in 

C hapter III 

4) SERP-1 is an N-glycosylated, secreted glycoprotein. Since myxoma virus 

expresses a sialyltransferase, we wished to examine whether SERP-1 was 

sialylated by the myxoma MST3N gene product. In addition we 

constmcted mutants of the glycosyiation sites in SERP-1 to examine the 

requirement for correct glycosylation in the processing and secretion of 

SERP-1. The results of these studies are presented in Chapter IV. 



TABLE 1-1 

EXAMPLES OF VIROCEPTORS FROM POXVIRUSES 

Viroceptor 
Soluble cyrokine recepors 

M-T2 
CmB, C. D 
M-T7 
B8R 
B l S R  
B 18R 
M-T 1 

hlernbrane-associated receptors 
U R  
QZ3 L 

Myxoma virus 
Cowpox virus 
Myxoma virus 
Vaccinia virus 
Vaccinia virus 
Vaccinia virus 
Myxoma virus 

Swinepox virus 
Capripox virus 

TNF receptor 
TNF receptor 
IFN-y receptor 
IFN-y receptor 
IL- 1 P receptor 
IFN-dB receptor 
unknown 

Chemokine receptor 
Chemokine receptor 



TABLE 1-2 

EXAMPLES OF VIROKINES FROM POXVIRUSES 

Virokine 
Grorvdi Factors 

VGF 
MGF 
A2R 

Cyrokines 
VIL-I O 
MC 148R 
v-semaphorin 

Prote inuse inhibitors 
SERP-1 

Cornplernent 
VCP 

Vinas 

Vaccinia virusa 
Myxoma virusa 
ORF virus 

ORF virus 
Molluscum contagiosum 
vaccinia 

Myxoma virus 

vaccinia 

Host homolog 

EGF/TGFa 
EGFITGFa 
VEGF 

IL-f O 
MIP-1 
c-semaphorins 

serpin family 

C4B-BP 

" Other poxviruses express VGFIMGF homologs 



TABLE 1-3 

POXVIRUS VIROMITIGATORS OF APOPTOSIS 

Viromitigator 
Caspase Inhibitorsa 

S PI-2/crmA 
SEM-2 

Death Domain A ffectors 
MC 1 Wl6O 

bcl-2/ced-9 homo fogs 
A1 79L (HMWS-HL) 

Fas/TNF pathway blockadea 
M-T2 
A224L (4CL) 

PKR Inhibitor 
E3L 

Unknown Mechanism 
M l  IL  
M-T4 
M-TS 

Virus 

Cowpox virus 
Myxoma virus 

Molluscum contagiosum 

African swine fever virus 

Myxoma virus 
African swine fever virus 

Vaccinia Virus 

Myxoma virus 
Myxoma virus 
Myxoma virus 

a Caspase inhibitors may also act to block FAS/TNF mediated apoptosis by interfering with 
the downstream caspases (see Figure 1-4) 





Figure 1-1: Characterization of viral immunornodulatory proteins. The viral 

irnmunomodulatory proteins produced by myxoma virus are categorized based on their 

Iocalization (intracellular versus secreted) and mode of action. Viroceptors are virus- 

encoded receptors that act by competitively binding cytokine ligands while virokines 

mimic host cytokines or inhibitors. Intracellular immunomodulation is accomplished by 

virus encoded viromitigators of apoptosis, or virostealth strategies designed to specifically 

downregulate ce11 surface markers that act as the window for the immune system to 

recognize virus-infected cells. 
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Figure 1-2: Dingram of the Myxoma virus genome. Schematic representation of the 

myxoma virus linear. double svanded DNA genome. The pnome is mapped according to 

BamHI fragments. The left and right hand ends are indicated. and the terminal inverted 

repeats (TIR) are expanded indicating the virulence factors that we discuss. 





Figure 1-3: Inhibition of chemokiaes by a viral chemokine binding protein. Secreted 

viral chemokine binding proteins can inhibit cellular chernokines from binding and 

signaling through their cognate cellular serpentine receptors. A. in a normal inflarnmatory 

response cellular chemokines (stars) recruit leukocytes to the sites of tissue damage or 

infection via a chemokine gradient. B. the viral chemokine binding protein. MOT1 (ovals), 

binds to host chemokines, preventing them from interacting with their cellular receptors. 

This effective1 y blocks chernotaxis and prevents intracellular calcium signaling of pro- 

inflanmatory leukocytes. 



A. Cellular chemokine and chemokine 
receptors interact during a normal 

inf lammatory response. 

B. M-Tl inhibits chemokine/chemokine 
receptor interaction. 

chernotaxis 



Figure 1-4: Inhibition of Fas or  TNF mediated apoptosis. Inhibition of apoptosis 

triggered by activation of  the Fas or TNF receptors can be blocked at a variety of points by 

poxvirus encoded proteins. M-T2 binds to soluble 'MF preventing signalling through the 

TNF-receptor. Ligand interaction with the Fas or TNF-receptor initiates recruitment of 

adaptor molecules such as TRADD and FADD. which in turn recruit and promote the 

activation of group 3 caspases such as FLICE/caspase 8. This step can be blocked by v- 

FLIPs such as MC1 59. Group 3 caspases act as the fint step in a proteinase cascade and 

activate group 2 effector caspases by cleaving the prosaspase to produce the active form 

of the enqme. Inhibition of group 3 caspases by the invacellular poxvirus serpins of the 

Spi-2IcrmA family can block apoptosis. Activated group 3 caspases are shown as 

heterodimers of m o  regulatory (white) and two catalytic (gray) domains. Group 2 caspases 

cleave apoptotic target proteins causing many of the phenotypic changes observed in 

apoptosis. 



~daptor Molecules 
Group III Caspases: (1VL)EXD 
caspase 8,6,9,10 

Group II Caspases: DEXD 

Pro-Caspase caspase 2,3,7, ced-3 etc. 

. Active Heterodimer 

1 Functional Caspase 
SpiW2/crmA+ 

Apoptotic Targetç (ie. PARP) 1-1 
DEXD 

CELL 
DEATH 



Figure 1-5: Inhibition of TNF and TNF-receptor signaling by a poxvirus TNF- 

receptor homolog. A. Signaling through the TNF-receptor requires trimeric TNF ligand to 

oligomerize the receptor. B1 the myxoma virus protein M-T2 binds to TNF ligand 

preventing signaling through the TNF receptor. M-T2 is secreted as both a monomer and a 

dimer. but only the dirner can effectively inhibit signaling by the TNF trimer. C. a 

hypothetical interaction between M-T2 and a TNF receptor monomer acts in a dominant 

negative manner to block receptor oligomerization and signaling. In theory. M-T2 could 

target other members of the TNF-receptor ~upe~arn i ly  in this fashion. 





Figure 1-6: Secondary structure predictioa of MOTS. The ankyrin repeat domains 

(ARD 1. ARD2. and ARD3) of M-T5 were subjected to secondary structure analysis using 

PREDATOR (EMBL. Heidelberg. Gerrnany). Regions predicted to have beta (p) sheet 

characteristics and alpha helix (a) characteristics are indicated below each M-TS ARD. 

The black diamonds above selected amino acid residues indicate the residues believed to 

be important in 1- nuclear localization. The ankyrin consensus sequence is indicated 

below the aligned ankyrin repeat domain of M-T5. 





Figure 1-7: Schematic view of Myxoma virus virulence factors. A schematic 

representation of the virulence factors encoded by myxoma virus indicating their 

localization and general mode of action. The cytosolic myxoma factories are indicated in 

yellow as the production center for viral proteins. Secreted viroceptors and virokines 

include iMGF. SEM-1. M-Tl. M-T2. M-T7. The viromitigators SERP-2, M-T2. and M-T5 

are shown as intracellular. though not necessarily cytophsmic proteins. while the M-T4 

virornitigator is localized to the endoplasmic reticulum. The downregulation of CD4 and 

class 1 MHC is indicated. though the exact rnechanism remains elusive. 





Figure 1-8: SERPIN structure. A ribbon diagram of al-antitrypsin showing the surface 

exposed reactive centre loop and the bsheet A which together form the serpin "mousetrap" 

mechanism for serine proteinase inhibition. Based on the structure by Elliott et al. (1998) 

produced using RasMol for Macintosh. 



Reactive Centre Loop 



Figure 1-9: A schematic representation of a SERPIN with RCL. General schernatic 

view of serpin structure indicating helixes A through 1 (light gray) and the reactive center 

loop (dark gray) expanded below. Cornparison of the amino acid sequence of the reactive 

center loop regions of wild type SERP-1 (SERP-1); SERP-1 mutant SERP- 

1 R3 19AN320A (SAA); the Interleukin 1 B-converting enzyme inhibitor fkom cowpox 

virus (Spi-Z/crmA); plasminogen activator inhibitors 1 and 2 (PAI- 1. PAI-2); antiplasmin; 

C 1 inhibitor; and antichymotrypsin (Act). The P 1 -P 1' residues surrounding the scissile 

bond are indicated in bold. 



SERP-1 is a Member of the SERPIN Superfamily 

SERP-1 
SAA 
Spi-2 / c m  
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T A V K I T L L S  A L V  
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CHAPTER II 

INHIBITORY SPECIFICITY OF THE ANTI iNFLAMMATORY MYXOMA 

VIRUS SERPIN, SERP-1.' 

There is one thing even more vital to science than intelligent methods; 
and that is, the sincere desire to h d  out the ûuth, whatever it may be. 

-Charles Sanders Pierce - 

' The material contained herein has been published: Nash. P.. Whitty, A.. Handwerker, J . ,  
Macen, J., and McFadden, G. (1998) Journal of Biological Chemisfty 273: 20982-2099 1. 



INTRODUCTION 

Serpins comprise a conserved superfamily of singlechah proteins that is widely 

distributed in nature. Almost al1 serpin family mernbers have activity as inhibitors of 

serine proteinases, and serpins have ken  shown to serve in the regdation of a 

varie- of proteinase-mediated processes inciuduig extracellular matrix remodeling, 

modulation of inflammatory responses. fibrinolysis, complement activation and 

blood coagulation (Rubin, 1996). At least 90 naturally occmhg serpin mutations 

have been associated with human disease (Stein and Carrell. 1995). Given the critical 

role that proteinases and serpins play in the maintenance of homeostasis, it is not 

surprising that certain parasitic organisms use serpins to disrupt host processes that 

would otheruise be antagonistic to the parasite's swvivai. Several filarial parasites 

have been reported to express serpins (Blanton et ai.. 1994; Ghendler et al.. 1994: 

Ysnbutr and Scott. 1995). as have members of the poxvirus family of large DNA 

viruses (Turner et ai., 1995). Myxoma virus, a leporipoxvirus. expresses SERP-1. 

the only known virus-encoded serpin that is secreted tiom infected cells (Macen et 

al.. 1993; Nash et al.. 1997). Infection with myxoma virus produces a rapidly lethal 

disease state in European rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus) known as myxomatosis 

(Fenner and Meyers. 1978; Fenner and Ratcliffe, 1965). a characteristic feature of 

which is the specific down-regulation of host inflammatory and immune responses 

(Nash et al.. 1999). Myxoma virus causes severe immune dysregulation which 

disrupts the ability of the infected host to combat the infection; morbidity is 
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generally the result of supervening Gram-negative infections since the 

immunocompromised host is unable to counteract even routine bacteriai assault. No 

single viral protein appears sufficient to cause this degree of inununodysfunction: 

rather. it is through the combined action of an array of secreted and intraçellular 

factors that the virus accomplishes this task (McFadden, 1995). Interest in SERP-1 

arose from its identification as the first vinis-encoded serpin to be arnong these 

virulence factors. The secretion of SEM-1 from infected cells serves to dampen the 

in vivo infiammatory response to myxoma virus inféction. and gene knock-out 

analysis revealed greater inflammation. more rapid resolution of the uifection and a 

consequent attenuation of vidence upon infection of immunucompetent host 

animals (Macen et al., 1993: Upton et al.. IWO). This h d h g  suggests that SERP- 1 

contributes to viral pathogenesis by interacting with and inhibithg host proteins 

involved in the regdation of inflammation. Purified SERP-1 expressed fiom 

recombinant vaccinia virus has k e n  tested in idammatory models for restenosis 

following bailoon angioplasty (Lucas et ai.. 1996) and rheumatoid arthritis 

(Maksymowych et ai., 1996). and in both cases proved to be effective at reducing 

localized inflammation at very low levels of SERP- 1 protein. SERP- 1 is the produc t 

of a gene located within the terminal inverted repeat region of the myxoma gemme 

(Block et al.. 1985) and thus is present in two copies (Macen et al.. 1993). The 

expressed gene product is a secreted, N-glycosylated protein with a predicted 

molecular weight of 39.9 kDa, though the mature glycoprotein migrates as a d i f i e  

band of 50 - 55 kDa on SDS-PAGE. A preliminary survey of the inhibitory 
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propenies of SERP- 1 using unfiactionated supernatants from myxorna virus-infected 

cells has been reported by Lomas et al. (Lomas et al.. 1993). 

Serpins interact with proteinases via a flexible exposed loop, known as the 

reactive centre loop (RCL)', that is critical to inhibitory fünction but is also 

susceptible to cleavage by non-target proteinases (Potempa et al., 1994). The 

inhibitory speciticity of serpins is largely defmed by the nature of the residues at the 

Pl -P 1' positions (Schechter and Berger, 1967) that flank the site in the RCL at which 

the serpin becomes cleaved upon reaction wi th target proteinases (Carrel1 and 

Boswell, 1986: Carrel1 et ai., 1987). The branched kinetic mechanism in scheme II- 1 

has been proposed to account for currently available data on the mechanism of serpin 

action (Patston et al., 1994: Wright and Scarsdale, 1994). A key feature of this 

mechanism is that it includes an intermediate. @3], which can partition to react either 

through hydrolysis to release i?ee enzyme. E, and cleaved serpin. 1'. or alternatively 

by undergoing a major conformational change leading to the formation of a highly 

stabilized covalent inhibited cornplex. El* (Engh et al.. 1995: Wilczynska et al.. 1997: 

Wright and Scarsdale. 1994). The structural rearrangement that produces EI* is 

accompanied by insertion of a portion of the cleaved RCL into P-sheet A of the 

serpin structure (Huntington et ai., 1997). and results in a large increase in stability 

(Patston and Gettins. 1996). This substantial conformational rearrangement has k e n  

suggested to distort the geomeüy of key residues in the active site of the proteinase 

and to thereby decrease the ability of the enzyme to achieve its release from the 

serpin through enzyme-catalyzed deacylation (Rubin et al.. 1994). Dissociation of 
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EI* to give active enzyme plus cleaved serpin is typically extremely slow (O' Malley 

et al., 1997). 

The range o f  proteinases inhibited under a given set of experimentaj 

conditions has k e n  established for many serpins, and in numerous cases the kinetics 

of interaction with one or more proteinase targets have k e n  investigated. However. 

relatively little attention has k e n  paid to determinhg which steps in the mechanism 

contribute to inhibitory specificity. The relative lack of emphasis on this issue may 

be because many of the earliest and most thoroughly investigated serpins are those 

found in the blood. These serpins typically circuiate at concentrations which are 

orders of magnitude above their ICSo for interacting with target proteinases, such that 

specificity is governed aimost entirety by relative on-rates. However. serpins such 

as SERP-1. or inhibitors of caspases and other intracellular targets. may act at much 

lower concentrations in vivo. Under these conditions. the possibi lity exists t hat 

other steps in the mechanism rnight Muence whether or not a particular proteinase 

will be subject to effective inhibition by a given serpin. 

In this chapter. we describe the purification to homogeneity of wild-type 

SERF-1, and of a R3 19A-N320A double mutant in which the predicted PI -PI ' 

residues in the RCL are changed to alanine. expressed using a recombinant vaccinia 

virus expression system. Both purified wild-type SERP- 1 and R3 l9NN3ZOA were 

tested against a panel of proteinases for their ability to form SDS-resistant 

complexes. or to be cleaved at the RCL. We also describe a detailed kinetic study of 

the reactions of SERP- 1 A t h  a panel of six proteinases that were inhibited by the 
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serpin. using the techniques of slow-binding inhibition kinetics and inhibition 

titrations. We interpret the resdts of these studies in terms of  the contributions that 

specific steps in the inhibition mechanism make towards controllhg the inhibitory 

specificity of SERP- 1 (Patston et al., 1994). 

Materials: The human enzymes plasmin. thrombin, trypsin, cathepsin G. C 1 S. 

ti ssue-type plasminogen activator (tPA, two chah form), and urokinase-type 

plasminogen activator (uPA. low molecdar weight form) were obtained fiom Sigma 

as were thennolysin, subtilisin and bovine chymotrypsin. Hurnan neutrophil 

elastase (hNE). cathepsin G. and Cls  were supplied by CalBiochem. Complement 

factor D was a generous gifi of Fred Taylor of Biogen. Inc. The complement 

proteins factor B and C3, used for the generation of the alternative pathway C3 

convertase. were obtained fiom Quidel (San Diego, CA). Polyacryalamide gels were 

from Novex (San Diego, CA). Proteinase substrates Chromozym-TRY. 

C hromozym-TPA, Chromozym-TH, Chromozym-U, and Chromozym-X were 

pwchased fiom Boehringer-Mannheim. and D-Val-Leu-Lys-pNA was obtained fiom 

Sigma 

Viruses and ce11 lines: The complete SERP-1 gene, including the signai sequence, 

was inserted into the thymidine kinase locus of vaccinia virus strain WR under the 
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control of a strong, synthetic late promoter by homologous recombination as 

described (Macen et ai., 1993), in order to produce a recombinant virus termed W- 

SI. At late times (>8 hours) d e r  infection of BGMK cetls wÏth W - S I  v i a ,  

SERP-1 accumulates as a stable glycoprotein in the culture supernatant. Expression 

\vas confinned by Western blot analysis using polyclonal rabbit anti-SERP-1 serum. 

At 20 hours post-infection, the supernatant was collecteci and SERP-1 was purified 

as described below. 

Preparation of a reactive center mutant of SERP-1: Reactive center mutant 

S ERP- 1. designated R3 19AN320A. was produced using the U.S.E. mutagenesis 

system (Phamacia Biotech). SERP-1 in the p22MAP B/H-8 vector (Macen et al.. 

1993) was subjected to site directed mutagenesis using the oligonucleotide: 

5'-.4TCGCCGTGAGGGCGGCCGCGGGGATGAGGGTGAT-3' 

which corresponds to a sequence change in the codons responsible for the Pl and P l '  

residues fiom h g 3  19-A~n320 to Ala3 19-Ala320. The resulting mutant was confirmeci b y 

sequencing, and a 1344bp BamHVBglII fragment containing the complete ORF was 

then ligated into the BamHI site of pMJ601 (Davidson and Moss. 1990). This 

pMJ-S 1 AA construct allowed insertion of the mutant SERP- 1 gene into the TK gene 

of vaccinia virus under the control of a strong, synthetic late promoter usine 

previously described methods (Macen et al., 1993). Expression of the 

R3 I 9A/N3 20A protein fiom the recombinant vaccinia virus, designated W-S 1 A ~ ,  

was confirrned by immunoblotting using rabbit polyclonal anti-SERP- 1 antiserum 

(Macen et al.. 1993). 
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Purification of wild type and mutant SERP-1: BGMK cells (2 x 10' cells) were 

adsorbed with W-SI  or W-SIAA at a multiplicity of infection of 1 pfidcell for 2 

hours at 37°C in 10 ml of DMEM containing 10% newbom caif serum. The 

inocuhn was removed, and the cells were washed three times with 50 ml of sterile 

PBS to remove medium and serum proteins. Sem-free DMEM ( 15 ml) was added 

to each bottle and the infection was allowed to proceed for 20 hours at 37°C. The 

culture supernatant was collected, spun at 5000 x g to pellet cells and ceU debris. and 

stored at -20°C. The medium containing secreted viral proteins was concentrated 

approximately 50-fold using an Amicon pressure ce11 equipped with a 10 D a  cut-off 

membrane. ruid was then dialyzed against 25 mM Tris. pH 8.0 at 4°C using 

Spectrapore dialysis tubing with a 30 kDa molecular weight cut-off. The dialyzed 

samples were spun at 14000 x g to remove precipitates. loaded ont0 a MonoQ anion 

exchange column (Phamacia)? and eluted with a linear salt gradient (O - 300 mM 

NaCl in 25 miM Tris, pH 8.0). Fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. and those 

containing SERP- 1 were identified by immunoblotting using anti-SERF 1 antiserum 

(Macen et al.. 1993). pooled. and concentrated to 1 ml using Centriprep 10 

concentrators (Amicon). This material was furthet purified on a Superdex 75 gel 

filtration column (Pharmacia) (1 50 rnM NaCI. 25 m M  Tris. pH 8.0). Fractions were 

collected and analyzed for SERP-1 by SDS-PAGE, visualizing by silver staining and 

immunoblotting using anti-SERP-1 antiserum (Macen et al., 1993). 

Western blot analysis of the products of reaction of SERP-1 with proteinases: 

SERP-1 (1 80 nM) was incubated with a slight molar excess of each proteinase for the 
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times indicated in a total reaction volume of 10 pl (100 mM NaCI, 2 m M  CaC12, 

0.005% Triton X- 100, 100 mM Tris-HCI, pH 7.5). Control experiments established 

that both SERP-1 and the proteinases are stable under these conditions. Reactions 

were quenched by boiling for 5 minutes in SDS-loading buffer containing 100 mM 

dithiothreitol and 2% SDS. Samples were separated on 4 - 20% linear m e n t  or 

1 0% Tris-glycine SDS polyacry lamide gels (Novex) using the Laemmli bufTer sy stem 

(Laemelli, 1970). Proteins were transferred to Hybond C-e*xtra (Amersham) 

nitrocellulose by electroblotting. blots were blocked in TBS (1 50 mM NaCI, 2.5 mM 

KCI. 25 m M  Tic-HCI. pH 7.4) containing 5% (w/v) skimmed mik powder and 

O. 1% (vh) Tween-20 for >2 hours, and SERP-1 was detected by incubating for 1 

hour with 0.05% (v/v) polyclonal rabbit anti-SERP-1 anti-senun (Macen et al., 1993) 

in blocking buffer. After washing with TBS containing 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20, a 

secondary goat anti-rabbit ant ibody conj ugated to horseradish peroxidase (Biorad) 

uas applied for 1 hour. Immunoreactive SERP-1 species were visualized using ECL 

detection (Amersham) on Kodak X-ray detection type film. Reactions that showed 

complete cleavage of SERF-1 by the proteinase, with no evidence of the formation of 

a stable SERP-1-enzyme complex, were repeated with shorter incubation times in 

order to see whether reactions proceeded via a transient inhibited complex. Reactions 

in which the serpin appeared unchanged at the end of the incubation period were 

repeated at higher enzyme concentrations and for longer incubation periods. 

Cleavage site sequence analysis: The position at which SERP-I becornes cleaved 

upon treatment with thrombin, cathepsin G or hurnan neutrophil elastase, was 
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determined by N-terminal sequencing of the 5 kDa C-terminaf cleavage fragment of 

SEM-1, according to Hewick et al. (Hewick et al., 298 1). Briefly, 30 pmol of 

SERP-1 was digested to completion by thrombin, cathepsin G or hNE. The C- 

terminal hgment of SERP-I was separated by SDS-PAGE and transfered to 

Pro B lott membrane (Applied Biosystems) by semi-dry electroblotting ( 1 0mM 

CAPS. 10% MethanoI. pH 1 1). Protein bands were visualized by Coomassie Blue 

R-250 staining, and the 5 kDa band corresponding to the C-terminal fragment of 

SERP-1 was excised fiom the bloc washed in 50% HPLC-grade methanoUwater. and 

air-dried. The excised membrane was loaded ont0 an Applied Biosystems (-1) 

Mode1 470A gas phase sequencer and the resulting phenthiohydantoin (PTH) amino 

acids analyzed on-line ushg an AB1 120A analyzer equipped with a PTH C 18 2.1 x 

220 mm column. Data was anaiyzed using AB1 610A soflware. 

Standardization of enzyme and SERP-1 solutions: Plasmin. thrombin and uPA 

were standardized by active site titration according to Method A of Jarneson et al. 

(Jarneson et al., 1973). Briefly, enzyme was added at a final concentration of 10-60 

nM to a stirred quartz cuvette containing 4-methylumbelliferyl p-panidinobenzoate 

(MUGB, 0.8-2.0 PM) in a total volume of 2.5 ml (100 mM Tris-Cl, 100 m M  NaCI. 

2 mM CaC12 and 0.005% Triton X- IOO. pH 7.5. 25'C). The molar concentration of 

active enzyme was determined fiom the magnitude of the burst in 

3-methylumbelli ferone (4-MU) formation upon addition of the enzyme. converted to 

molar units by reference to a standard cuve  for 4-MU fluorescence measured under 

identical conditions. Control experiments showed that the size of the burst was 
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directly proportional to the final concentration of each enzyme. Concentrations of 

active enzyme in each stock solution were determined fiom the mean of at l e s t  3 

measurements. Individual measurements differed fiom the mean by S3% for uPA 

and plasmin and by 58% for thrombin. Factor Xa reacted with MUGB too slowly 

to allow this method to be used, and so a concentrated incubation method (Method B 

of Jarneson et al- (Jarneson et al., 1973)) was used for this enzyme. This involved 

incubating 15,30 or 40 pl of a factor Xa stock solution (4 FM) with 10 pl aqueous 

MUGB solution (0.2 mM) in a total reaction volume of 50 pl (final buffer: 80 mM 

Tris-Cl, 80 mM NaCl, 1-6 mM CaC12 and 0.004% Triton X-100. pH 7.5. 25°C). 

Aliquots (1 O pl) were removed at 15 minute intervals and diluted to a total volume of 

2.5 ml in a quartz fluorescence cuvette (1 00 mM Tris-Cl. 100 mM NaCl. 2 mM 

CaCIî and 0.005% Triton X-100, pH 7.5. 25 OC). The concentration of active factor 

Xa was determined by fluorometric rneasurement of the concentration of 4-MU 

released by reaction with the enzyme. extrapolated to zero reaction time and 

corrected for the background hydrolysis of MUGB by subtraction of the 4-MU 

fluorescence seen in a background reaction containhg 0.2 mM MUGB but no 

enzyme. We estimate a precision of 16% for these measurements. Neither tPA nor 

C 1 s reacted suitably with MUGB to allow standardization of these two enzymes 

with this reagent. 

The concentration of purified SERP-1 was determined by absorbance at 280 

nm using a molar extinction coefficient of 32 700 M-'cm-1. This value was measured 

using marnrnalian ce11 derived recombinant S ERP- 1 of identical amino acid sequence 
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(Michelle McKay, unpublished data). The experimentally determined extinction 

coefficient was within 5% of that calculated fiom the amino acid sequence according 

to the method of Gill and von Hippel (Gill and von Hippel, 1989). 

K,z, determinations for chromogenic proteinase substrates: Estimates of K.\, for 

the reaction of each enzyme with the appropriate chromogenic substrate were 

determined directly under the conditions used for the slow-binding inhibition 

experirnents. K.\, values for the reactions of uPA with chromozym-U. tPA with 

Chromozym-tPA, C 1 s with Chrornozym-TRY, thrombin with Chromozym TH and 

factor Xa with Chrornozym X were found to be 140 PM. 160 PM. 1.5 mM. 22 PM. 

and 5 10 PM. respectively. 

Slow binding inhibition kinetics: Inhibition progress curves were obtained by 

incubating a limiting concentration of proteinase (5 - 125 pM) with various 

concentrations of SERP-1 fiom 0.125 to 100 nM in the presence of the appropriate 

chrornogenic substrate. In al1 cases, serpin was present at 210-fold excess over 

proteinase in order to achieve pseudo-first-order conditions with respect to SERP- 1. 

and concentrations of enzyme and substrate were chosen so that 110% of the 

substrate was hydrolyzed over the entire duration of the assay. Reactions were 

perfonned at 37°C in a total volume of 8OO pl (100 mM Tris-HCl. 100 mM NaCl. 2 

mM CaCIz. 0.005% Triton X-100, pH 7.5) in plastic cuvettes sealed with Pafafilm. 

The time dependent inhibition of each enzyme by SERP-1 was monitored by 

following the rate of production ofp-nitroaniline (pNA) at 405 nm at 1 or 5 minute 

intemals for a penod of 1000 minutes, using a CARY 3E spectrophotometer 
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equipped with a six-çeii cuvette holder. Each set of six reactions comprised five 

reactions containing various concentrations of SERP-1 and one control reaction 

containing enzyme and substrate with no SERP-1. In the [SERP-11 = O controls. 

progress curves were observed to be linear, indicating that the enzyme activity was 

stable over the course of the reaction. For each enzyme. two to five sets of 

measurernents spanning at l e s t  6 different concenirations of SERP-1 were used to 

calculate the kinetic constants. The reactions were allowed to proceed until the 

steady state velocity of pNA formation was attained. and the progress curves for 

each reaction were then fitted to the integrated rate equation for slow bindiig 

inhibition (Equation 1) (Momson and Walsh, 1988; Stone and Hennans. 1995), in 

which A, is the absorbance at 405 nm at time t, due to the evolution of p-nitroaniline: 

kobs is the apparent first-order rate constant for the inhibition of enzyme by SERP-1: 

v ,  and v, are the initial and steady-state veloçities for reaction of the chromogenic 

substrate: and d is the initial absorbance at 405 nm. 

Equation 1 

Vdues for v,. v,. and bbs were obtained for the progress curves measured at each 

SERP- 1 concentration using nodinear regression analy sis (DeltaGraph 3 S). Rate 

constants for the release of active enzyme from the enzyme-SERP-1 inhibited 

complex. hissi were measured by pre-incubating proteinase and SERP- 1 together at 

high concentration (10 - 100 nM), and diluting the resulting inhibited complex 50-fold 
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into a slow-binding inhibition assay containing the appropriate chromogenic 

substrate. Reactivation of the enzyme was monitored by following the absorbance at 

105 nrn until the new steady state was reached. Progress curves were fitted to 

Equation 1, for which kobs = kdiss- 

Stoichiometry of inhibition: The stoichiometry of inhibition (SI) was measured 

for the reactions of SERP-1 with uPA, plasmin, thrombin and Xa using a method 

similar to that of Patston et al. (Patston et al.. 1991). Accurately known. fixed 

concentrations of each proteinase were incubated with SERP-1 at various moIar 

ratios in a total reaction volume of 25 or 30 pl (1  00 mM Tris-HCI, 100 mM NaCI, 2 

mM CaC12, 0.005% Triton X-100, pH 7.5, 37 OC). For each proteinase. a control 

reaction was included that contained no SERP-1. Enzymes were used at the 

following concentrations: uPA and plasmin. 40 nM; thrombin. 5 nM: Xa. 16.7 nM. 

Reactions were incubated for 1 hr. except for the slower reaction with Xa for which a 

10 hour incubation was required for complete reaction. In al1 cases. control 

experiments at longer reaction times were performed to show that reaction was 

complete. and that incubation under these conditions did not cause any significant 

loss of activity in the enzyme only control. At the end of the incubation period, 

residuaI proteinase activity was determined in activity assays containing an 

appropriate chromogenic substrate. SI values for reaction with each enzyme were 

determined by pIotting residual proteinase activity against the mole ratio of SERP-1 

to proteinase. and extrapolating the linear portion of the inhibition titration curve to 

zero residual activity to give the minimum number of equivalents of SERP-1 required 
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to fully inhibit the enzyme. SI values were measured a minimum of three times in at 

least two independent experiments for each enzyme. 

RESULTS 

SERP-1 and the RCL mutant R319A/N320A were cloned into a vaccinia virus 

expression system, expressed and purified from viral supernatent as described in 

Experimenral Procedures. Figure II- 1 shows the purification of SERP- 1 protein as 

monitored by silver-stained SDS-PAGE. Lane 1 shows the crude viral supernatant. 

lane 2 shows the partially purified materiai after the mono-Q FPLC step. and lane 3 

shows SERP-1 purified through the final gel filtration step to an apparent purity of 

>95%. as judged by overloaded Coomassie-stained and silver-stained gels and by the 

observation of a single peak on reversed-phase HPLC (data not shown). Both 

wild-type and mutant SERP-I migrate on SDS gels as a diffuse band, with an 

apparent molecular weight of 50-55 kDa due to the presence of N-linked 

glycosyiation (Macen et al., 1993). The yield of SERP-1 afier the two column 

purification was =25 pg per 10' BGMK cells infected. A faint Western blot positive 

band at 1 10 kDa, corresponding to a dimer, was sometimes observed by SDS-PAGE. 

as has been seen for other serpins (Lomas et al., 1993; Macen et al.. 1993). The 

presence and intensity of this band varied from gel to gel. even for the same SERP-1 

sample. This observation, and the fact that the band codd be eliminated under 
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conditions of hi& SDS plus reducing agents (data not shown), suggested that this 

band was due to fonnation of a srnall amount of dirner during SDS-PAGE sample 

preparation. Gel shift experiments, perfomed as dexribed below, confirmed that ail 

of the SERP-1 protein was able to react with appropriate target proteinases, 

indicating that no latent or inactive SERP-1 was present. 

Purified SERP-1 forms SDS-stable complexes with plasmin, uPA, tPA, Xa and 

thrombin: Inhibition of serine proteinases by serpins is accompanied by the 

formation of an SDS-stable complex that can be seen as a hi& molecular weight band 

on SDS gels (Christensen et al., 1995). Lomas et al. (1 993) have reported that 

gel-shifted complexes of  this type can be observed upon incubation of SERP-1 fiom 

unfractionated t.iral supematants with tPA. uPA, plasmin and Cls. but not with 

thrornbin. factor Xa or other proteinases tested. In order to d e h e  the inhibitory 

specificity of SERP-1 better, we have repeated md extended their survey by 

investigating the reactions of purified SERP- 1 with an extensive panel of proteinases. 

While few. if any, of the enzymes tested are plausible candidates for the target of 

SERP-1 inhibition in vivo, a broad panel of available proteinases was examineci in the 

expectation that the results would help establish what properties in vivo targets for 

SERP-1 inhibition are Iikely to posses. In an initial xreen, purified SERP-1 

(= 180nM) was incubated for two hours with a slight rnolar excess of each enzyme 

(100 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCI, 2 mM CaC12, 0.005% Triton X-1 001 pH 7.5. 

3 î °C) .  as descnbed in Erperirnenral Procedures. The distribution of SERP- 1 in the 

product mixture between native, complexed and cleaved foms was determined fiom 
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the migration of the corresponding SEM-1 bands on SDS-PAGE. as detected by 

Western blotting using a rabbit anti-SERP-1 polyclonai antibody (Figure 11-2). In 

cases where no high molecuiar weight complex with the proteinase was observed in 

the initial screen. the experiment was repeated with different incubation times and at 

different enzyme/SERP-1 ratios to ensure that the existence of a slow-forming or 

transient complex was not king missed. Figure II-2A shows that purified SERP-1 

reacts with plasmin (lane 2), uPA (lane 3). tPA (lane 4) and Xa (lane 6) to forrn SDS- 

stable complexes that m i p t e  with apparent molecular weights that are consistent 

with the expected values for their respective complexes with SERP- 1 of about 135. 

93. 123 and 105 D a .  Most of the inhibited proteinases contain disuifide linked 

subunits. which allowed the identity of the higher molecular weight bands to be 

confirmed by performing electrophoresis under reducing conditions and checking that 

the apparent molecular weight of the SERP- 1 -proteinase complexes changed by the 

expected arnounts. In addition to forming an inhibited complex. reaction with these 

enzymes also produced varying amounts of a species r m i n g  at about 50 kDa which 

is the size expected for SERP-1 that has been cleaved at or near the predicted 

cleavage site in the RCL. The generation of some amount of cleaved serpin has k e n  

frequently found to accompany the inhibition of proteinases by serpins (Christensen 

et al.. 1995; Lawrence et al., 1995), either through the hydrolytic breakdown of the 

inhibited complex or because of the operation of a branched kinetic mechanism 

(Patston et al., 1994). The observation of an inhibited complex with Xa was 

unexpected, as this enzyme had been reported previously to cleave SERP-1 without 
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f o M g  a stable complex (Lomas et al., 1993). Our result was confkmed by the 

observation that SERP-1 is able to inhibit Xa in kinetic experirnents (see below). 

Thrombin (lane 5) initially appeared to fonn exclusively cleaved serpin, rnigra~g at 

approximately 50 kDa without the formation of any detectable higher molecular 

weight complex. However. by reducing the reaction tirne we were able to observe the 

transient formation of a small amount of a SEM- l/thrombin complex, as shown in 

Figure II-2B. This result was confïrmed by the observation that thrombin is 

inhibited by SERP-1 in kinetic experiments. hNE and cathepsin G also appeared to 

exclusively form cleaved SERP- 1 (Figure II-2A, lanes 8 and 9). Howevei unlike 

thrombin, additional tests under varied conditions gave no evidence for any stable 

complex between SERP- 1 and either of these enzymes. The inability of SERP-1 to 

inhibit cathepsin G was confirmed in kinetic experiments. Reaction with C l s  also 

failed to give evidence for the formation of a stable complex (Figure II-ZA, lane 1 0). 

though the results of Lomas et al. suggest that SERP-1 does inhibit this enzyme, and 

we also observed evidence for weak inhibition of C l s  by SERP-1 in kinetic 

experiments. Reaction with trypsin produced two discrete bands, corresponding to 

the 50 kDa cleaved form seen with the other enzymes together with an additional 

smaller form of cleaved SERP-1 (Figure II-ZA, lane 7); the two fiagrnents appeared 

rapidly and were stable once fonned. Reaction with chymotrypsin also gave two 

discrete SERP- 1 cleavage fragments, though in this case both observed products were 

substantially smaller than 50 kDa. (data not shown). The inability of SERP-1 to 

inhibit chymotrypsin was confvmed in kinetic experiments (data not shown). No 
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reaction was apparent upon incubation of SERP-1 with kallikrein, Factor D, PMIa or 

the alternative pathway C3 convertase (Figure II-2A lanes 1 1 and 12 and data not 

shown). Bovine factor BXIIa was tested because of a published report of a bovine 

serpin, believed to target this enzyme, that has an asparagine at the putative PI' 

position in the RCL and either lysine or arginine at the P l  position (Muldbjerg et al.. 

1993). This is the only example, other than SEM-1. of a serpin reported to have a 

P l '  asparagine, and thus raised the possibility that SERP-1 mi& target PXIIa. 

Finally. and as expected, proteinases fiom other stmctural and mechanistic classes - 

cathepsin B, cathepsin D, themolysin and subtilisin - either failed to react with 

SERP- 1 or caused the complete disappearance of the SERP- 1 band, presumably due 

to its cleavage into small h p e n t s  that were not detectable by Wsstern blotting 

(data not shown). Our results, compared with those of Lomas et al. (Lomas et al.. 

1993). are summarized in Table 11-1. 

Identity and functional importance of Pl-Pl' residues in SERP-1: The location 

of the Pl-P 1 ' cleavage site in the RCL was confirrned by sequencing the N-terminus 

of the 5 kDa SERF-1 cieavage fkagment released upon reaction with thrombin 

followed by denaturation of the reaction products. A sequence of NALTAIVANK 

was detennined, which corresponds to residues 320-329 of the SERP-1 sequence and 

thus confirms that reaction with thrombin occurs at the bond between AQ;,~ and 

Asnlizo. In order to explore the fùnctional importance of these residues for SERP-1 

inhibitory activity, a mutant SERP-1 was constructed in which arginine-3 19 and 

asparagine-320 were changed to alanine residues. Mutation of the P 1 -P 1 ' site in 
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other serpins has been shown to abolish inhibitory activity (Patston and Gettins, 

1994). The resulting mutant protein, termed R3 19A/N320A, was tested for its 

ability to interact with the same panel of proteinases used to test wild-type serpin, 

as described in EXperimental Procedures. The results are summarized in Table II- 1. 

Figure II-2C shows that R3 19AN320A did not react with plasmin. tPA. uPA. 

thrombin or Xa (lanes 2-6, respectively ). No high molecular weight complexes were 

observed. nor was there any evidence of the production of any smaller cleaved forms 

of the molecule. R3 19AlN320A was tested for inhibition of plasmin, tPA and uPA 

in activity assays, and showed no effect in either slow binding inhibition assays or 

by end-point measurernents of enzyme activity after prolonged incubation with an 

excess of the mutant serpin. The abolition of interactions with SERF-1 by the 

mutations in positions 3 19 and 320 confimis the importance of the PI -P 1 ' residues 

for inhibition by SERP-1. Interestingly, R3 19A/N320A reacted with elastase and 

cathepsin G to yield a 50 kDa product (Figure II-2C, lanes 7 and 8). identical to the 

result seen when these enzymes were reacted with wild type SERP-l. This result 

suggests that these enzymes react at a site in or near the RCL but not at 

Arg319-A~n320. This was confïrmed by Edman degradation sequencing of the 5 kDa 

fiagment released upon reaction of w.t. SERP-! with cathepsin G and hNE. The 

results showed that both of these enzymes cleave f i e r  in the RCL of w.t. 

SEM-1. five residues upstream of kgI9. This result shows that cleavage of 

S E M 4  at a site close to PI -Pl ' in the RCL does not lead to formation of an 

inhibited complex (Patston and Gettins, 1994). 
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Reaction kinetics for inhibition of plasmin, tPA, uPA, thrombin and Xa by 

SERP-1: Of the extensive panel of proteinases tested, only plasmin, tPA, uPA. 

thrombin and Xa were observed to form SDS-stable complexes with SERP- 1, though 

Lomas et al. have shown evidence for the formation of a complex between SERP-1 

and C 1 s (Lomas et al.. 1993). We attempted to quanti@ the effectiveness of SERP-1 

at inhibiting these six enzymes by investigating their reactions with SERP-1 using the 

techniques of slow binding inhibition kinetics (Morgenstern et al., 1994; Stone and 

Hemans. 1995). Each protehase was incubated with various concentrations of 

SERP-1 in the presence of a fixeci concentration of an appropriate chromogenic 

proteinase substrate. The time-dependent inactivation of the enzyme through 

reaction with SERP- 1 was monitored continuousIy by following the accompanying 

decrease in the rate of substrate turnover. Experiments were camied out at a low 

concentration of each enzyme (5- 125 PM) so that the reaction could be followed for 

many hours without significantly depleting the chromogenic substrate. SERP- 1 was 

always present at concentrations that were in >IO-fold excess with respect to the 

proteinase. thus giving rise to pseudo-first-order conditions with respect to SERP-1. 

Figure 11-3 shows a family of inhibition progress curves for the reaction of tPA with 

O - 20 nM SERP-1. The data show that higher concentrations of SERP-1 cause the 

reactions to approach the steady state more rapidly. and give a lower velocity of 

substrate turnover at the steady state, indicating that a greater fraction of the enzyme 

has become inhibited through reaction with SERP-1. The rate of substrate turnover 

was observed to decrease to a finite steady-state level, and not to zero as wouid be 
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expected if inhibition by SERP- 1 proceeded to completion, indicating the existence of 

one or more pathways by which the inhibited cornplex can break down to release 

active enzyme (Stone and Hennans, 1995). Inhibition data was measured for each 

proteinase at 16 different SERP-1 concentrations chosen to span the range fiom slow 

or negligible inhibition to rapid and extensive reaction with SERP-1. Progress curves 

for reaction at each SERP-1 concentration were fitted to Equation 1 (Stone and 

Hermans, 1995) to obtain values for the rate constant for the approach to the steady 

state. bbs, and the velocity of substrate turnover at the steady state, v,. as described 

in Erperimental Procedures. Figure 11-3 (inset) shows the relationship between v, 

and the concentration of SERP-1 for reaction with P A .  The solid line represents the 

fit to Equation 2, and gives an apparent inhibition constant (ICjo) of 360 pM for 

reaction with this enzyme. 

V, = vi/(l + [SERP- 1]/ICSO) Equation 2. 

The ICjo value determined for the reaction with each enzyme was corrected for the 

binding of chromogenic substrate in the assay as described in Stone and Hermans 

(Stone and Hermans, 1995), to give a steady-state inhibition constant. which 

represents the concentration of SERP-1 at which the enzyme is distnbuted equally 

between fiee and SERP-1 -inhibited (complexed) fomis. Values for KI,appl for al1 of 

the enzymes tested are given in Table ILS. 
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Figure 11-4 shows the dependence of bbs on the concentration of SERP-1 for 

reaction with uPA, P A ,  plasmin, thrombin and factor Xa. These plots are linear? 

and show no evidence of hyperbolic curvature that would indicate the existence of 

one or more stable intermediate complexes forming prior to the rate-limiting step for 

formation of the fuial inhibited complex. The slopes of the best fits to the data in 

Fi-eure 11-4 give values for the apparent second-order rate constants for reaction of 

SERP-1 with plasmin, P A ,  uPA, thrombin and Xa of ka, = 4.8 * 0.5 x104.4.3 * 0.4 
x 104.50 k 0.6 x IO4, 2.6 * 0.4 x 104, and 1.7 * 0.5 x 103 M - k l .  respectively. after 

correction for cornpetitive bïnding of the chromogenic substrate present during the 

reaction (Stone and Hermans. 1995). Values for kWp and KI(appl for C l s  were 

estimated from measurements made at a single SERP-1 concentration of 100 nM; the 

weak inhibition observed for this enzyme required amounts of SERP-1 that were too 

great to allow more detailed investigation of this reaction. The apparent second-order 

rate constants for these reactions are presented in Table 11-2. The kinetic constants 

for reaction with plasmin, tPA and uPA are in gooâ agreement with those measured 

by Lomas et al. who reported k,, values of 3.4 x: 104.3 -6 x IO4 and 4.3 x 104 M-1s'. 

respectively. ushg crude viral supernatants (Lomas et al.. 1993). Our estimated 

value for C 1 s is also in reasonable agreement with their value of k,, = 1.3 x 103 

M-1s-1. 

The rate at which each inhibited complex breaks down to release active 

enzyme was measured directly by incubating each enzyme with a small excess of 

SERP-1 at concentrations well above KI(,,,,. and then diluting the resulting enzyme- 
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serpin complex 50-fold, to a concentration below into reaction buffer 

containing chromogenic substrate. The release of inhibition manifests itself as 

upward curvature in the progress curve, tending to a new steady-state velocity of 

substrate turnover cornmensurate with the lower concentration of SERP- 1 present in 

the fuial reaction mixture. Equation 1 was used to fit the reactivation progress cuves 

by noniinear regession analysis, such that bb, = kdiss- Measured rate constants for 

the dissociation of complexes formed between SERP-1 and plasmin, tPA. thrombin 

and Xa were kdiss = 3 f 0.4 x 10-5. 6 f 0.5 x 2 f 0.2 x 10-6. and 8 I 0.4 x 10-6 

s-1. respectively. Rate constants for the release of active enzyme fiom the inhibiteci 

complexes c m  also be caiculated fiom the measured k,, and KI(qp, values using the 

relationship kdus = Kl(app)kapp. Values for kdiu that were calculated in this way are 

shown in Table 11-2, and agree well with the kdiss values that were measured directly. 

Stoichiometries of inhibition: Figures II-2A and 2B show evidence for the 

formation of varying amounts of cleaved SERP-1 upon reaction with plasmin. tPA. 

uPA. thrombin and Xa. The kdiss values s h o w  in Table 11-2 suggest that the 

inhibited complexes formed with these enzymes dissociate too slowly for any 

signi ficant amount of cleaved serpin to be released during the 2 hr incubation period 

used for the measurements in Figure II-2A, though the possibility that the cornplex 

breaks down more readily during SDS-PAGE sarnple preparation cannot be 

discounted. An alternative explanation for the ongin of the cleaved SERP-1 is the 

existence of a branched kinetic mechanism illustrated in Scheme 11-1, such as has 

been demonstrated for other serpins (Gettins et ai., 1993: Gettins et al.. 1996: Gils 
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and Declerck, 1997; Huntington et ai., 1997: Patston et al., 1994). If this is the case 

for SERP- 1, then the large variations in the proportion of cleaved serpin fonned from 

reaction with the different enzymes in Figures II-2A and 2 8  - fiom very little with 

uPA to 190% with thrornbin - suggest the existence of correspondingly large 

variations in partitioning within the branched pathway, for reaction with different 

enzymes. In order to detennine whether the cleaved serpin seen in Figures II-2A and 

II-2B arises fiom a branched mechanism, and to quanti@ any differences in 

partitioning within such a mechanism, we measured the stoichiometry of inhibition 

(SI) for the reactions of SERP-1 with uPA, plasmin, thrombin and Xa. SI values 

were determined using a SERP- I stock solution that had k e n  accurately standardized 

by its absorption at 280 nm using an extinction coeficient detennined by amino acid 

analysis, and reacting it with enzyme solutions that had k e n  accurately standardized 

by active site titration. Gel shift experiments. such as those described above, 

established that al1 of the SERP- 1 protein in this standardized solution was active. 

Figure 11-5 shows the titration of a fked concentration of UPA with varying 

concentrations of SERP-1 and establishes that 1.4 0.1 equivalents of SERP-1 are 

required to achieve exactly 100% inhibition. corresponding to an SI = 1.4 * 0.1 
(Patston et al., 1991). This value was consistent with the distribution of SERP-1 

behveen cleaved and complexed forms that was estimated by Western blot. or 

measured by quantitative densitometry of Coomassie blue stained SDS 

polyacrylamide gels (data not shown). Figure 11-5 also shows that titrations of 

plasmin. thrombin, and factor Xa with SEM-1 similarly give rise to linear titration 
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curves, resulting in the SI vaiues shown in Table 11-2. The values range from the 

reiatively iow value found for reaction with uPA to a hi& of SI = 13 * 3 for reaction 

vAth thrombin. The active site titrant MUGB did not react with tPA in ow hands 

and. lacking an accurate method for the standardization of this enzyme, we were 

unable to perform a titration against SERP-1 of the type shown in Figure TI-5. 

However, the roughly quai intensities of the bands for cleaved and comptexed 

SEM-1 seen in Western blots suggest that for reaction with tPA, SI = 2 (limits: 1.5 - 

3). 

DISCUSSION 

The gel shifi experiments shown in Figure 11-2 c o h  the observations of Lomas et 

al. (Lomas et al.. 1993), made using w.t. SERP-1 fiom unfiactionated virai 

supernatant, that this secreted viral serpin inhibits tPA. uPA and plasmin. We 

additionally identi@ factor Xa and thrombin as in viîm targets for SERP-1 inhibition. 

Both thrombin and Xa were reported by Lomas et al. to cleave SERP-1 without 

fomiing any detectable inhibited complex. Our subsequent kinetic analysis showed 

thrombin to be arnong the most reactive targets of SEM-1 inhibition, however the 

high SI seen for this enzyme made the observation of an inhibited complex on 

Western blots quite dificult. Another difference between Our results and those of 

Lomas et al. was that in the previous study no reaction was seen between SERP-1 
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and cathepsin G (Lomas et al., 1993), whereas in the present study reaction at a 

somewhat higher enzyme:SERP-1 ratio showed that cathepsin G does react with 

SERP-1, cleaving at a single site in the RCL. A final difference between our results 

and those of Lomas et al. is that in the present study we were unable to detect any 

stable inhibited complex between SERP-1 and C 1 s on Westem blots, though we did 

tind evidence for weak inhibition of this enzyme by SERP- 1 in kinetic experiments. 

The discrepancies between the two studies illustrate that the abiIity to observe a 

stable inhibited enzyme-serpin complex on SDS gels can be quite sensitive to the 

relative and absolute concentrations of serpin and enzyme used. to the duration and 

conditions of the reaction, and possibIy aiso to the purity of the serpin preparation. 

Thrombin was shown. by sequencing of the cleaved serpin, to react with 

SERP-1 at the predicted site between Arg319-Asn3zo- Al1 of the other enzymes that 

were found to be inhibited by SERP-1 also have a primary specificity for cleaving 

afier a basic residue, and the fact that mutating Arg3r9-Asn3zo to Ala-Ala abolished 

the reactivity of SEW-1 towards al1 of these enzymes argues strongly that they al1 

act at this position in the RCL. The failure of these enzymes to be inhibited by the 

mutant SERP-1 is unlikely to be due to improper folding or long-range disruption of 

the serpin structure because of the location of the mutations in a flexible exposed 

loop (Patston and Gettins, 1994). This assumption is supported by the observation 

that cathepsin G and elastase, which were shown to act at Ile314-Thr315. just five 

residues upstream of in the UCL, appear on Westem blots to display the same 

highly specific single cleavage of w.t. and the mutant SERP-1. 
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Table 11-2 contains rate constants for the formation of the inhibited complex 

and for its decomposition, together with stoichiometries of inhibition (SI), for 

reaction with the six proteinases that were found to be inhibited by SERP-1. These 

results comprise an unusually comprehensive and quantitative data set for direct 

cornparison of the reactivity of a single serpin with a senes of target proteinases. In 

order to properly evaluate the factors that govem the specificity of SERP- 1 for the 

enzymes tested, we must consider the data in Table 11-2 in terms of the branched 

kinetic mechanism shown in Scheme II- 1. The minimal mechanism in Scheme II- 1 

incorporates the basic features of the serpin inhibition mechanism as established for 

the reactions of other serpin-proteinase pairs (Patston et al., 1994; Wright and 

Scarsdale. 1994). The applicability of this branched mechanism to the reaction of 

SEM-1 with the enzymes listed in Table 11-2 is demonstrated by the observation 

that. in every case, reaction leads to the formation of cleaved SERP-1 concomitantly 

with the formation of the inhibited enzyme-serpin complex. leadhg to SI values that 

are in al1 cases greater than 1 (Patston et al.. 1991; Schechter et al.. 1997). The 

precise chernical and structural nature of the partitioning intermediate, FI], in the 

serpin inhibition mechanism remains in question. Published suggestions include the 

possibility that FI] is an acyl-enzyme intermediate (Lawrence et al., 1995; 

Wilczynska et al., 1995). a related covalent species trapped at the tetrahedral 

intermediate stage (Matheson et al., 199 1 ), or possibly a noncovalent intermediate 

that preceeds P 1 -Pl ' bond cleavage (O' Malley et al., 1997). Our data provide no 

evidence to indicate which of these possibilities applies to the reactions of SERP- 1. 
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Despite the undefined nature of the partitioning intermedizte, we can nevertheless 

use SI to calculate the partitioning ratio between the pathway that leads to inhibited 

cornplex (EI*) and the pathway that leads directly to the release of cleaved SERF-1 

(1'). using the relation SI = 1 + k 3 k  (Patston et al.. 1994). Parti tioning ratios for the 

reactions of SERP-1 with plasmin, tPA. uPA, thrornbin and Xa are shown in Table 

11-3. In order for us to interpret the remaining data in Table 11-2 in terms of the 

branched kinetic mechanism shown in Scheme 11-1, we must correct the apparent 

second-order rate constants. k,, to account for the effect of partitioning. as 

described by Hood et al. (Hood et al.. 1994). Multiplying k,, by SI compensates 

for the fact that for an SI of 10' for exarnple, only 1 out of every 10 reactions 

between enzyme and serpin leads to the formation of the inhibited complex. EI*. 

Because of this effect. the true second-order rate constant for reaction between E and 

1 in such a case is 10 times higher than the apparent rate constant for the formation of 

EI* that is given by kapp (Hood et al.. 1994). The tnie second-order rate constants 

for reaction of SERP- 1 with each of the six proteinases for which we have kinetic 

data. calculated fiom kinh. = kq,,xSI, are collected in Table 11-3. The apparent steady- 

state KI(app, values from Table 11-2 must also be corrected for the effect of 

partitioning, in this case by dividing by a factor of SI. if they are to reflect the balance 

between the truc rate constants for the formation and decornposition of EI*(HOO~ et 

al.. 1994). The corrected values for KI are also given in Table 11-3. 

The data in Table !I-3 show that the rates at which SERP-1 reacts with the 

six proteinases listed Vary fiom 3.4 x 10' M-'se' for reaction with thrombin to 5.4 x 
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1 o3 M-'s-' for reaction with Xa, with C 1 s having an estimated value for kinh. that is an 

order of magnitude lower still. These variations in kinh-, which span 3 orders of 

magnitude, account for most of the variations in KI. Values for Ki V a r y  fkom 10 p M 

for thrombin to 1.3 n M  for Xa, and span 24 orders of magnitude if the estimated 

value of KI = 100 nM for C 1s is included. Interestingly, values for kdiss. Vary over a 

relatively narrow range, indicating that the kinetic barrier for decomposition of El* is 

iess sensitive to differences in the structure and catalytic properties of the proteinase 

than are the other kinetic parameters for the reaction. Of the reactions included in 

Table 11-3, only that with thrombin approaches the second-order rate constants seen 

for reactions between serpins and the proteinases bslieved to represent their specific 

targets in vivo. which typically exceed 105 M-'é' (Olson et al.. 1993; Travis and 

Salvesen, 1983). Reaction with thrombin, however. is characterized by a hi& 

partitioning ratio. indicating that the majority of reactions between SERP-1 and this 

enzyme are nonproductive and lead to cleavage and inactivation of SERP-1 rather 

than to inhibition of the enzyme. In general. the partitioning ratios in Table 11-3 are 

higher than are typically seen for the reaction of serpins with their specific target 

proteinases (Patston et al., 1 99 1 ). Thus. none of the enzymes in Table 11-3 appear 

to possess al1 of the characteristics of fast inhibition. low SI and slow dissociation of 

the inhibited complex that would be anticipated to exist for the reaction of SERP-1 

with a me in vivo target (Travis and Salvesen, 1983: Zhou et al., 1997). 

The data in Tables 11-2 and 11-3 allow us to draw several conclusions about 

which steps in the inhibition mechanism are involved in goveming the inhibitory 
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specificity of SERP-1. Under conditions in which the serpin is present at 

concentrations significantly higher than both KI and the concentration of its 

proteinase target, the specificity of SERP- 1 is prirnarily governeci by the rate of its 

initiai reaction with enzyme; even for an enzyme that reacts with a high SI, the 

amount of serpin Iost through non-productive cleavage will be insignificant. 

However, even under conditions of excess serpin, variations in SI may influence 

inhibitory specificity. An example of this is provided by thrombin for which, as a 

consequence of its high SI, inhibition is effectively slower than inhibition of uPA or 

tPA despite the fact that thrombin undergoes a substantially faster initial reaction 

with SE RP- 1. Variations in SI assume a larger role in goveming inhibitory specifici ty 

under conditions in which the serpin is present at comparable concentration to its 

target or targets. Under these conditions, inhibition of proteinases for which a high 

SI is observed will be partial at best, irrespective of how fast the reaction occurs, 

because most of the serpin will be inactivated through cleavage at the RCL. 

Moreover, it is possible that the presence in vivo of a highly reactive proteinase with 

a high SI would reduce the likelihood that any other proteinase present will become 

inhibited, by competing for serpin and irreversibly cleaving it to the inactive form, 1'. 

Finally. at concentrations of serpin that are very low. the dissociation rate of EI* 

may also begin to influence inhibitory specificity. For example. plasmin and tPA are 

both inhibited by SEM-1 at similar rates and have similar values for SI. However, at 

concentrations of 400 PM, SERP-I would be expected to inhibit tPA much more 

effectively than plasmin, if present in excess over both' because at this concentration 
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it exceeds the KI of 70 pM for reaction with tPA but is well under the KI of 220 p M 

for reaction with plasmin. The ciifference in KI values for these two enzymes arises 

from the 5-fold faster rate at which EI* decomposes in the case of plasmin. The 

results in Table 11-3 therefore suggest that at hi& concentrations of SERP-1, 

inhibitory specificity is predominantly governed by kvp, which depends on ki*- and 

k3&. At concentrations of serpin that are comparable to that of the target 

proteinase, specificity becomes much more strongly dependent on the magnitude of 

k3&. Finally, at very low serpin concentrations that begin to approach KI, 

specificity can also be influenced by the magnitude of kdiss.. Although many serpins, 

most notably those that circulate in the blood. are present at very high concentrations 

in vivo. it is likely that SERF-I achieves its anti-inflammatory effect at much lower 

concentrations, acting at levels comparable to those of its target proteinasees (Lucas 

et al.. 1996; Macenet al.. 1993; Maksymowych et al., 1996). This may also be true 

in other biologically important situations, such as the inhibition of intracellular 

caspases by CrmA (Zhou et ai., 1997) or other serpin inhibitors of apoptosis. 

Initial interest in SERP-1 was sparked by the discovery that it is a vinilence 

factor of myxoma virus, acting in concert with other secreted and intracellular 

receptor mimics and inhibitors to cause severe immune dysfunction in the host 

(McFadden, 1995). Furthemore. SERP-1 was observed to act as an ami- 

inflarnmatory agent during myxoma virus infection (Macen et al.. 1993), and when 

administered as a purified protein in two in vivo models of inflammation (Lucas et 

al.. 1996; Maksymowych et ai., 1996). Therefore, the target proteinases of SERP-1 
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are iikely to be critical to initiating or propagating the early infiammatory signai in 

response to virus infection. The low doses of SERP-1 required for efficacy in 

various in vivo modefs (Lucas et al., 1996; Maksymowych et al., 1996) suggest that 

its target poteinase or proteinases are present at exceedingly low levels at the site of 

action. Although the results obtained in this study do not serve to identifi the 

proteinase target or targets for SERP-1 that are responsible for its in vivo effects, 

they confirm that it is likely to be a trypsin-like proteinase with specificity for 

cleaving after a basic residue. In addition. our results shed some light on the 

mechanistic parameters that govem the inhibitory specificity of SERP-1. while 

highlighting the fact that the specificity of a serpin for inhibiting one or another 

proteinase may be significantly influenced by reaction conditions at the site of action. 

and particularty by the relative concentrations of proteinase and serpin. The ability 

of SERP-I to darnpen the inflammatory response to the virus infection offers clues 

to the roles that senne proteinases may be playing in these processes. A better 

understanding of the underlying mechanisms may help in the development of anti- 

inflammatory drugs based on serpins and small molecule proteinase inhibitors. 

Appendir A extends the discussion of the inhibitory mechanism of serpins ushg the 

kinetic data reported herein for SERP-1. A linear fiee energy relationship is observed 

between log KI and log kinh and the implications of this to the serpin inhibitory 

mechanism are discussed in greater detail. 
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Table 11-1: Summary of the Interactions of Wild-Type and R319A/N320A Mutant 

SERP-1 with Various Proteinases as Determined by SDS-PACE and Western Blot 

Analysis. Purified SERF- 1 (1 80 nM) was incubated at 37 OC for 2 hrs with a slight molar 

excess of each proteinase (100 rnM Tris-HC1, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl?, 0.005% Triton 

X- 100, pH 7.5). The products were separated by SDS-PAGE and detected by Western blot 

using polyclonal anti-SERP- 1 antisenim (see Figure 11-2). Abbreviations for the enzymes 

are as follows: tPA = tissue-type plasminogen activator; uPA = urokinase-type 

plasminogen activator; hNE = human neutrophil elastase; pTrypsin and hTrypsin = porcine 

and human trypsins; p P E  = porcine pancreatric elastase; bchymotrypsin = bovine 

chymotrypsin. The symbol I indicates the observation of a high molecular weight band, 

relative to that for unreacted SERP-1, indicating the formation of an SDS-stable inhibited 

complex between SERP-1 and the enzyme. The observation of such a complex was 

invariabIy accompanied by the formation of some arnount of a lower molecular weight 

species corresponding to SERP-1 that has been proteoIyitically cleaved in or near the RCL 

(see Figure 11-2). The symbol S indicates that only lower molecular weight species and 

unreacted SERP-1 were observed in the product mixture, indicating that SERP-1 was 

proteolytically cleaved without the concomitant formation of a detectable high molecular 

weight complex. The symbol N indicates that incubation with the proteinase resulted in no 

apparent change in the SERP-1 band, even when retested at higher concentrations of 

enzyme or for longer incubation times. Cases in which the interaction was not tested are 

denoted n.d. 
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TABLE II-L 

SUMMARY OF THE INTERACTIONS OF WILD-TYPE AND R319A/N320A 
MUTANT SERP-1 WITE VARIOUS PROTEINASES AS DETERMINED BY 

SDS-PAGE AND WESTERN BLOT ANALYSIS- 

Enzyme Wild Type SERP-1 R3 19A/N32OA 
Present Study Lomas et al. Present Study 

Plasmin I I N 
P A  I I N 
uPA I I N 
Thrombin I S N 
Factor Xa I S N 
C l s  (Nia I N 
hNE S S S 
Kallikrein Ar N n. d.  

Cathepsin G S N S 
pTrypsin n. d. S n-d. 
hTrypsin S n. d.  S 

P P E  n. d. S n. d. 
bChymotrgsin S S S 
Subti lisin S S n. d. 
Thermoly sin S S I I .  d. 
Factor XIIa lV n.d. N 
Factor D N 11-d. N 
CS convertase N n.d. N 

Cathepsin B N n-d. n. d. 

Cathepsin D N n-d. n.d. 

" No higher molecular weight complex was observed in  this study, but evidence of weak 
inhibition was seen in kinetic experiments (see text). 



Table 11-2: Observed Kinetic Parameters for the Reaction of SERP-1 with Six 

Inhibited Proteinases. Values for the apparent inhibition constant, KI,,,,, the apparent 

second-order rate constant for inhibition, hpp, and the measured rate constant for 

dissociation of the inhibited cornplex, kdiWup.,, were deterrnined in slow binding inhibition 

experiments as shown in Figures 3 and 4 (100 mM Tris-HCI, 100 mM NaCI, 2 rnM CaCI?, 

0.005% Triton X-100, pH 7.5, 37 OC). Both KI,,,! and k,,, are corrected for the 

cornpetitive binding of chromogenic substrate in the slow binding inhibition assays as 

described in the text. Calculated values for the rate constant for dissociation of the 

- inhibited complex, b,,,,c.,, were determined using the equation kdiuimie., - Kl<appl~pp,  as 

described in the text. Stoichiometry of inhibition (SI) values were measured as shown in 

Figure 5 (1  00 mM Tris-HCl, LOO mM NaCl, 2 mM CaC12, 0.005% Triton X-100, pH 7.5, 

37 OC). The notation n.d. indicates that the given experimental data were not obtained. 
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TABLE II 

OBSERVED KINETIC PARAMETERS FOR THE REACTION OF SERF-1 
WITH SIX INHIBITED PROTEINASES. 

Enzyme K~(app) (W kapp (M-'s-' kdiss(caic.) (s-') kdiss(exp.) (s-* 1 SI 

Plasmin 0.44 * 0.05 4.8 * 0.5 x 104 2 * 0.4 x 10-5 3 * 0.4 x 10-5 2.0 * 0.5 

P A  0.14k0.02 1 . 3 i 0 . 4 x 1 $  7 * 0 . 8 ~ 1 0 - 6  6 I 0 . 5 ~ 1 0 - 6  =2' 

uPA 0.16*0.01 S . O i 0 . 6 ~  104 8*0.7x10-6 n. d. 1.4 * 0.1 

Thrombin 0.13 * 0.02 2.6 + 0.4 x 104 3 * 0.4 x 10-6 2 * 0.2 x 10-6 13 3 

Factor Xa 4.3 * 0.4 1.7 I 0.5 x 103 7 * 0.7 x 10-6 8 0.4 x 10-6 3.2 0.5 

C 1 s =200&100~ = 3 i 2 x 1 0 2 ~  =6*5x10-5 n.d. n.d. 

" SI for reaction with tPA was estimated fiorn the relative intensities of the bands for complexed 
versus cleaved SERP- 1, visualized by Western blotting, to have a value of =Z with Iowa  and 
upper limits of 1.5 and 3 (see text). 
b The and kapp values for C 1s were estimated fiom measurements made at a single 

S ERP- 1 concentration of 100 n M  (see text). 



Table 11-3: Final Kinelic Parameters for the Reaction of SERP-1 with Six Inhibited 

Proteinases After Correction for the Effects of Partitionhg in the Branched Kinetic 

Mechanism. Values for the true second-order rate constant for inhibition, kin,, were 

calculated fiom the k,, values in Table II  by correcting for the effect of partitioning in the 

branched kinetic mechanism using the formula kin,- = kp,SI, as described in the text. 

Similarly, true K, values were calculated from the K,,,, values in Table II using the 

formula K, = K,,,ppJSI. Values for k,, are not affected by partitioning, and so were taken 

directly from Table II; the directly-determined experimental values are used except for 

reaction with uPA and with C 1 s, for which the calculated values (k,is-.cdc.,) are given. The 

partitioning ratio k,k,  was calculated using the formula SI = 1 + k,k,, as desaibed in the 

text. The notation n.d. indicates that the experimental data were not obtained (see text). 
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TABLE III 

FINAL KINETIC PARAMETERS FOR THE REACTION OF SERP-1 WITH 
SIX INHIBITED PROTEINASES AFTER CORRECTION FOR THE: 
EFFECTS OF PARTITIONING IN THE BRANCHED KINETIC 

MECHANISM. 

Enzyme KI (nM) kinh, (M- l S- ' ) kdiss (s-') k:/k, 

P l m i n  0.22 * 0.04 9.6*2.5x104 3 * 0 . 4 x 1 0 - ~  1.010.4 

P A  0.07 * 0.01 8.6*4.3x104 610.5~10-6  =1 .Oa 

uPA 0.1 1 0.02 7.0 * 0.5 x 104 8 i 0.7 x 10-6 0.4 O. 1 

Thrombin 0.01 * 0.002 3.4 * 0.7 x 105 2 * 0.2 x 10-6 1 2 ~ 3  

Factor Xa 1.3 * 0.3 5.4 1 .O x 103 8 * 0.4 x 10-6 2.2 k 0.5 

C l s  =100 * 80b =6*5  x 10Zb -6 * 5 x 10-5 n.d. 

2<!kJ for the reaction with tPA was calculateci from the estimated SI shown in Table II. 
b K, and k,,, values for Cl s were estimated using the values for K,,,,,, and kapp given in Table 
I I .  and an assurned SI of =2. The large uncertainties in the values reflect the fact that the true 
SI could be as low as 1 or as hi& as 10, but is unlikely to significantly exceed 10 based on 
the ability of Lomas et al. (1993) to detect a shifted complex by Western blot. 



Figure 11-1: SERP-1 Purification. Silver stained SDS-polyacrylamide gel showing 

stages of purification of the SERP-1 protein. The arrow indicates the position at which 

SERP-1 migrates, corresponding to an apparent m.w. of 4 5  kDa. Lane 1 :  crude 

supernatant fiom cells infected with W - S  1. Lane 2: pooled fractions recovered fiom 

MonoQ FPLC anion exchange chromatography. Lane 3: SERP- 1 fraction recovered fiom 

gel filtration chromatography on a Superdex 75 column. 





Figure 11-2. SERP-1 forms SDS-stable complexes with uPA, tPA, plasmin, thrombin 

and factor Xa. A. SERP-1 f o m s  SDS-stable complexes with plasmin, PA,  uPA, and 

factor Xa. Purified SERP- 1 (lane 1) was incubated for 2 hrs with a slight molar excess of 

the following proteinases: plasmin (lane S), uPA (lane 3), tPA (lane 4), thrombin (lane 5), 

factor Xa (lane 6), human trypsin (lane 7), human neutrophil elastase (lane 8), cathepsin G 

(lane 9), C 1 s (lane IO), factor D (lane 1 l), and factor PXIIa (lane 12). The products were 

separated by non-reducing SDS-PAGE and detected by Western blot using polydonal anti- 

SERP- 1 antisenun. Uncïeaved SERP- 1 is visible as a 4 5  kDa band in lanes 1,2,4,6,  10, 

1 1, and 12. SERP- I cleaved in or near the RCL appears as a =50 kDa band in lanes 3,4, 5, 

6, 7, 8, and 9. Higher molecular weight bands indicating the formation of SDS-stable 

complexes between SERP-1 and the proteinase appear in lanes 2, 3, 4, and 6. B. SERP-1 

forms a short-lived SDS-stable complex with thrombin. Purified SERP-1 (180 nM) was 

incubated with approximately equimolar human thrombin for 2 minutes (lane l), 12 

minutes (lane 2), or 60 minutes (lane 3). A small amount of a high rnolecular weight 

complex of 90 kDa, corresponding to the size expected for a complex between thrombin 

and SERP-1, is seen at 2 and 12 minutes, but both uncleaved SERP-1 and the complex 

have disappeared by 60 minutes leaving only the band at =50 kDa that corresponds to 

SERP-1 cleaved at or near the RCL. C. SERP-1 mutant R3 19A/N320A does not react 

with the proteinases that fotm complexes with wild-type SERP- 1. Punfied R3 19AIN320A 

(lane 1)  was incubated with an excess of plasmin (lane 2), uPA (lane 3), tPA (iane 4), 

factor Xa (lane 5 ) ,  thrombin (lane 6), human neutrophil elastase (lane 7) and cathepsin G 

(lane 8), and the resulting products were separated by SDS-PAGE and visualized by 

Western blotting. Intact R3 19AN320A appears as 4 5  kDa band seen in lanes 1 through 

6, while cleavage at or near the RCL yields a product of =SO kDa seen in lanes 7 and 8. 





Figure 11-3: Progress curves for inhibition of tissuetype plasminogen activator (tPA) 

by various concentrations of SERP-1. The enzyme (25 PM) was incubated with SERP-1 

(0-20 nM) in the presence of the chromogenic substrate Chromozym-TPA (0.25 mM; 100 

mM Tris-HC1, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaC12, 0.005% Triton X-100, pH 7.5, 37 OC). 

Reaction was followed at 405 nm. Curve (a) shows the rate of substrate turnover in the 

absence of SERP- 1. Curves (b)-(e) show progress curves for the time-dependent inhibition 

of tPA activity by reaction with 2, 4, 10, and 20 nM SERP-1. Curve (f) shows the very 

slow background hydrolysis of Chromozym-TPA in the absence of tPA. Expenmental 

progress curves are shown by the symbols, which for clarity show only every 10th time- 

point; the solid lines represent the best fit of the data to equation 1, fiom which were 

determined values for the initial and final velocities of substrate turnover, vi and vS, and the 

observed rate constant for the approach to steady state, bbs, at each concentration of 

SERP-1. The inset plot shows the dependence of the final steady-state velocity of 

substrate turnover relative to uninhibited enzyme, vJv,-, determined fiom fitting individual 

progress curves fkom several experiments to Equation 1, on the concentration of SERP- 1. 

The solid line represents the best fit to equation 2, fiom which was determined a value of 

KI,,,,, = 0.14 ni for the inhibition of tPA by SERP- 1 (see text). 



Time (minutes) 



Figure 11-4: Second order rate constant determination. Second-order replots for the 

reactions of SERF-1 with A, PA; B, uPA; C, plasmin; D, thrombin; and E, factor Xa. For 

each enzyme, the observed rate constant for the approach to steady state, bbs, was 

determined at various concentrations of SERP- 1 in slow-binding inhibition experiments 

such as that shown in Figure 11-3. The resulting values were corrected as described in the 

text to compensate for the competitive binding of  chromogenic substrate in the slow- 

binding inhibition assay. Plots of bk(corrected) against the concentration of SERP- 1 are 

linear, and the slopes give values for ka,,, the apparent second-order rate constant for the 

reaction of each enzyme with SERP- 1, which are given in  Table 11-2. 





Figure 11-5: Stoichiometry of Inhibition. Stoichiometry of inhibition for the reactions of 

uPA (O ), plasmin (O), factor Xa (V) and thrombin ( A )  with SERP-1. Fixed 

concentrations of each enzyme were incubated with SERP-1 at various molar ratios for 1 

hour at 37 OC (100 mM Tris-HCI, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM C a Q ,  0.005% Triton X-100, pH 

7.5), except Xa for which a 10 hour incubation was required to reach the final level of 

inhibition. At the end of the incubation, residual proteinase activity in each reaction was 

determined in a chromogenic substrate assay. In al1 cases, control experiments at longer 

reaction times were performed to show that reaction was complete, and that incubation 

under these conditions did not cause any significant loss of activity in the enzyme only 

control. The stoichiometry of inhibition (SI) for each proteinase corresponds to the 

minimum nurnber of equivalents of SERP-1 required to achieve complete inhibition of 

enzyme activity, and was determined by extrapolating residual proteinase activity to its 

intercept on the x axis as shown by the solid lines in the figure. SI values for each enzyme 

were measured a minimum of 3 times in at least 2 independent experiments, and are given 

in Table 11-2. 



Equivalents of SERP-1 
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CHAPTER I I I  

REACTIVE CENTRE MUTANTS OF SERP-1 EXHIBIT LOSS OF IN WTRO 

INHIBITORY ACTMTY 

"The great tragedy of science - the slaying of a beautifid hypothesis by an ugly fact." 
- Aldo us Ht~r ley  - 

Volo, Non Valeo 



INTRODUCTION 

The serpin (serine proteinase inhibitor) family of stmcturally homologous, 

single chain proteins are of considerable interest to biochemists for both their 

remarkable functional characteristics, as well as their unusual folding and 

conformational properties. Members of the serpin family regulate the activity of a 

wide vanety of serine proteinases and thereby play a critical role in a host of 

biological processes (Rubin, 1996; Travis and Salvesen, 1983). Present 

understanding of the serpin mechanism of  inhibition suggests that the serpin and 

proteinase form a covalent complex during the attempted substrate-like hydrolysis of 

an exposed peptide loop at a specific site. This peptide loop, known as the reactive- 

centre loop (RCL), ranges in size fiom approximately 20 to 25 residues in length, 

and presents a specific peptide bond (P 1-P 1 ') to the target proteinase for attempted 

hydrolysis. As such, serpins are considered to be mechanism based, suicide substrate 

inhibitors that form a covalent complex with the target proteinase through a branched 

pathway mechanism that can lead to either a stable inhibited complex, or cleavage of 

the serpin (Engh et al., 1995; 0' Malley et al., 1997; Wilczynska et al., 1997; 

Wilczynska et al., 1995). This is in sharp contrast to other classes of proteinase 

inhibitors such as the Kunitz, Kazal and Bowman-Birk inhibitors which fonn tight, 

but reversible, non-covalent complexes with their target proteinases (Bode and 

Huber, 1992; Laskowski and Kato, 1980; Stone et al., 1997). While almost al1 other 

proteins fold into the most energetically favorable, lowest fiee-energy state (Baker. 
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1998; Murray et al., 1998; Vajda et al., 1997), serpins fold into a kinetically 

trapped metastable conformation (Dinner and Karplus, 1 998; Patston and Gettins, 

1996). Several Iines of evidence suggest that inhibition requires the interaction of the 

PI residue with the active site of a target proteinase which must trigger a 

conformational change in the serpin (Carrel1 et al., 1994; Gettins et al., 1993; 

Huntington et al., 1997; Plotnick et al., 1994). This conformationai change involves 

the insertion of the RCL into B-sheet A (see Figure 1-8) of the serpin body and is 

Iikely accompanied by the distortion of the active site of the proteinase which 

prevents the rapid completion of catalytic hydrolysis (Plotnick et al., 1996). The 

resulting serpin-proteinase complex is stable to dissociation by SDS, heat or urea and 

is therefore thought to contain a covalent bond between Oy of the proteinase active 

site serine and the carbonyl carbon of the serpin Pl residue, existing as an acyl- 

enzyme (Lawrence et al., 1995; Wilczynska et al., 1995). The stable complex is 

long-lived. with an in vitro half-life ranging fiom hours to days, but does eventually 

hydrolyze to release active enzyme and inactivateci serpin. In an in vivo environment, 

such a long half-life would alrnost always result in removal and destruction of the 

inhibited complex. 

The role that RCL residues play in determining the kinetics of complex 

formation and breakdown is not entirely clear. However, since these residues are 

either in contact with, or in close proximity to the active site of the proteinase, they 

are assumed to play a role in serpin specificity. A nurnber of studies have implicated 

RCL residues in determining the rate of complex formation. Replacement of the P3- 
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P3 ' residues of a 1 -antichymotrypsin (ACT) with the corresponding residues 

from human neutrophil elastase (hNE) inhibiting serpin, a,-proteinase inhibitor 

(a,-PI), converts ACT fiom a substrate to an inhibitor of hNE (Rubin et al., 1994). 

The ACTIPI chimera containing the P3-P3' residues had a k,, for hNE inhibition 

ereater than that observed with an ACT variant containing only the P l  residue of - 
a,-PI. This indicates that residues other than the f 1 -P 1 ' are important in complex 

formation and stabilization, presumably by virtue of their interaction with the 

extended substrate binding site of the proteinase (Rubin et al., 1994). Other studies 

have implicated RCL residues extending from P6 to P3' in binding of serpins to their 

target proteinases (Patston and Gettins, 1994; Plotnick et al., 1997). 

PI variants have been examined with a large number of serpins, with the 

conclusion that this residue plays a critical role in determining the specificity of the 

serpin for its target proteinase. PI modifications also act to detennine the 

stoichiometry of inhibition by altering the relative rates of the substrate and 

inhibitory reactions. A P 1 Met to Arg variant of a l-proteinase inhibitor has 

specificity for thrombin and activated protein C (APC) rather than elastase (Heeb et 

al., 1990): while replacing the complete P7-P3' RCL of a l - P I  with the 

corresponding residues from antithrombin (AT) results in a chimeric serpin that 

inhibits thrombin but not APC (Hopkins et al., 1995). Also, a Leu to Arg mutation in 

the P 1 of heparin co-factor II resuIts in an improved rate of inhibition of thrombin 

(Derechin et al., 1990). 
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The P7-P3' residues of the RCL of SERP-1 was inserted in a backbone of 

a 1 -antitrypsin and a 1 -antichyrnotrypsin to create ATISERP 1 and ACTISERP 1 

chimeras, respectively (Bottomley and Stone, 1998). ATISERP 1 inhibited plasmin, 

tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA), urokinase (uPA), thrombin and Factor Xa 

with second order association rate constants of approximately 10' M"s-' and a 

stoichiometry of inhibition of approxirnately 1 in al1 cases. ACTISERP 1, however, 

formed SDS-stable complexes with only plasmin and thrombin with association rates 

that were 100-fold slower than ATISERPl and with higher SI values (Bottomley and 

Stone, 1998). The RCL of ACT and ACTISERP 1 contains four more residues than 

the RCL of AT or ATISERP 1. Replacement of these four residues (VETR) into the 

AT/SERPI to forrn ATISERP l(VETR) resulted in a chimeric serpin that inhibited 

tPA, plasmin and thrombin with rate constants 1 O-fold lower than ATISERP 1 while 

the SI remained around 1 (Bottomley and Stone, 1998). This suggests that the 

additional residues effect the rate of initial complex formation by placing the RCL in 

a non-ideal conformation, and implies that both RCL length and serpin scaffold are 

important in defining the inhibitory characteristics of a serpin. 

In this study a panel of chimeric serpins utiiizing the SERP-1 scaffold and 

RCL residues fiom a variety of known serpins were constructed. These create 

chimeras that are universally poorer inhibitors than the parental SERP-1, but may 

distinguish between the inhibition of tPA/thrombin and uPNplasmin. 



MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

Materials: The human enzyme tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA, two chain 

form), was obtained from Sigma. Proteinase substrate Chromozyrn-TPA was 

purchased from Boehnnger-Mannheim. Anti-SERP-1 monoclonal antibodies AQ.H9 

and A G I 1  1 were kindly provided by Leona Ling (Biogen, inc.). 

Construction of SERP-1 RCL Mutants: RCL mutants and chimeras in the SERP-1 

backbone were constmcted using a rnulti-stage mutagenesis and cloning approach 

(Figure III- 1). Mutagenesis of SERP- 1 was achieved with the aid of the Altered Sites 

II mutagenesis system (Promega). Site-directed mutagenesis of SERP-1 was 

employed to insert a silent AlwNI site at the P8-P7 codon boundary (nucleotide 

position 934 of the SERP- 1 ORF) without altering the SERP- 1 protein sequence so 

that AlwNI and BgII could be employed to excise the P7-P2' region of the RCL. At 

the same time, the upstream endogenous AlwNI site at nucleotide position 795 of the 

open reading fiame (ORF) was disrupted with a silent mutation that did not alter the 

protein translation. A BamHINindIII fragment containing the complete SERP- 1 

ORF was cloned into the pAlter-1 vector (Promega). Purified pAlter-SERP-1 was 

denatured and annealed to three mutagenic oligonucleotides simultaneously. These 

were the ampicillin resistance repair oligonucleotide (Promega), and two 

oligonucleotides used for SERP- 1 RCL cassette mutagenesis: PNAlwRC3 

(GGGGAACGACGGCGTCGTCAGACACTGCCATCACCCTCATCC) 

that maintains a Ser with codon K A  and Thr with codon ACT and PNAlwK02: 
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(GACGCCCTCCAGAGATTAGGGGTGCGAGACGC) 

that maintains Leu with codon TTA. Mutagenic mismatch positions are indicated in 

bold. 

The resulting construct. tenned PAS-AIw was subcloned into pUC-19 to 

generate pUC-Saiw. This allows construction of RCL cassette mutants of SERP-1 by 

cloning in synthetic oligonucleotide pairs in place of the endogenous P7-P2' region. 

Synthetic oligonucleotides were designed as complementary pairs to create the 

recombinant RCLs (Table 111-1). These oligonucleotide pairs were designed such 

that upon ligation into pUC-SAlw, they would reconstitute the AlwNI site. but not 

the BglI site. Oligonucleotide pairs were added together. denatured. and allowed to 

slowly anneal by cooling at a rate of 1 Wmin in a Turner PCR machine. The pUC- 

SAlw was digested with either AlwNI and BsaI or BglI and BsaI and the large 

fragment isolated and purified from each digest. Three way ligations were performed 

to incorporate the synthetic oligonucleotide pairs into the pUC-SAlw backbone 

reconstituted using the fragments isolated from the AlwNI/BsaI and BgII/BsaI 

digests described above. RCL chimeras were isolated on the basis of the deletion of 

the RCL BglI site and reconstitution of the RCL AlwNI site. and confirmed by DNA 

sequencing. RCL chimeric mutants were then sub-cloned into the pMJ-60 1 vector 

using BarnHI and HindIII endonucleases to allow expression in vaccinia virus. 

Expression of SERP-1 mutants from recombinant vaccinia virus: The complete 

SERP-1 RCL mutant gene. including the signal sequence. was inserted into the 

thymidine kinase locus of vaccinia virus strain WR under the controI of a strong. 
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synthetic late promoter by homologous recombination as described (Macen et al,, 

1993), in order to produce recombinant viruses terrned VV-S 1 (PAI), VV-S 1 (ApI). 

W-S 1 (MN), VV-S 1 (LN), W-S  1 (RM), and VV-S 1 (Ala)6. At late tirnes (>8 hours) 

after infection of BGMK cells with W - S  lrnut viruses, SERP-1 accumulates as a 

stable glycoprotein in the culture supernatant. Expression was confirmed by 

Western blot analysis using polyclonal rabbit anti-SERP-1 senim. At 20 hours 

post-infection, the supernatant was collected and SERP- 1 was purified as described 

below. 

Purification of wild type and mutant SERP-1: BGMK cells (2 x 108 cells) were 

adsorbed with vaccinia virus expressing wild-type or chimeric SERP-1 at a 

multiplicity of infection of 1 pfdcell for 2 hours at 37°C in 10 ml of DMEM 

containing 10% newborn calf serurn. The inoculurn was removed. and the cells were 

washed three times with 50 ml of sterile PBS to remove medium and serum proteins. 

Serum-free DMEM (1 5 ml) was added to each bottle and the infection was allowed 

to proceed fûr 20 hours at 37°C. The cuiture supernatant was collected, spun at 5000 

x g to pellet cells and ce11 debris. and stored at -20°C. The medium containing 

secreted viral proteins was concentrated approximately 50-fold using an Amicon 

pressure ce11 equipped with a 10 kDa cut-off membrane. and was then dialyzed 

against 25 m M  Tris. pH 8.0 at 4°C using Spectrapore dialysis tubing with a 30 kDa 

molecular weight cut-off. The diaIyzed sarnples were spun at 14000 x g to remove 

precipitates, loaded ont0 a MonoQ anion exchange column (Pharmacia), and eluted 

with a linear salt gradient (O - 300 mM NaCl in 25 mM Tris. pH 8.0). Fractions were 
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analyzed by SDS-PAGE. and those containing SERP-I were identified by 

irnmunoblotting using anti-SERP-1 antiserum (Macen et al., 1993). pooled, and 

concentrated to 1 ml using Centriprep 10 concentrators (Amicon). This material was 

further purified on a Superdex 75 gel filtration column (Pharmacia) (150 mM NaCl, 

25 mM Tris. pH 8.0). Fractions were collected and analyzed for SERP-1 by 

SDS-PAGE. visualizing by silver staining and immunoblotting using anti-SERP-1 

mAb AQ.H9. 

Determination of SERP-1 concentration by ELiSA: Flat bottom 96 well ELISA 

plates (Nunc) were coated with 100 pl of anti-SERP- 1 mAb AG.F 1 1 at 1 p g h l  in 50 

mM carbonate buffer. pH 9.6 ovemight at 4OC. Prior to use. plates were washed 3 

times with wash buffer (PBS. 0.1% (vh)  Tween-20) and incubated with 200 pL 

blocking buffer (PBS, 2% (w/v) BSA. 0.05% Tween-20) for 2 hours. SERP-1 

standards and samples were diluted in assay buffer (PBS. 1% BSA (w/v). 0.01 % 

Tween-20) and 50 pL added to tnplicate wells. SERP-1 standards consisted of 

highly punfied SERF-1 with the concentration determined using A280 and a molar 

extinction coefficient of 32'700 ~ ' l c m - '  (Nash et al., 1998). Sarnples and standards 

were incubated on the plate for 1 hour, washed 3 times with wash buffer and 50 pL 

of Img/ml biotinylated AQ.H9 (Biogen. Inc.) in assay buffer was added and 

incubated for 45 min. The plate was washed again and 50 pL of 1 pg/ml 

streptavidin-HRP in assay buffer was added and incubated for 45 min. The plate was 

then washed 3 times and 100 pL of chromogenic substrate (0.5 m g h l  OPD (Sigma) 

. 0.003 % hydrogen peroxide, 0.05 M citric acid. 0.05 M NaPOr buffer. pH 5.0) was 

added. When color development was complete. the reaction was stopped with the 
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addition of 100 pL of 2M HzSOJ and the absorbance at 490 nm was detennined 

using a BioRad ELISA plate reader. 

Western blot anaîysis of the products of reaction of SERP-1 with proteinases: 

SERP- 1 ( 1 80 nM) was incubated with a slight molar excess of each proteinase for 

the times indicated in a total reaction volume of 10 pl (100 mM NaCl, 2 rnM CaC12' 

0.005% Triton X- 100. 100 mM Tris-HCI. pH 7.5). Convol experiments established 

that both SERP-1 and the proteinases are stable under these conditions. Reactions 

were quenched by boiling for 5 minutes in SDS-loading buffer containing IO0 m M  

dithiothreitol and 2% SDS. Samples were separated on 4 - 20% linear gradient or 

10% Tris-glycine SDS polyacrylamide gels (Novex) using the Laemmli buffer 

sy stem (Laemelli, 1 970). Proteins were transferred to Hybond C-extra ( Amersham) 

nitrocellulose by electroblotting. blots were blocked in TBS (1 50 mM NaCl. 2.5 mM 

KCI. 25 mM Tris-HCI. pH 7.4) containing 5% (wh)  skimmed milk powder and 

0.1 % (v/v) Tween-20 for >2 hours. and SERP-1 was detected by incubating for 1 

hour with 0.01% (v/v) rnAb AQ.H9 in blocking buffer. Afier washing with TBS 

containing 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20. a secondary goat anti-rabbit antibody conjugated to 

horseradish peroxidase (BioRad) was applied for 1 hour. Immunoreactive SERP- 1 

species were visualized using ECL detection (Amersham) on Kodak X-ray detection 

type film. Reactions that showed complete cleavage of SERP- 1 by the proteinase. 

with no evidence of the formation of a stable SERP-1-enzyme complex. were 

repeated with shorter incubation times in order to see whether reactions proceeded 

via a transient inhibited complex. Reactions in which the serpin appeared unchanged 
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at the end of the incubation period were repeated at higher enzyme 

concentrations and for longer incubation periods. 

Slow binding inhibition kinetics: Inhibition progress curves were obtained by 

incubating a limiting concentration of tPA (1 25 pM) with various concentrations of 

SERP- 1 (0.125 to 100 nM) in the presence of Chromozym-tPA chromogenic 

substrate. In al1 cases, serpin was present at i 1 O-fold excess over proteinase in order 

to achieve pseudo-first-order conditions with respect to SERF 1. Concentrations of 

enzyme and substrate were chosen so that <IO% of the substrate was hydrolyzed 

over the entire duration of the assay. Reactions were performed at 37°C in a total 

volume of 800 pl (100 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCI, 2 mM CaC12,0.005% Triton 

X- 100, pH 7.5) in plastic cuvettes sealed with Parafilm. The tirne-dependent 

inhibition of each enzyme by SERP-l was monitored by following the rate of 

production of p-riitroaniline (pNA) at 405 nm at 1 or 5 minute intervals for a period 

of LOO0 minutes, using a CARY 1 spectrophotometer equipped with a six-ce11 

cuvette holder. 

RESULTS 

SERP-1 chimeric mutants were constmcted in which the RCL was altered 

within the SERP-1 scaffold. This was accomplished with the aid of site-directed 

mutagenesis and subsequent cloning of synthetic oligonucleotide pairs (Table III- 1 ) 
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to replace the entire RCL fiom P7 to P2' as summarized in Figure III- 1. The 

pUC-SAlw vector allows the complete replacement of the P7 to P2' region of the 

SERP-1 RCL, and can therefore be used for the creation of RCL mutants other than 

those discussed here. 

Seven SERP- 1 chirneras were constmcted to partially or completely mimic 

the RCL sequence found in a variety of known cellular serpins (Figure 111-2). The 

SERP-I(PAI) chimera contains the P7 to P2' region of plasminogen activator 

inhibitor 2 (PAI-2) within the SERP- 1 scaffold, while the SERP- 1 (Apl) chimera 

contains the complete P7 to P2' region of the potent plasmin inhibitor, antiplasmin. 

A series of smaller RCL changes were also made, focusing on the critical P 1 and Pl ' 

residues of SERF-1 . The SERP-1 (MN) chimera contains a single change of arginine 

to methionine at the Pl residue. A methionine at the Pl position is characteristic of 

al -proteinase inhibitor, or antitrypsin, a particularly potent serpin. Similarly, the 

S ERP- 1 (LN) chimera converts the P 1 from arginine to leucine to resembie the P 1 of 

antichyrnotrypsin. The SERP-1 (RM) mutant alters the P 1 ' residue fiom asparagine 

to methionine. A P 1 ' asparagine is thus far unique among serpins, and converting 

rhis position to a methionine confoms to the Pl-P 1 ' of antiplasmin. Finally, the 

S ERP-1 (DC) chimera converts the P 1 and P 1 ' from Arg-Asn to Asp-Cys, making it 

equivalent to the P 1 -P 1 ' found in the orthopoxvirus intracellular serpin cnnA. CrmA 

is a potent inhibitor of caspases such as interleukin 1-P converting enzyme (ICE), 

and of the serine proteinase granzyme B. As a counterpart to the Pl-Pl ' Ala-Ala 

mutant (SAA), SERF-I(Ala)6 mutates P7 to P2 to alanine, replacing al! of the 
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residues except for the PI-Pl '  with alanines The RCL changes made are 

summarized in Figure 111-2. 

In order to produce sufficient amounts of SERP-1 chimera protein, al1 seven 

mutants were expressed from a recombinant vaccinia virus expression system. 

Although this system does not produce large quantities of protein, it has been shown 

to express fùnctionally active SERP-1, while yeast and bacterial systems cannot. The 

production of recombinant vaccinia virus expressing SERP- 1 chimeras is detailed in 

Figure 111-3. Following plaque purification, SERP-1 chimeras were confirmed by 

sequencing of the SERP-1 gene amplified by PCR. The resulting viruses were 

tenned VV-S 1 (Apl), W - S  1 (PAI), W - S  1 (MN), VV-S 1 (LN), VV-S 1 (RM), W- 

S 1 (DC), and W - S  1 (Ala),. SERF 1 chimenc proteins were purified to between 80% 

and 95% purity as described. A detailed description of the purification scheme and 

SDS-PAGE silver stain gels showing the degree of purity c m  be found in Chapter II. 

Interactions observed on SDS-PA GE 

The SERP- 1 (Apl) chimera resulted in a non-inhibitory serpin that was subject 

to cleavage by uPA, tPA, plasmin, thrombin, factor Xa, trypsin, chyrnotrypsin, 

human neutrophil elastase and cathepsin G (Figure 111-4). In no cases were SDS- 

stable complexes observed between SERP-1 (Apl) and any of the proteinases tested. 

A band with an apparent molecular weight of 50 kDa, corresponding to serpin 

cleaved within the RCL, was seen in al1 cases, indicating that this chimera is still 

capable of interacting with al1 of the senne proteinases but fails to form a stable 

inhibited cornplex. 
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By contrast, the SERP-l(PA1) chimera failed to interact with uPA, tPA, 

or plasmin and did not produce either a stable complex, or a cleaved serpin product 

(Figure 111-5). This was not expected as the P 1 arginine of this chimera is identical to 

that found in both wild-type SERP-1 and the SERP-l(Ap1) mutant which are 

inhibitors of these proteinases. A mal1 arnount of SDS-stable complex was observed 

upon incubation with thrombin. Despite this, SERP- l(PAI) is subject to cleavage by 

human neutrophil elastase and cathepsin G, exhibiting a product of approximately 50 

kDa, consistent with cleavage at or near the RCL. SERP-l(PA1) is also cleaved by 

trypsin and chymotrypsin without formation of an inhibited cmplex. 

The two Pl mutants of SERP-1 exhibit somewhat different inhibitory 

phenotypes. SERP- l(LN) fails to fonn SDS-stable inhibited complexes with any of 

the eight enzymes tested (Figure 111-6). Cleaved product was observed in the 

interaction between SERP- l(LN) and each of the proteinases, indicating that it does 

interact in as a substrate in al1 cases. SERP-I(MN) formed SDS-stable complexes 

with tPA or thrombin. However, no inhibited complex was observed with either 

plasmin or uPA, both of which cleaved SERP-l(MN) without forming a visible 

inhibited complex. SERP- l(MN) was also cieaved by trypsin, chymotrypsin. hNE 

and cathepsin G (Table 111-2). 

Mutation of the P 1 ' residue of SERP- 1 to methionine to create SERP- l(RM) 

resuIted in an inhibitory profile that resembled SERP- l(MN). While SDS-stable high 

molecular weight complexes were observed with both tPA and thrombin, the 

extremely small amount of such complex suggests that SERP- 1 (RM) is a relatively 
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poor inhibitor of these proteinases. SERP- 1 (RM) failed to form inhibited 

complexes with, and was cleaved by uPA, plasmin, trypsin, hNE, cathepsin G and 

chymotrypsin (Figure 111-7). Mutation of the P 1 -P 1 ' to aspartate-cysteine to create 

SERP-l(DC) resulted in a serpin with properties similar to those observed for the 

P 1-Pl ' alanine-alanine mutant described in Chapter II. SERP-I(DC) was subject to 

cleavage by trypsin, NE. cathepsin G and chymoaypsin, but failed to interact with 

uPA, tPA, plasmin or thrombin (Figure 111-8). 

SERP-l(Ala), failed to form SDS-stable complexes with any of the 

proteinases tested, but a 50 kDa cleaved fonn was observed upon incubation with 

uPA, tPA, plasmin, thrombin, trypsin and chymotrypsin. Incubation of SERP- 

I(Ala)6 with hNE and cathepsin G failed to exhibited either substrate or inhibition 

activity, and no interaction was observed. 

SIo w binding inhibition of tPA 

Although none of the SERP-1 RCL mutants appeared to be cand idates for 

proteinase inhibition with reasonably fast association rates, we attempted to quanti@ 

the degree of tPA inhibition using the technique of slow-binding inhibition. SERP- 

1 (RM), SERP- l(MN), SERP- 1 (Apl), and SERP- 1 (DC) were al1 examined for their 

ability to inhibit tPA under slow binding conditions. In none of these cases was 

inhibition observed at the concentrations of serpin that we were able to achieve in an 

800 pL volume. Using the equations denved in Chapter II, this allows us to place 

limits on the second order rate constant for the inhibition of tPA by these mutants. 

Thus, for SERP- 1 (RM), SERP- 1 (MN), SERP- 1 (Apl), and SERP- 1 (DC), the apparent 
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second order association rate constant, b, must be less than 10' M k l .  Although 

S ERP- 1 (RM) and SERP- 1 (MN) form SDS-stable inhibited complexes with tPA that 

were visualized by western blot, the rate of inhibition of tPA by these chimeras is 

considerably slower than was observed for wild-type SEM- 1. 

DISCUSSION 

Aithough much progress has been made in elucidating the serpin mechanism 

of inhibition in general, there is still only a rudimentary understanding of the 

structural elements that determine the activity of a serpin against specific target 

proteinases. Previous investigations have demonstrated that the reactive centre loop 

residues around the P 1 -P 1 ' can influence complex formation and inhibition 

properties (Bottomley and Stone, 1998; Cooperman et al., 1993; Gettins et al., 1996; 

Hopkins et al., 1995; Plotnick et al., 1997; Sherman et al., 1992). Residues within the 

RCL are predicted to interact with the extended substrate binding site of the target 

proteinase, and therefore are thought to play an important role in determining the 

inhibitory activity of the serpin. In the current study, we examine the effects of 

mutations within the RCL on the ability of SERP-1 to fonn SDS-PAGE stable 

complexes with a panel of  eight serine proteinases. By examining the inhibitory 

profile of these chimeras we can gain an understanding of the degree that the 
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SERP-1 scaffold participates in complex formation and to what degree specific 

arnino acid residues within the RCL contnbute to the inhibitory activities of SERP-1. 

The SERP-l(PA1) chimera failed to inhibit uPA, tPA and plasmin, and did 

not appear to interact with these enzymes, despite the presence of  an arginine at the 

P 1 position. This is somewhat unexpected as these enzymes cleave after basic amino 

acids and would be expected to recognize a Pl arginine and result in either a 

substrate or inhibitor interaction. Although this could be a result of aberrant folding 

of the RCL of SERP-1(PAI), the appearance of a 50 kDa cleaved fonn of this 

chimera upon incubation with hNE and cathepsin G, and an apparent SDS-stable 

product observed upon incubation with thrombin suggests that these enzymes are 

still able to eficiently interact with the RCL. Since the chimeras are secreted from 

infected cells as mature glycoproteins, it is unlikely that generalized incorrect folding 

has occurred, as such proteins would be unlikely to escape the stringent controls 

present in the endoplasmic reticulum. While PAI-2 has the additional feature of 

spontaneously entering a latent conformation that is unable to inhibit proteinases, 

this is generally believed to be largeiy a function of the PAI-2 scaffold, and so we 

consider it unlikely that this is the case with SERP- 1 (PAI). 

By contrast, SERP-I(Apl) is seen as a substrate by al1 of the enzymes tested. 

This chimera also contains a Pl arginine, suggesting that in this case, this position is 

susceptible to cleavage. Despite the fact that antiplasmin is an efficient inhibitor of 

plasmin, uPA and tPA, the SERP- t (ApI) chimera failed to inhibit any of the enzymes 
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tested, suggesting that the SERP-1 scaffold is sufficiently different fiom that of 

antiplasmin. 

Mutations within the Pl-Pl'  region of SERP-1 had variable effects on the 

inhibition profile of the chimeras. SERP-1(LN) failed to form inhibited complexes 

with, but was cleaved by al1 eight of the proteinases iisted in Table 111-2. 

SERP-1(DC) failed to interact with uPA, tPA, plasmin or thrombin, but was still 

cleaved by trypsin, hNE, cathepsin G and chymotrypsin. SERP-l(RM) and 

SERP-l(MN) fonned SDS-stable complexes with tPA and thrombin, though not 

with any of the other enzymes tested. The absence of inhibited complexes with uPA 

and plasmin for the SERP- 1 (RM) and SEM-I (MN) chimeric serpins presents an 

interesting discrepancy in the inhibition profile compared to wild-type SERP-1. 

Since the inhibition of  tPA and thrombin by SERP-l(RM) and SERP-I(MN) 

appears to be much weaker than that observed with wt SERP-1, with Iç,, below 

10%-'s" in both cases, it is possible that plasmin and uPA inhibition have dropped 

below the threshold of  detection. Alternatively, it is possible that these mutations 

affect the stoichiometry of  inhibition (SI), and that the SI for uPA and plasmin is so 

high that no inhibited complex can be detected. In the absence of larger quantities of 

purified material, this has thus far not been tested. On final possibility is that the 

RCL mutants have accelerated both the association and dissociation rate such that 

inhibition cannot be observed due to a short half-life of the inhibited complex. A 

mutation in the RCL of  cnnA aimed at producing a more potent inhibitor of caspases 

3 and 8 resulted in rapid degradation of c m A  and a subsequently poor inhibitor 
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(Ekert et al., 1999). This suggests that an optimal substrate site in place of the 

RCL peptide creates a poorer, rather than a more efficient inhibitor. 

Taken as a whole, this set o f  RCL chimeras within the SERP-1 scaffold 

demonstrate that the activity o f  the SERP-1 protein is dependent on both the RCL 

and serpin scaffold- The RCL region of  other serpins, and even small changes in the 

P 1 and P 1 ' residues are not compatible with SERP- 1 function. 



TABLE 111-1 

OLIGONUCLEOTIDES USED 1'0 CONSTRUCT RCL MUTANT CHIMERAS IN THE SERP-1 BACKBONE 

Oligo Name 
. . - - - . - . . . . - -- .- - . -. . . 

PN3PA12-t 

PN4PA12- 

PN 1 SApk 

PN2SApl- 

PN5S(Ala)6+ 

PN 6S(A la)& 

PNSMNt  

PNSMN- 

PN 1 I SRM+ 

PN 12SRM 12- 

PN7SDC-t 

PNSSDC- 

PN9SLcu+ 

PN 1 OSLCU- 

- - - Sequence - -  

CTGGTGGAGTAATGACAGGGCGAACGGGCCTCA 

GGCCCGT'I'CGCCCTGTCATTACTCCACCAGTGT 

CTACTTCTATCGCCATGTCGCGTATGTCTCTCA 

GAGACATACGCGACATGGCGATAGAAGTAGTGT 

CTGCTGCCGCAGCTGCGGCCAGGAACGCACTCA 

GTGCGTTCCTGGCCGCAGCTGCGGCAGCAGTGT 

CTGCCATCACCCTCATCCCCATGAACGCACTCA 

GTGCGTTCATGGGGATGAGGGTGATGGCAGTGT 

CTGCCATCACCCTCATCCCCAGGATGGCACTCA 

GTGCCATCCTGGGGATGAGGGTGATGGCAGTGT 

CTGCCATCACCCTCATCCCCGCATGTGCACTCA 

GTGCACAGTCGGGGATGAGGGTGATGGCAGTGT 

CTGCCATCACCCTCATCCCCTTGAACGCACTCA 

GTGCGTTCAAGGGGATGAGGGTGATGGCAGTGT 

RCL Created RCL Sequencc (P7-Pz') 
.. --. ~ -.. . - -  

P7-P2' of PAI-2 GGVMTGRTG 

P7-P2' of Antiplasmin 

PI Leucine 

P I Methioninc 

P 1 ' Methionine 

P I -P I ' Asp-Cys 

P7-P2 (Ainninc), AAAAAARNA 

TSIAMSRMS 

AITLI PLNA 

AITLI PMNA 

AITLI PRMA 

A I T L I  PDCA 



SUMMARY OF SERP-1 RCL MUTANTS EMSAS WlTH PROTEINASES 

(PA12) . . . ~ (APV PlLeu (LN) Pl Met (MN) Pl'  Met (RM) Pl-Pl' DC (Alah 
- -. . .. . .. . - - .. . -. - . . . . .. A ... . .... - .- . -- -- . ------------------- 

uPA N S S S S N S 

Plasmin N S S S S N S 

Thrombin I S S I 1 N S 

Trypsin S S S S S S S 

Cathepsin C S S S S S S N 

Chymotrypsin S S S S S S S 

Ahbreviations for the enzymes are as follows: tPA = tissue-type plasminogen activator; uPA = urokinase-type plasminogen activator; hNE = human 
neutrophil elastase; pïrypsin and lilrypsin = porcine and human trypsins; pPE = porcine pancreatric elustase; hchymotrypsin = bovine chymotrypsin. 
The symbol I indicates the observation of a high molecular weight band, relative to that for unreacted SERP-1, indicating the formation of an 
SDS-stable inhibited complex bctwecn SERIB- I and the enzyme. The observation of such i( complex was invariably accompanied by the formation of 
some amount of a lower molecular weight spccics corresponding to SERP-I that has been protcolyitically cleiived in or near the RCL. The symbol S 
indicates that only lower inolecular weight spccics and unrcacted SERIB-1 were observed in the product mixture, indicating that SERP-1 was 
proteolytically cleaved without the concomitant formation of a detcctable high molecular weight complcx. The symbol N indicates that incubation 
with the protcinase resulted in no apparent change in the SERI>-I band, cven when retestcd at Iiigher concentrations of enzyme or for longer 
incubation times. Cases in which the intcractioti was not tcstcd arc dcnoted n , d  



Figure 111-1: Construction of SERP-1 RCL chimeras. SEM-1 was cloncd into the 

pAIter- 1 vector containing a defective ampicillin resistance gene. Site directed mutagenesis 

was employed to create a silent AlwN 1 site at 934bp of the SERP- 1 ORF, while destroying 

the AIwN 1 site at 795bp and repairing the ampicillin resistance gene. The resulting mutant 

PAS-Alw was subcloned into pUC- 19 to create pUC-SAlw. Fragments isolated from pUC- 

SAlw treated with AlwNI/BsaI or BglIlBsal endonucleases were combined with annealed 

oligonucleotide pairs and AlwNI and BglI complementary overhangs and reconstituting 

the P7-P2' region of the RCL in a three way ligation. The resulting SERP-I scaffoWRCL 

chimeras were identified by the loss of the BgII site and confirmed by nucleotide 

sequencing. 



T d  4 Site Directed MutageCiesi-s 
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Figure 111-2: Amino aeid sequence of the P8-P4' Reactive centre loop of SEM-1 

chimeras. Existing serpins: SAA is the P 1 -P 1' ala-ala mutant of SERP-1; Spi-Z/crmA, 

interleukin 1-P converting enzyme inhibitor h m  cowpox virus; PAI-1, plasminogen 

activator inhibitor 1; PAI-2, plasminogen activator inhibitor 2; Act, antichymotrypsin; al - 

PI, al proteinase inhibitor. SERP-I variants: MN, P l  methionine is that of al-proteinase 

inhibitor; Apl, P7 to P3' of antiplasmin; PAI2, P7-P3' of PAI-2; (Ala),, replacement of P7 

to P2 of SERP- 1 with danine; DC, P 1 -P 1' of S p i - 2 / d ;  LN, P 1 leucine to resernble anti- 

chymotrypsin; RM, P 1 -P 1 ' of antiplasmin and PAI- 1. 



SERP-1 
SAA 
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PAI-2 
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T A I T L I P R N  A L T 
T A X T L I P A A  A L T  
A T C A L V A D C  A  S T  
T A V I V S A R M  A P E 
T G G V M T G R T  G H G 
A T S I A M S R  S  L S 
A S A I S V A R T  L L V  
T A V K I T L L S  A L V 
M F L E A I P M S  1 P P 

MN T A I T L I P M N  A L T 
AP1 T T S I A M S R M  S L T 
PA1 2 T G G V M T G R T  G L T 
( A M 6  T A A A A A A R N  A  L T 
DC T A I T L I P D C  A L T 
LN T A I T L X P L N  A L T 
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Figure 111-3: Construction of recombinant vaccinia virus. SERP-l/RCL chimeras were 

subcloned into pMJ-601 under the control of a synthetic late promoter. p-gdactosidase 

under the control of an earlynate p7.5 promoter and the SERP-1 gene are flanked by the 

left and right arms of the vaccinia virus thymidine kinase gene to allow targeted insertion 

into the thymidine kinase locus. Following infection with vaccinia virus (strain WR), 

BGMK cells were transfected with pMJ-SEM- I/RCL mutants. After 24 hours the virus 

was harvested and used to infect H l 4 3  cells in the presence of BUdR. Following three 

bIind rounds of selection of Hl43 cells in the presence of BUdR, blue plaques were 

isolated through a further three rounds of plaque purification to obtain pure recombinant 

virus. The presence of the SERP-IIRCL mutant insert was confinned by PCR and 

subsequent sequencing. 
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Figure 111-4: Inbibitory profde of SERP-l(Ap1). SERP- l(Ap1) was incubated with uPA, 

tPA, plasmin, thrombin, trypsin, hNE, cathepsin G and chymotrypsin for 1 hour at 37'C. 

The reaction mixture was diluted into SDS-gel loading buffer, boiled and separated on 

12% polyacrylamide gels by electrophoresis. Following SDS-PAGE, the gel was 

electroblotted ont0 Hybond C nitrocellulose, blocked overnight in 5% skim mi1WTBS- 

Tween and SERP- 1 bands detected by western blotting using rnAb AQ.H9. SERP-1 (Apl) 

appears at 55 kDa while SERF-l(Ap1) cleaved at or near the RCL appears as a band of 

approximately 50 kDa. 





Figure 111-5: Inhibitory profde of SERP-l(PA1). SERP- l(PA1) was incubated with uPA, 

tPA, plasmin, thrombin, trypsin, hNE, cathepsin G and chymotrypsin for 1 hour at 37'C. 

The reaction mixture was diluted into SDS-gel loading buffer, boiled and separated on 

12% polyacrylamide gels by electrophoresis. Following SDS-PAGE, the gel was 

electroblotîed onto Hybond C nitrocellulose, bloc ked ovemight in 5% skim milk/TBS- 

Tween and SERP- 1 bands detected by western blotting using mAb AQ.H9. SERP- l(PA1) 

appears at 55 kDa while SERP-I(PA1) cleaved at or near the RCL appears as a band of 

approxirnately 50 kDa. 





Figure 111-6: Inhibitory profde of SERP-l(LN). SERP- 1 (LN) was incubated with uPA, 

tPA, plasmin, thrombin, trypsin, N E ,  cathepsin G and chymotrypsin for 1 hour at 37°C. 

The reaction mixture was diluted into SDS-gel loading buffer, boiled and separated on 

1 2% polyacrylamide gels by electrophoresis. Following SDS-PAGE, the gel was 

electroblotted onto Hybond C nitrocellulose, blocked overnight in 5% skim milk/TBS- 

Tween and SERP- I bands detected by western blotting using mAb AQ.H9. SERP- I(LN) 

appears at 55 kDa while SERP-I(LN) cleaved at or near the RCL appears as a band o f  

approximately 50 kDa. 





Figure 111-7: Inhibitory profde of SERP-1(RM). SERP-I(RM) was incubated with uPA, 

tPA. plasrnin, thrombin, trypsin, hNE, cathepsin G and chymotrypsin for 1 hour at 37°C. 

The reaction mixture was diluted into SDS-gel loading buffer, boiled and separated on 

1296 polyacrylamide gels  by electrophoresis. Following SDS-PAGE, the gel was 

electroblotted ont0 Hybond C nitrocellulose, blocked ovemight in 5% skim milWTBS- 

Tween and SERP-1 bands detected by western btotting using mAb AQ.H9. SERP-l(RM) 

appears at 55 kDa while SERP-I(RM) cleaved at or near the RCL appears as a band of 

approximately 50 kDa. 





Figure 111-8: Inhibitory profile of SERP-l(DC). SERP- I(DC) was incubated with uPA, 

tPA, plasmin, thrombin, trypsin, hNE, cathepsin G and chymotrypsin for 1 hour at 37°C. 

The reaction mixture was diluted into SDS-gel loading buffer, boiled and separated on 

12% polyacrylamide gels by electrophoresis. Following SDS-PAGE, the gel was 

electroblotted ont0 Hybond C nitrocellulose, blocked ovemight in 5% skim milk/TBS- 

Twen  and SERP- I bands detected by western blotting using mAb AQ.H9. SERP- 1 (DC) 

appears at 55 kDa while SEM-I(DC) cleaved at or near the RCL appears as a band of 

approximately 50 kDa. 
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CHAPTER IV 

POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATION OF THE MYXOMA VIRUS 

ANTI-INFLAM-MATORY SERPIN, SERP-1 

I f  the fool would persist in his folly he would become wisc. 

- William Blake - 
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INTRODUCTION 

Glycosylation is a key determinant in immunological recognition and 

signaling events involved in the immune response to an invading parasite 

(Kukuruzinska and Lemon, 1998). Sialylated structures in particular are critical as 

the ligands of the immunologicai signaling molecules of the CD62 class of E-, P-, 

and L-selectins, and CD22 (Hemet et al., 1998; Nakamura et ai., 1998; Traving 

and Schauer, 1998). It is not surprising, therefore, that a variety o f  pathogenic 

organisms employ motecular mimicry of glycosylated moieties to assist in the 

evasion of the immune system of the infected host. For example, the sialic acid- 

containing capsules of N. menigitidis, E. cofi KI,  and group B streptococi are 

important virulence factors (Bitter-Suennann, 1993; Timmis et al., 1985). WhiIe 

the marked effects o f  bacteria and parasite encoded sialyltransferase genes in 

confemng increased virulence has been well documented (Bozue et al-: 1999; 

Mandrell et al., 1988; Schauer et al., 1995), it has only been recently that a bona 

fide sialyltransferase has been identified from a virus (Jackson et al., 1999). 

Myxoma virus, a leporipoxvirus member of the poxvirus famiIy of double 

stranded DNA viruses, has recently been reported to encode and express a 

functional sialyltransferase with homology to cellular a2,3-sialyltransferases 

(Jackson et al., 1999). Myxoma virus evolved in New World rabbits in which it 

causes a relatively benign and non-lethal disease characterized by persistent dermal 

lesions (Fenner, 1990). However, when myxoma virus infects Old World, or 
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European, rabbits (0ryctolagu.s cuniculics) a highly lethal disease state known 

as my?romatosis is produced (Fenner and Meyers, 1978; Fenner and Ratcliffe, 

1965). The disease of myxomatosis is characterized by fulminating primary and 

secondary lesions, and extensive immunsuppresion resulting in death of infected 

rabbits within 2 weeks caused by supervening Gram negative infections 

(McFadden et al., 1995). One of the most inûiguing aspects of myxoma virus is its 

striking ability to systematically disable the immune and inflammatory responses of 

the infected host. The study of this virus has identified a wide range of 

immunomodulatory proteins capable of subverting specific aspects of the hosts 

immune system (Nash et al., 1999), one of which is SERP-1 . 

SERP- 1 is expressed as a secreted glycoprotein possessing three predicted 

sites for N-linked glycosylation (Figure IV-1) that belongs to the serpin family of 

senne proteinase inhibitors (Nash et al., 1997; Upton et al., 1990). Serpins are 

involved in maintaining homeostasis in a variety of systems including the 

modulation of inflammatory responses, complement activation, fibrinolysis, 

thrombosis, and development (Rubin, 1996). Given the critical role of proteinases 

in diverse activities, it is not surprising that some viruses have utilized serpins in 

order to disrupt proteinase-regulated processes that would otherwise be antagonistic 

to the virus (Turner et al., 1995). Serpins have been described fiom a number of 

members of the poxvirus family. but SERP-1 remains the only exarnple of a virus- 

encoded serpin that is secreted as a processed soluble glycoprotein fiom infected 
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cells (Turner et al., 1995). SERP-1 serves to darnpen the in vivo inflammatory 

response to vims infection, and previous studies have shown that a targcted 

disruption of the SEM-1 gene results in greater inflammation o f  the primary 

lesion, more rapid resolution of the infection, and attenuation of virus virulence 

upon infection of immunocompetent hosts (Macen et al., 1993; Upton et al., 1990). 

SERP- 1 has also been shown to inhibit a number of serine proteinases in vitro, 

including urokinase, tissue-type plasminogen activator, plasmin and thrombin 

(Lomas et al., 1993; Nash et al., 1998). Punfied SERP-1 protein has also proven 

effective as an antî-inflarnmatory agent in models of coronary restenosis following 

balloon angioplasty (Lucas et al., 1996), and in antigen-induced arthritis 

(Maksymowych et al., 1 996). 

The role o f  post-translational modification o f  virus encoded 

immunornodulatory proteins in the complex processes o f  infection, immune 

evasion and antigenicity remains poorly understood. Previous studies have shown 

that SERP-1 is N-glycosylated, and that secretion is blocked by twiicarnycin, a 

dmg that selectively blocks the addition of N-linked oligosaccharides (Macen et al., 

1993). This suggests that SERP-1 secretion is dependent upon correct and 

complete giycosylation. Furthermore, the discovery o f  a functional a2,3-  

sialyltransferase encoded by myxoma vims that is capable of  modi*ng N-linked 

oligosaccharide chains by the addition of negatively charged sialic acid moieties 

(Jackson et al., 1999), suggests that secreted viral proteins such as SERP-1 may be 
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targets for terminal sialylation of N-linked glycans. Knock-out anaiysis of the 

myxoma virus sialyltranferase gene revealed that it is required for enhanced viral 

virulence, though the actual role of sialylation by the MST3N gene product during 

infection has not yet been characterized (Jackson et al., f 999). 

We have investigated the nature of the post-translational glycosylation of 

the myxoma virus virulence factor, SERP- 1. We show that SERP- 1 processing and 

trafficking is dependent upon glycosylation, specifically at Asn,,,, and to a lesser 

degree at As%. Furttiermore, we demonstrate for the first time that SERP-1 is the 

first example of a secreted virulence factor that is pst-translationally modified by a 

virus encoded gl ycosy ltransferase, though this does not affect the ability of SERP- 1 

to inhibit proteinases in vitro. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Materials: The human enzyme tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA, two chain 

form), was obtained from Sigma. Proteinase substrate Chromozym-TPA was 

purchased from Boehnnger-Mannheim. Anti-SERP- 1 monoclonal antibodies 

AQ.H9 and A G F I  1 were kindly provided by Leona Ling (Biogen, Inc.). 

Neuraminidase (sialidase) was obtained fiom Boehringer Mannheim and used as 

per the manufacturers instructions. 
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Viruses and Ce11 Lines: The complete SERP-I gene, including the signal 

sequence, was inserted into the thymidine kinase locus of vaccinia virus strain 

Western Reserve (WR) under the control of a synthetic late promoter utilizïng the 

pMJ-60 1 plasmid by homologous recombination as described (Macen et d., 1993), 

in order to produce the recombinant virus termed VV-S 1. BGMK cells were 

obtained fiom Dr- S. Dales, and infected with W - S l  or Myxoma virus strain. 

Supernatants and cells were harvested at 20h pst-infection. SERP-1 accumulates 

as a stable glycoprotein in the culture supernatant at late times ( S h )  pst-infection. 

SERP-1 was purified fiom W - S I  supernatants as described (Nash et al., 1998). 

SERP-1 from CHO cells expressing SERP- 1 was a gifi fiom Leonna Ling (Biogen, 

Inc.). Myxoma viruses Lu169, L MLz, MSTN-, and MSTNRev were described 

previously (Jackson et al., 1999). 

Purification of SERP-1 from virus infections: BGMK cells (2 x 10' cells) were 

adsorbed with W-S 1, myxoma virus Lu 169 (Lausanne) or MSTW at a multiplicity 

of infection (moi) of 1.0 for 2 hours at 37°C in 10 ml of DMEM containing 10% 

newborn calf serum. The inoculum was removed, and the cells were washed three 

times with 50 ml of sterile phosphate bufiered saline (PBS) to remove medium and 

serum proteins. Serum-free DMEM (15 mi) was added to each bottle and the 

infection was allowed to proceed for 20 hours at 37°C. The culture supernatant was 

collected, spun at 5000 x g to pellet cells and ce11 debris, and stored at -20°C. The 

medium containing secreted viral proteins was concentrated approximately 50-fold 
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using an Amicon pressure ce11 equipped with a 10 kDa cut-off membrane, and 

was then dialyzed against 25 m M  Tris, pH 8.0 at 4°C using Spectrapore dialysis 

tubing with a 30 kDa molecu1ar weight (MW) cut-off. The dialyzed samples were 

spun at 14000 x g to remove precipitates, loaded ont0 a MonoQ anion exchange 

colurnn (Pharmacia), and eluted with a linear salt gradient (O - 300 rnM NaCl in 25 

mM Tris, pH 8.0). Fractions were separated by SDS-PAGE, and those containing 

SERP- 1 were identified by immunoblotting using anti-SERP- 1 mAb AQ.H9 

(Biogen, Inc), pooled, and concentrated to 1 ml using Centriprep 10 concentrators 

(Amicon), and fùrther punfied on a Superdex 75 gel filtration column (Pharmacia) 

(150 mM NaCl, 25 mM Tris, pH 8.0). Fractions were collected and monitored for 

SERP- 1 by SDS-PAGE, and visuaiized by either silver staining or immunoblotting 

using anti-SERP- 1 mAb AQ.H9 (Biogen, Inc.). 

35S-MetlCys Pulse-Chase: BGMK cells were grown in 6 well tissue culture plates 

to 80% confluency (approximately 106 cells/well). Cells were infected by myxoma 

virus (Lausanne) or W - S  1 at an moi of 10 in an adsorption volume of 0.5 ml for 1 

hour at 37OC. Following virus adsorption, the cells were washed with PBS and 

allowed to recover in 1.0 ml of DMEM supplemented with 10% NBCS. At 8 hours 

post-infection the cells were washed 3 times with sterile PBS and starved in 1 .O ml 

of serum-free Met-Kys- media for 30 minutes at 37°C. The cells were then pulsed 

with 500 pCi of 3 S ~ - ~ e t / ~ y s  and incubated for 15 minutes to allow protein 

IabeIling. The cells were then washed 3 times with sterile PBS, and 1 .O ml serum- 
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fiee media was added. Cells were harvested at appropriate times pst-pulse by 

incubating with SSC (1 50 mM NaCl, 15 mM Nacitrate, pH 7.0) and pipetting 

repeatedly, and transferred to rnicrofbge tubes. Cells were pelleted by centrifùging 

at top speed in a microcentrifuge for 3 minutes and then resuspended in 0.5ml of  

lysis buffer (1% NP-40, 150 mM NaCl, and 50 m M  Tris-HCI, pH 8.0). Cell lysis 

was ailowed to proceed for 60 minutes at 4OC with constant agitation. Ce1 nuclei 

were removed by centrifugation at top speed in a microcentrifuge for 15 minutes. 

The supematant containing the soluble portion of the cell lysates was transferred to 

a clean tube and the pellet containing the nuclei and cell debris was discarded. 

Irnmunoprecipitation of SERP-1: Protein A-Sepharose beads (Sigma) were pre- 

swollen in lysis buffer and washed 3 times in lysis buffer prior to preparing a slurry 

of 50% (viv) protein A beads in lysis buffer. Anti-SERP-1 monoclonal antibody 

AQH9 was added to the soluble portion of the ceIl lysate or supernatant (see above) 

to a final concentration of 3&ml and incubated at 4OC for 60 minutes with 

constant agitation. Protein A slurry (30 PL) was then added to each sample and 

incubated for a 30 minutes at 4°C with constant agitation. The beads were then 

recovered by briefly centrifuging in a microcentrifuge. The supematant was 

discarded and beads washed 3 times with 100 PL of Lysis buffer. 

Endoglycosidase-H treatment: Following immunoprecipitaion of SERP- 1, the 

protein A beads with SERP-1 bound were subjected to Endoglycosidase H 

treatment. Half of the beads were re-suspended in 50 pL of denaturing buffer 
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(NEB) and boiled for 10 minutes. 5 pL of 1OX G5 buffer (NEB) was added, 

followcd by 5 pL of Endo Hf (NEB), and the samples incubated at 37°C for 60 

minutes. Samples were then boiled in denaturinglreducing SDS-PAGE gel loading 

buffer and separated by SDS-PAGE. SERP-1 was visualized by drying the gels 

ont0 filter paper and exposing X-ray film (Kodak) at -80°C. 

Preparation of N-Clycosylation Site Mutants: Mutagenesis of SERP-1 was 

achieved with the aid of the Altered Sites II mutagenesis system (Promega). 

Briefly, a BarnHINindIII fiagrnent containing the complete SERP- 1 open reading 

frame (ORF) was cloned into the pAlter-1 vector (Promega). Purified pAlter- 

S ERP- 1 was denatured and annealed to mutagenic oligonucleotides. The three 

oligonucleotides used for SERP- 1 glycosyhion-site mutagenesis were: 

Nmut 1 (CCGATACGTCTACGCCGAAAGCGACAACG) allowing an AAC to 

GCC change that results in asparagine to alanine mutation at position 28; Nmut2 

(GAGTTCTCCTCGCGTTTCGCT-ACCTCCGTGCAAC) allowing an AAT to 

GCT change that destroyed an NmI site and caused an asparagine to alanine change 

at res idue 99; Nmut3 (CCTTMTATTCCGGAGCGGCTACATACAAGG) 

allowing an AAC to GCG change that introduced a BsrBl site and mutated 

asparagine to alanine at arnino acid residue 172. These oligonucleotides were used 

individually or in combination to produce SERP-1 mutants designated N28A, 

N99A, N 1 Z A  and tmNA (triple mutant). SERP- 1 glycosylation mutants were 

isolated by restriction endonuclease digestion and confirrned by nucleotide 
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sequencing. Mutants were then sub-cloned into the pMJ-601 vector to allow 

expression in vaccinia virus (see above). 

Western Blot Analysis of SERP-1: Samples were separateci on Tris-glycine SDS 

10% polyacrylamide gels using the Laemmli buffer system (Laemelli, 1970), and 

transferred to Hybond C-extra (Amersham) nitrocellulose by semi-dry 

electroblotting. Blots were blocked in TBS (150 rnM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 25 mM 

Ttic-HC1, pH 7.4) containing 5% (wlv) skirnmed milk powder and 0.1 % ( d v )  

Tween-20 for >2 hours, and SERP-1 was detected by incubating for 1 hour with 

0.005% (v/v) monoclonal anti-SERF- 1 anti-senim AQH9 (Biogen, Inc) in blocking 

buf6er. Afier washing with TBS containing O. 1 % (v/v) Tween-20, a secondary goat 

anti-mouse antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (BioRad) was applied 

for 1 hour. Immunoreactive SERP- 1 species were visualized using ECL detection 

(Amersham) on Kodak X-ray detection type film. 

Isoelecric focusing gels: Isoelectric focusing was accomplished on  I E F  

Ready-Gels (BioRad). Sarnple loading buffer consisted of 50% glycerol and gels 

were run with a 7mM phosphoric acid anode buffer, and a cathode buffer 

consisting of 20mM lysine fiee base (Sigma), 20 mM arginine fiee base (Sigrna)- 

IEF gels were run for 3 hours at 200 volts in mini-protean II gel units (BioRad)- 

The relative pl positions were determined with IEF rnarker proteins (BioRad)- 

Following IEF separation, the gels were soaked in 1% SDS for 30 minutes, 
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followed by I O  minutes in transfer buffer, and transferred by semi-dry 

electrophoretic transfer as describai above. 

Determination of SERP-1 concentration by ELISA: Flat bottom 96 well ELISA 

plates (Nunc) were coated with 100 pl of anti-SERP- 1 mAb AG.F 1 1 at 1 pg/ml in 

50 mM carbonate buffet, pH 9.6 overnight at 4°C. Pnor to use, plates were washed 

3 times with wash buffer (PBS, 0.1% (vh)  Tween-20) and incubated with 200 ML 

blocking buffer (PBS, 2% (w/v) BSA, 0.05% Tween-20) for 2 hours. SERP-1 

standards and samples were diluted in assay buffer (PBS, 1% BSA (w/v), 0.01% 

Tween-20) and 50 pL added to triplicate wells. SERP-1 standards consisted of 

highly purified SERP-1 with the concentration was detennined using and a 

molar extinction coefficient of 32,700 M''cm" (Nash et al., 1998). Samples and 

standards were incubated in the plate for 1 hour, washed 3 times with wash buffer 

and 50 pL of lmg/ml biotinylated AQ.H9 (Biogen, Inc.) in assay buffer was added 

and incubated for 45 min. The plate was washed again and 50 pL of I pg/ml 

streptavidin-HRP in assay buffer was added and incubated for 45 min. The plate 

was then washed 3 times and 100 pL of chromogenic substrate (0.5 mg/ml OPD 

(Sigma) , 0.003 % hydrogen peroxicie, 0.05 M citric acid, 0.05 M NaPO, buffer, pH 

5.0) was added. When color development was complete, the reaction was stopped 

wi th the addition of 1 00 pL of 2M HLS04 and the absorbance at 490 nrn determined 

using a BioRad ELISA plate reader. 
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Slow binding inhibition kinetics: Inhibition progress curves were obtained by 

incubating a limiting concentration of tPA (125 PM) with various concentrations of 

SERP- 1 (0.1 25 to 1 00 nM) in the presence of Chromozym-tPA chrornogenic 

substrate. In al1 cases, serpin was present at 210-fold excess over proteinase in 

order to achieve pseudo-first-order conditions with respect to S ERP- 1. 

Concentrations of enzyme and substrate were chosen so that 110% of the substrate 

was hydrolyzed over the entire duration of the assay. Reactions were perforrned at 

37°C in a total volume of 800 pl (100 mM Tris-HCl, 100 rnM NaCl, 2 mM CaC12, 

0.005% Triton X-100, pH 7.5) in plastic cuvettes sealed with Parafilm. The time- 

dependent inhibition of each enzyme by SERP- 1 was monitored by following the 

rate of production of p-nitroaniline (pNA) at 405 nm at 1 or  5 minute intervals for a 

period of 1000 minutes, using a CARY 1 spectrophotometer equipped with a 

six-ce11 cuvette holder. Each set of six reactions comprised five reactions 

containing various concentrations of SERP- 1 and one control reaction containing 

enzyme and substrate with no S E R F  1. In the [SERP-1 ] = O controls, progress 

curves were observed to be linear, indicating that the enzyme activity was stable 

over the course of the reaction. For each enzyme, two to five sets of measurements 

spanning at least 6 different concentrations of SERP-1 were used to calculate the 

kinetic constants. The reactions were allowed to proceed until the steady state 

velocity of pNA formation was attained, and the progress curves for each reaction 

were then fitted to the integrated rate equation for slow binding inhibition 
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(Equation 1) (Morrison and Walsh, 1988; Stone and Hennans, 1995), in which 

A, is the absorbance at 405 nm at time t, due to the evolution ofp-nitroaniline; 16, 

is the apparent first-order rate constant for the inhibition of  enzyme by SERP- 1; vi 

and v, are the initial and steady-state velocities for reaction of the chromogenic 

substrate; and A, is the initial absorbance at 405 nm. 

Equation 1 

Values for v ,  v,, and k,,, were obtained for the progress curves measured at each 

S ERP- 1 concentration using nodinear regression analysis (DeltaGraph 4.0). 

K,, determination for chromogenic proteinase substrate: Estimates of K,, for 

the reaction of tPA with chromogenic substrate Chromozym-tPA were determined 

directly under the conditions used for the slow-binding inhibition experirnents. A 

K.,, value for the reactions of tPA with Chromozym-tPA was found to be 160 PM. 

RESULTS 

The intracellular traffkking of secreted proteins begins with the co- 

translational translocation of the nascent polypeptide chain into the lumen of the 

ER. This step requires a signal sequence, which is cleaved by signal peptidase in 

the lumen of the ER, and is therefore not present on the mature protein. We 
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confirmed the predicted cleavage of the signal sequence fiom the mature SERP- 

1 polypeptide by sequencing the N-terminus of the purified secreted protein. A 

sequence of RDIGLWTR was detennined, which corresponds to encoded residues 

kg,,-Arg?, of the SERP-1 sequence and is consistent with the predicted signal 

peptidase cleavage site at Cys,,-Arg,,. 

SERP-1 secretion occurs only after modification of glycosylation: To examine 

the rate of SERP-1 processing, virus infected cells were pulse labelled with "s- 

methionine/cystine and the levels of intracellular and secreted '*s-labeled SERP- 1 

monitored by immunoprecipitation and SDS-PAGE autoradiography. In order to 

monitor the movement of SERP-1 fiom the ER to the Golgi, immunoprecipitated 

SERP- 1 sarnples were subjected to endoglycosidase-H treatment. This 

deglycosylates only the immature ER or cis-Golgi form of SERP-1, while leaving 

mature SERP-1 that has migrated as far as the tram-Golgi, intact. Figure IV-2 

shows immunoprecipitated SERP-1 at various times following a 30 minute "S- 

MetCys pulse. Intracellular SERP- 1 from cells infected with either myxoma virus 

or a vaccinia vector that over-expresses SERP-1 (W-S 1) appears as an immature 

glycosylated band that is îully sensitive to endoglycosidase H treatment (Figure IV- 

2 panels A and B), and likely represents the initial ER-resident glycosylated form 

of SERP- 1. This Endo-H sensitive immature SERP- 1 remains the predominant 

intracellutar form of SERP-1 for the 4 hour (Myxoma virus Figure IV-2 panel B) 

and 6 hour (VV-S1 Figure IV-2 panel A) chase periods, at which point we detect 
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the first appearance of an Endo-H resistant species that migrates with an 

apparent molecular weight of 55 kDa on SDS-PAGE. This Endo-H resistant 

intracellular form is the mature SERP- 1 just prior to secretion, and is consistent 

with the appearance of mature Endo-H resistant SERP-1 in the supernatant at 

around the same time for both W - S I  (Figure IV-2 panel B) and myxoma virus 

(Figure IV-2, panel D)- By eight hours pst-pulse, virtually al1 SERP-1 labeled 

during the pulse has been secreted as a mature Endo-H resistant glycoprotein and 

no immature species remains in either the supernatant or ce11 lysates. 

Treatrnent with Brefeldin A, a fungal metabolite that seiectively blocks 

anterograde transport fiom the ER to Golgi apparatus blocked SERP-1 secretion 

(data not shown). This is consistent with SERP-1 following the default pathway for 

secretion rather than an alternate GoIgi-independent pathway as has been reported 

for selected viral proteins (Schreiber et al., 1996) and at Ieast one serpin PAL2 

(Ritchie and Booth, 1998). Brefeldin A treatment resulted in quantitative 

intracellular accumulation of SERP-1 as an immature glycosylated species, 

presumably located within the collapsed endoplasmic reticulum (data not shown) 

SERP-1 secretion requires glycosylation at Asn,,,: In order to determine the sites 

at which SERP-1 is N-glycosylated, as well as to examine whether these sites are 

actually required for protein secretion, mutant SERF 1 constructs were engineered 

with each of the three putative N-glycosylation sites (Figure 1) disrupted by 

mutation to alanine (N28A, N99A and NI 72A). A fourth SERP-I construct was 
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engineered lacking al1 three putative N-glycosylation sites, referred to as triple 

mutant asparagine to alanine (tmNA). The resulting SERP-1 mutants were 

produced in a recombinant vaccinia virus expression system as described in 

Experimental Merhods. Figure IV-3A shows a Western bIot of the secreted SERP- 

1 from each of the glycosylation-mutant constxucts. The N28A mutation caused an 

increased mobility of SERP-1 on SDS-PAGE indicating a partial reduction in the 

degree of glycosylation, although the protein still migrates more slowly than the N- 

glycosidase F treated SEM-I sample. In addition, the N28A mutation does not 

appear to impair secretion, as the secreted SERP-1 levels are equivalent to that of 

the wild-type. In contrast, the N99A mutant caused dernonstrably reduced levels of 

SERP- 1 secretion, as well as exhibiting decreased glycosylation. The N 1 72A 

mutant failed to be secreted at all, as did the tmNA constnict, indicating that 

glycosylation at Asn,,, is an absolute requirement for SERP- 1 secretion fiom virus- 

infected cells. In order to confirm that the intracellular f o m s  of these proteins 

were being produced, lysates were also examineci by Western blotting (Fig. 3B). In 

addition, P-galactosidase expression was tested to confirm that al1 viruses were 

producing comparable amounts of protein (data not shown). N28A and N99A 

proteins appeared as intracellular glycosylated species, presumably retained 

prirnarily within the ER or cis-Golgi. N172A and tmNA were present in much 

smaller steady-state levels, and only in a non-glycosylated form. It appears that the 
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absence of Asn,, results in a form of SERF-1 protein that is either unstable or 

rapidly targeted for degradation. 

SERP-1 is modified by the myxoma virus sialyltransferase: Myxoma virus has 

been demonstrated to encode a functional siaiyitransferase encoded by the MST3N 

gene, although the biological fùnction of this glycosyltransferase enzyme is not yet 

known (Jackson et al., 1999). To investigate the effect of the MST3N gene product 

on the SERP- 1, we compared SERP-1 secreted from cells infected with the parental 

Lausanne strain (Lu 169), a control l a c r  variant of the parental virus (L 14Lz), 

MST3N knock-out virus (MSTN-) and a M S W  revertant virus (MSTN- Rev). On 

reducing SDS-PAGE, secreted SERF-1 harvested fiom the MST3N knock-out 

virus exhibits increased mobility (Figure IV-4A, lane 3), suggesting that SERP- 1 is 

directly modified by the MST3N gene product in wild-type myxoma virus. To 

confirrn that this alteration in mobility is due to glycosylation differences and not 

other changes in the protein, SERP-1 samples fiom the lacZ+ parental virus 

(L 14Lz) and the MST3N- virus were digested with N-glycosidase F to remove al1 

N-linked glycosylation (Figure IV-4B). The deglycosylated SERP- 1 fiom both 

viruses exhibits an identical apparent molecular mass of 42 kDa confirming that the 

mobility difference observed for MSTN--derived SERP-1 was due to 

01 igosaccharide variations. 

Sialylation alters the negative charge of secreted SERP-1: To further investigate 

the effect of SERP-1 modification by the MST3N gene product, we compared the 
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isoelectric point (PI) distribution of SERP-1 species from parental, MSTN-, 

revertant viruses, and recombinant SERP-1 produced fkom vaccinia virus and CHO 

systems. The diffuse band on SDS-PAGE is evidence that SERP-1 glycosylation 

exhibits some heterogeneity, and the mature secreted SERP-1 appears as several 

distinct charged species when separated by isoelectnc focüsing (Figure IV-SA, 

lanes 1, 2, 4). Wild-type myxoma virus SERP- 1 resolves into two major distinct 

bands at pI -5.4 and 4 . 5 .  By contrast, SEM- 1 fiom the MSTN- virus appears as a 

predominant species at pI -4.5 with a ladder fkom pI 4 . 5  to 5.4 (Figure IV-SA, 

lane 3). This ladder effect has been observed for other sialyIated glycoproteins, and 

is due to the progressive addition of neuraminic acid residues with each band 

varying by 0.05-0.5 pH units (Beeiey, 1985). Recombinant SERP-1 pwified from 

either vaccinia virus or CHO cells exhibits a pI of -5.0 (Figure IV-SA, lanes 5, 6) 

This data indicates that the MST3N gene product modification of SERP- 1 shifis the 

pi to -5.4. The lower species @I -4.5) observed from al1 of the myxoma virus 

derived products, as well as the pI -5.0 observed for vaccinia virus or CHO ce11 

produced SERP-1, are likely the result of cellular sialyltransferases, as the pl 

values are significantly lower than predicted for the mature SERP-1 protein based 

on its amino acid sequence (pI = 6.29). 

Cellular sialyltransferases also oct upon SERP-1: From the data above, it was 

suspected that cellular sialyltransferases act on SERP-1 in addition to the MST3N 

modification. SERP-1 from myxoma parental, MSTN-, revertant viruses and 
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recombinant protein tiom vaccinia v ins  and CHO systems, was subjected to 

neurarninidase in order to cleave ai1 sialic acid fiom the protein. The mobility shift 

shown by blot analysis (Figure IV-SB) indicates that SERP-1 from each source was 

susceptible to neuraminidase digestion. Thus, SERP- 1 is modified by both the 

MST3N gene product and still-unidentified host sialyltransferases in myxoma virus 

infected cells and exclusively by the host enzyme@) in W-S  1 infected cells. 

Sialylation/Glycosylation variations in SERP-1 do not affect in vitro proteinase 

inhibition: SERF-1 has been shown to fùnction in vitro as an inhibitor of a 

number of plasma serine proteinases (Lomas et al., 1993; Nash et al., 1998). To 

test the effect of sialylation and glycosylation variations upon SERP- 1 proteinase 

inhibition function, we attempted to quanti@ the effectiveness of various isolates of 

SERP-1 at inhibiting tPA in vitro using the techniques of slow binding inhibition 

kinetics (Morgenstern et al., 1994; Nash et al., 1998; Stone and Herrnans, 1995). 

The kinetics of tPA inhibition were measured using purified SERP-1 derived 

independentiy from vaccinia virus ( W - S  l), CHO cells, myxoma virus (Lausanne), 

and the MSTN- strain of myxoma. The proteinase was incubated with various 

concentrations of SERP-1 in the presence of a chromogenic substrate 

(Chromozyrn-tPA). The time-dependent inactivation of the enzyme through 

reaction with SERP- 1 was monitored continuously by following the accompanying 

decrease in the rate of substrate turnover. Expenments were carrisd out at a low 

concentration of enzyme (1 25 PM) so that the reaction could be followed for many 
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hours without significantly depleting the chromogenic substrate. SERP-1 was 

always present at concentrations that were in >10-fold excess with respect to the 

proteinase, thus giving rise to pseudo-first-order conditions with respect to SERP- 1. 

The progress curves were fitted to Equation 1 (Stone and Hermans, 1995) to obtain 

values for the rate constant for the approach to the steady state, k,,,, and the 

velocity of substrate turnover at the steady state, v,, as described in Experimentaf 

Procedures. Values for the apparent steady state rate constant, K,, and the apparent 

second order rate constant, k,, were detennined fiom this data (Nash et al., 1998). 

Figure IV-6 shows the dependence of k,,, on the concentration of SEM-1 for the 

reaction of tPA with purified SERP-1 from W - S I ,  CHO cells, vMyxWT, and 

vMyxMSTN-. The slopes of the "best fits" to the data in Figure IV-5 give values 

for the apparent second order rate constants for the reaction of tPA with purified 

SERP- 1 from W - S  1, CHO cells, vMyxWT, and vMyxMSTN- of k, = 4.3 k 0.4 x 

IO', 4.5 * 0.6 x 104, 4.2 k 0.5 x IO4, 4.5 * 0.6 x 104 M k l  respectively, afier 

correction for cornpetitive binding of the chromogenic substrate during the reaction 

(Stone and Hermans, 1995). The apparent second order rate constants, steady state 

inhibition constants and dissociation constants for the reaction of tPA with purified 

SERP-1 from VV-S 1, CHO cells, vMyxWT, and vMyxMSTN- are presented in 

Table 1. No signifiant variation is apparent in the kinetics of tPA inhibition for any 

of the SERP-I variants tested, indicating that alterations in the glycosylation and 

sialylation state of SERP-1 do not alter in vifro proteinase inhibition. 



DISCUSSION 

SERP-1 is the only known virally encoded secreted senne proteinase 

inhibitor, and thus acts in the extracellular milieu of infected tissue. In previous 

studies, SERP-1 has been shown to be an important virulence factor in the 

pathogenesis of myxomatosis (Macen et al., 1993; Upton et al., 1990). 

Furthemore, highly punfied SERP-1 protein has been shown to act as an anti- 

inflammatory agent in distinct models of inflammation (Lucas et al., 1996; 

Maksymowych et al., 1996). The effects of SERP- I are manifest even at extremely 

low doses, suggesting that it inhibits a rare serine proteinase essential for 

establishing an early inflammatory response in these mode1 systems (Nash et al., 

1 998). S ERP- 1 is a moderately potent inhibitor of the plasma serine proteinases 

uPA, tPA, plasmin, thrombin, factor Xa and C 1 s, and the inhibition kinetics for 

these reactions have been described in great detail (Lomas et al., 1993; Nash et al., 

1998). There seems to be a further level of complexity in the action of SERP-1 in 

virus infected tissues as the protein is the target of the myxoma virus encoded 

sialyltransferase, and glycosylation at Asn,,, is essential for secretion. The 

sialylation of SERP- 1 by the myxoma MST3N sialyltransferase, which has recently 

been shown to be a bona fide virus encoded glycosyltransferase (Jackson et al., 

1999), is the fint reported example of a virally-encoded glycosyltransferase that 

acts on a secreted virus encoded virulence factor. 
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We have shown here that correct glycosylation of SERP-1 is essential 

for the mature protein to avoid being targeted for rapid degradation and efficient 

trafficking out of the ER. Mutation of the glycosylation site at Asn,,,, caused both 

failure of SERP-1 to appear as a secreted protein, and the rapid degradation of 

intracellular SERP- 1 in the ER and secretory pathway. This is in keeping with the 

role of the endoplasmic reticulum as a site for conformation-based quality control 

(Bergeron et al., 1998; Kopito, 1997; Sakaguchi, 1997; Zhang et al., 1997). I t  is 

now well established that damaged or misfolded proteins are removed from the 

early secretory pathway and degraded by the proteosorne (Kouchi et al., 1998; 

Kowalski et al., 1998; Parodi, 1999). Recent studies have implicated the 

chaperone/lectin calnexin in recognizing specific oligosaccharide motifs on 

misfolded proteins (Bergeron et al., 1998; Liu et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 1997). 

This suggests that the removal and degradation of proteins fiom the ER may be 

triggered by changes in glycosylation-state alone, at least in certain circumstances. 

Glycosylation, and in particular the addition of sialic acid residues to the 

oligosaccharide termini, have significant roles in a variety of cellular and immune 

responses. These include immunological recognition or masking of antigens, 

initiation of inflammatory responses (Kasky, 1993, and cell-specific adhesion 

events (Tedder et al., 1995). A wide variety of viral stealth strategies has been 

described in the past few years (Barry and McFadden, 1997; Spriggs, 1994; 

Zinkernagel, 1996), and poxviruses such as myxoma virus have served as 
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paradigms in this emerging field (Nash et ai., 1999). Myxoma virus has already 

been documented to encode at least five distinct anti-apoptotic proteins (Barry and 

McFadden, 1998; Barry and McFadden, In Press; McFadden and Barry, 1998), to 

downregulate CD4 and class 1 MHC (Barry et al., 1995; Boshkov et al., 1992), and 

produce a wide range of  soluble cytokine receptor homologs (McFadden et al., 

19%). 

The demonstrated attenuated virulence of the MST3N- knock-out virus 

(Jackson et al., 1999) could, in theory, be due to an increased antigenic profile for 

secreted and cell-associated virus encoded anti-immune molecules or, altematively, 

it may be the result of decreased half-Me of virulence factors within the infected 

tissues. Sialylation of SERP-1 by the MST3N gene product may also be required 

to localize the mature secreted protein to the surface of specific target cells. The 

low effective doses of SERP-1, both in animal models o f  inflammation and in 

virus-infected lesions, have lead to speculation that it acts at Iow concentrations to 

block a proteinase-mediated pro-inflarnmatory cascade set up by rare sentine1 cells 

of the immune system (Nash et al., 1998). Since SERP- 1 functions biochemically 

as a serine proteinase inhibitor, it acts in a concentration dependent manner. 

Localization to the surface o f  target cells would raisc the effective local 

concentration of SERP-1, resulting in a more effective inhibition o f  pro- 

inflammatory proteinase cascades. It would also sequester the serpin away from a 

plasma environment of competing proteinases, thereby avoiding interaction with 
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inappropriate target enzymes that would either deplete, or irrevocably cleave 

SERP-1. 

There are a variety of potential ligand-receptor interactions that would 

facilitate localization of a siatylated viral protein to the surface of target immune 

cells. The sialoadhesin proteins are members of the immunoglobin superfamily 

that act as sialylation dependent adhesion molecules. Among the sialoadhesion 

farnily members are the macrophagehyeloid rnarker CD33, and sialoadhesion (Sn) 

which are expresseci on activated macrophages at sites of infection (Crocker et al., 

1995; Kelm et al., 1996; Powell and Varki, 1995). Both of these receptors 

recognize and bind Siaa2,3Galp 1,3GlcNAc and Siaa2,3Galp 1,4GlcNAc which are 

among the products of the MST3N enzymatic activity (M. Palcic, persona1 

communication). In addition, the MST3N gene product could act in association 

with a cellular GlcNAcal,3/4-fiicosyltransferase to form sialyl-Lewis a and siaiyl- 

Lewis x which act as ligands for the adhesion proteins E-, P- and L-selectins 

involved in inflammation and immune responses (Varki, 1997). Interestingly, the 

MST3N gene product does appear to be able to transfer sialic acid to the 

fucosylated acceptors L e k d  Lea (M. Palcic, personal communication), a unique 

activity that distinguishes the MST3N gene product fiorn al1 known mammalian 

sialyltransferases. Thus, sialylation o f  SERP- 1 by the myxoma virus encoded 

a2,3-sialyltransferase has the potential to dramatically alter the actions of SERP- 1 
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in complex biological tissues while not effecting the proteinase inhibition by 

SEM-1 in viwo. 

Inactivation of the MST3N gene in myxoma virus results in a reduced 

virulence in immunocompetent hosts, but does not cause any defects in virus 

replication in tissue culture (Jackson et al., 1999). This is consistent with the 

MST3N gene product acting on secreted myxoma virulence factors and regulating 

antigenicity, biological half-life, or  localization within complex tissue systems. 

Many bacteria and parasites express sialyltransferase activities in order to mask 

antigenic sites (Varki, 1993). The observation that the MST3N gene product is not 

the only sialyltransferase responsible for modifying SERP-1 is intriguing. The 

MST3N sialyltransferase creates a distinct sialylated species of SERP-1 with a 

consistent charge resulting in a protein with a pI = 5.4. This differs fiom the more 

acidic (pl = 4.5) species observed in the absence of the MST3N gene product in 

either myxoma virus, vaccinia virus or CHO cells, that is produced through the 

compensating action of cellular sialyltransferases. This suggests that it is not 

simply the degree of charge imparted by sialylation that is important to myxoma 

virus, but rather that the particular linkage resulting from the MST3N 

sialyltransferase may be the critical factor. Further investigation of this area will be 

required before the effects of glycosylation and sialylation on SERP-I in vivo 

fünction and myxoma virus virulence can be hl ly ascertained. 
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TABLE IV-l 

OBSERVED KINETIC PARAMETERS FOR TKE REACTION OF SERP-1 
CLYCOSYLATION VARIANTS W T H  TPA. 

Source  KI(^@ @hl) kapp W-'5-9 

W - S  1 (vaccina virus) O. 14 * 0.02 4.3 * 0.4 x 104 
CHO cells O. 13 k 0.03 4.5 0.6 x lo4 

Myxoma (wt) O. 16 * 0.04 4.2 * 0.5 x 1d 
Myxoma (MST3W) 0.15 0.04 4.5 * 0.6 x 104 

Values for the apparent inhibition constant, K,,w, and the apparent second-order 

rate constant for inhibition, ka,, were determined in slow binding inhibition 

experiments (100 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaC12, 0.005% Triton 

X-100, pH 7.5' 37 OC). Both K,,,,,, and bp are corrected for the cornpetitive 

binding of chromogenic substrate in the slow binding inhibition assays as described 

in Nash et al. ( 1  998). 



Figure IV-1: Glycosylation sites on SERP-1. Schematic representation of SERP- 1 

indicating the three putative N-glycosylation sites at asparagine residues 28, 99, and 

172. Hypothetical glycosylation structures are shown at these positions. The reactive 

center loop (RCL) o f  SERP-1 is indicated as a gray box near the C-terminus and the 

P 1 (Arg, R) and P 1 ' (Asn, N) sites are indicated. The N-terminal signal sequence is 

shaded in black with the cleavage site indicated. 





Figure IV-2: Endoglycosidase El  resistance of intracellular and secreted 

SERP-1. Pulse-châse time-course for the processing and secretion of S E M -  1 tiom 

BGMK cells infected with W - S  1 (panels A and C) and myxoma virus (panels B and 

D). At 10 hours pst-infection, cells were pulse labeled with 500 pCi of '%-MetiCys 

and incubated for 15 minutes. The cells were washed and then both cells (panels A 

and B) and secreted proteins (panels C and D) were harvested at times of O (lanes 1 

& 2). 1 hour (lanes 3 & 4), 2 hours (lanes 5 & 6), 4 hours (lanes 7 & 8), 6 hours 

(lanes 9 & 10), and 8 hows (lanes 1 1 & 12) hows pst-labeling (times are indicated 

above each panel). Samples were either treated with endoglycosidase H (+) or left 

untreated (-). Mature, glycosylated SERP-1 appears as a 55 kDa species (M), 

immature glycosylated SERP-1 appears as a 48 kDa species (I), while SERP-1 

deglycosylated following Endo H treatrnent appears as a 42 kDa species (P). 



A W - S  1 (iysate) 
d 

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9101112  

W - S l  (secreted) 

B ,  Myxoma (lysate) 
1 

D Myxoma (secreted) 



Figure IV-3: Secretion and degradation of SERP-1 glycosylation mutants. 

SERP-1 mutants N28A (lane 2), N99A (Iane 3), N 128A (lane 4) and NtmA (lane 5) 

were expressed from vaccinia vims and culture supematants (panel A), and ce11 

lysates (panel B) collected, separated on SDS-PAGE and detected by western 

blotting with anti-SERP-1 mAb AQ.H9. 





Figure I V 4  SERP-1 is sialylated by the MST3N gene product. A. Culture 

supernatant fiom BGMK cells infected with wild-type myxoma virus Lu 169 (lane 1), 

a control myxoma virus construct with a Lac2 cassette, L 14Lz (Iane S), myxoma 

virus in which the sialyltransferase gene is disrupted by the lac2 cassette, MSTN- 

(lane 3), or the MST3N' revertant virus (lane 4) were collected and concentrated 10 

fold. Following separation by SDS-PAGE, sarnples were visualized by Western 

blotting using anti-SERP- 1 mAb AQ-H9. B. Culture supernatants fiom L 14Lz (lanes 

1 & 3), or MSTN- (lanes 2 & 4) were concentrated I O  fold and treated with N- 

glycosidase F (lane 3 &4). Samples were separated by SDS-PAGE and visualized by 

Western blotting with anti-SERP-1 mAb AQH9. 



Untreated N-glycosidase F 



Figure IV-5: Sialylation of SERF4 by the MST3N gene product alters overail 

negative charge of the mature secreted protein. A. SERP-I produced from 

BGMK cells infected with myxoma virus strains Lu 169 (lane l) ,  L 14Lz (lane 2), 

MS?T\J- (lane 3), the MST3N' revertant virus (lane 4), or fiom W - S  1 (lane 5) and 

uninfected CHO cells engineered to overexpress SERP-1 (lane 6) were separated by 

isoelectric focussing, and detected by Western blotting with anti-SERP-1 mAb 

AQ.H9. The pl standards 4.5, 5.0 and 5.4 are indicated with dashes. B. Both cellular 

and viral sialyltransferases modi% SERP-1. SERP-1 secreted fkom BGMK cells 

infected with myxoma virus (lanes 1 & 2), MSTN- (lanes 3 & 4), and W - S  1 (lanes 

5 & 6) were subjected to treatment with newaminidase (lanes 2,4, 6). Samples were 

separated by SDS-PAGE and detected by Western blotting using mAb AQ.H9. 



Wt M F  MSTN- W-Si 
III- 



Figure LV-6: Second order rate constant determination. Second order rate 

constant determination of SERP-1 forms with variable sialylrrtion. Second- 

order replots for the reactions of P A  with secreted SERP-1 expressed and purified 

from A, W - S  1 ; B, CHO celIs expressing SERP-1; C, wild-type myxoma virus; D, 

MSTN- myxoma virus. For each sample of SEM- 1, the observed rate constant for 

the approach to steady state, bba, was determined at vanous concentrations of 

S ERP- 1 in slow-binding inhibition experiments with PA.  The resulting values were 

corrected as described in the text to compensate for the cornpetitive binding of 

chromogenic substrate in the slow-binding inhibition assay. Plots of bk(corrected) 

against the concentration of SERP-1 are linear, and the slopes give values for ka, 

the apparent second-order rate constant for the reaction of each enzyme with 

SERP- I , which are given in Table IV- 1. 
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CHAPTER V 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

"The important thing is not to stop questioning." 
-Albert Einstein 

Nunc Est Bibendum! 
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Eons of evolution have required that DNA viruses become endowed with 

an array of proteins that target critical aspects of the host innate and acquired 

immune response. In essence, these viruses have learned from. and adapted to 

survive and propagate within, an environment of complex anti-viral challenges. The 

result. in the case of myxoma virus, is that the viral genome encodes a number of 

proteins that, while not essential for virus replication in tissue culture. are critical 

elernents in establishing virulence in an immunocompetent rabbit host. As we study 

these virulence factors and begin to understand how they function both at a 

molecular level in vitro, and in the complex biology of infected tissue. we gain 

important insight into the elaborate workings of the hosts' response to infection. The 

study of viruses not only increases Our knowledge of pathogenesis and allows a 

better control of viral diseases, but also facilitates a greater understanding of 

irnmunoiogy and other related fields. Thus, the study of viral immuno-modulators 

has been compared to the use of the Rosetta Stone to decode the complexities of 

Egyptian hieroglyphics (Barinaga, 1992). 

The work presented in this thesis provides a detailed biochemical analysis of 

the myxoma virus encoded SERP-1 protein. This not only provides a much greater 

understanding of SEM-1 both as a serine proteinase inhibitor and glycoprotein, but 

also bx-ings us closer to understanding the fiinctions of SERP-1 in vivo, and provides 

a foundation upon which future studies may be based. The important findings and 

conclusions fiom the studies of SERP- 1 are summarized below, and the implications 

of this work for future study are outiined. 



As the Iast open reading frame in the TIR region of the myxoma virus 

genome, the SERP-1 gene was initially identified as encoding a secreted 

glycoprotein with homology to members of the serpin superfarnily of serine 

proteinase inhibitors (Upton et al., 1990). This was followed up by studies that 

examined the effect of SERP-1 on viral vinrience using a myxoma virus that 

contained a targeted disruption of the SERP-1 gene (Macen et al., 1993; Upton et al., 

1990). While SERP-1 proved dispensable for virus replication in tissue culture. the 

resulting virus was attenuated in vivo (Macen et al., 1993). Histological analysis 

suggested that SERP-1 was interferhg in inflammation. setting the stage for the use 

of this protein as an anti-idammatory compound. 

The work presented in Chapter II  represents the complete analysis of the 

kinetics of inhibition of a panel of senne proteinases by SERP-1. In order to study 

SEM-I effectively. a vaccinia virus expression system was employed to produce 

protein in sufficient quantities to allow purification by FPLC. Since serpins form 

covalent complexes with their target proteinases. we assessed the ability of SERP-1 

to form tight SDS-stable complexes with a panel of known proteinases. Of the more 

than hventy proteinases tested, SERP-1 was observed to form complexes with uPA. 

tPA. plasmin. thrombin. factor Xa and Cls  (Lomas et al., 1993; Nash et al., 1998). 

The interaction between SERP- 1 and inhibited proteinases was found to take place at 

the Pl-Pl'  residues of ~ r ~ ~ ' ~ - ~ s n ' ~ * .  and mutation of these residues to Ala-Ala 

abolished al1 activity (Nash et al., 1998). By utilizing slow-binding kinetic analysis, 
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constants for the inhibition of uPA, tPA, plasmin, thrombin, factor Xa and C l s  

were determined. Kinetic analysis of the wild-type SERP-1 protein showed second- 

order association rate constants (kinh) that varied from 6 x 10' MIS-' to 3.4 x los, and 

steady state inhibition constants (KI) that varied from 1.3 nM to 10 pM (Nash et al., 

1 998). S toic hiometries of inhibition were detemined experimentally and varied from 

1.4 for uPA to 13 for thrombin (Nash et al., 1998). These studies conf~nned the 

initial prediction that the SERP-1 gene encodes a functional serpin-type proteinase 

inhibitor. While it is unknown whether any of these enzymes is the tme target of 

SERP- 1 in virus infected lesions, the biochemical anaiysis has provided considerable 

insight into the possible nature of the target. SERP-1 inhibits proteinases having 

preferences for cleaving afier basic amino acids. Anafysis of the variations in the 

kinetics of inhibition tells us about the nature of viral serpins as immunomodulatory 

proteins. When serpins act at low concentrations, as appears likely for SERP-1 in 

vivo. inhibitory specificity becomes less dominated by the on-rate (k inh)  and is 

increasingly dependent upon the partitioning within the branched pathway 

mechanism and on the lifetime of the inhibited complex (Nash et al., 1998). 

The comprehensive examination of the ability of SERP-1 to inhibit an 

extensive panel of proteinases provided a unique opportunity to evaluate the serpin 

rnechanism. This was undertaken in Appendix A. Using the powerful tool of  linear 

free energy relationships to analyze the data for SEM-1 inhibition detailed in 

Chapter II, we were able to ascertain a relationship between log k,,, and log K,. This 
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implies that the enzyme-serpin interactions and other factors that are responsible 

for the obsewed variations in k,,, are retained in the final inhibited complex. If the 

factors affecting the rates of inhibition were substantially different fiom those 

affecting K,, no such relationship would be expected, suggesting that the rate- 

limiting transition state for inhibition is closely related to the final inhibited complex. 

Examining the serpin reaction in terms of fke energy profiles, the appearance of a 

relationship between log ki,  and log K, implies that t, = k,, and therefore that K, = 

k,/k,,,,. The observation of  this thermodynamic link suggests that the serpin- 

proteinase complex is at least partially revenible, which is in opposition to the 

current mode1 of serpins as irreversible suicide-substrate inhibitors. The application 

of this analysis to other serpin-proteinase cases will be required to determine whether 

this is a universal phenomena. or is a unique characteristic of SERP- 1. Unfomuiately 

such a complete data set for another serpin with a panel of proteinases does not 

currently exist in the literature. 

The binding of a proteinase to the RCL of a serpin encompasses a wider 

region than the P \-Pl ' bond (O' Malley et al.. 1997: Wilczynska et al.. 1997). This 

extended substrate binding site means that residues in the RCL apart from the P 1 -PI ' 

residues play roles in detennining the specificity and effectiveness of a given serpin. 

The studies detailed in Chapter III were undertaken with two objectives in mind. A 

panel of SERF-1 RCL chimeras were constructed and purified fiom a recombinant 

vaccinia virus expression system in order to identiS. the key RCL residues that 
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conferred inhibitory specificity and afTected the kinetic constants of inhibition. 

Identifiing these key residues would enhance our understanding of SERP- 1 fùnction 

at a basic biochemicai level. The second objective was to examine the SERP-1 RCL 

chimeras with altered inhibitory profiles, in an attempt to understand the nature of 

the interactions that confer anti-inflammatory activity upon SERP-1 better. By 

testing SERP- 1 mutants in the primary restenosis mode1 o f  artenal inflammation 

following injury. it should possible to ascertain what specific characteristics make 

SERP- 1 such a powerfully anti-inflarnmatory molecule. 

The failure of any of the SERP-1 RCL chimeras to act as eKective inhibitors 

in vitro suggests that the SERP-1 scaffold is inherently incompatible with RCL 

mutations or replacements. There are no obvious structural reasons why this would 

be the case. It may be that SERP-1 evolved within myxoma virus fiom an ancestral 

serpin pirated by myxoma virus, and that the accelerated process of evolution that 

occurs within the virus has created a serpin that is almost perfect in its role as an 

inhibitor of a key inflammation mediating proteinase. The observed inhibition by 

SERP-1 of proteinases within the plasminogen and thrombotic pathways likely 

results from similarities between these enzymes and the true SERP-1 target. If 

SERP-1 is already an almost perfectly adapted serpin, then any changes made within 

the RCL could only decrease its inhibitory specificity. In order to increase the ability 

of SERP-1 to inhibit the enzymes tested in Chapter III. it may be necessary to alter 

the structure of the RCL in a more drastic manner. This could be accomplished by 

altering the length of the RCL to increase flexibility and decrease the time required 
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for loop insertion upon formation of the acyl-enzyme intermediate (Bottomley 

and Chang. 1997; Bottomley and Stone, 1998; Lawrence et al., 1994). Changes could 

a k o  be made in two other critical regions of SERP-1. The "hinge" region that 

connects the RCL to the serpin scaffold and directs insertion of the RCL into P-sheet 

A is a critical determinant of both the stoichiornetry of inhibition and the second 

order rate constant of inhibition (Hopkins et al., 1993). This region spans 

approximatety P 1 6 to P 1 O. with the P 14 threonine residue being essential in most 

cases (Huntington et al., 1997). Certain residues within P-sheet A are also critical 

determinants of the ability of the RCL to fold into the stabIe anti-parallel b-sheet in 

order to covert the acyl-enzyme intermediate into a stable inhibited cornplex. This 

region is now begiming to be explored in other serpins, and as our understanding of 

the structural and mechanistic eiements in this region that contribute to serpin 

activity improve? it may be possible to target specific residues within SERP- 1 in 

order to alter or improve its inhibition profile. Until we have determined the target of 

SERP-1 in vivo, mutagenesis of wider regions of SERP-1 is not likely to prove 

informative. 

Although SERP-I is known to be a secreted glycoprotein. little attention has 

been paid to the nature of the glycosylation, secretion pathway. or importance of 

glycosylation. In Chapter IV, the glycosylation of SERF-I was examined in order to 

deterrnine which potential N-linked sites were used. the importance of these sites in 

the secretion and trafficking, whether SERP-1 was a target of the myxoma virus 
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encoded sialyltransferase, and what effect glycosylation had on SERP-1 

proteinase inhibition function in vitro. To determine at which sites SERP-I was 

glycosylated, the three potential N-linked glycosylation sites were mutated and the 

protein expressed in vaccinia virus. Al1 three sites proved to be used for 

glycosy lation, which proved essential for SERP- 1 secretion. Mutation o f  Asn ' " 
blocked al1 SEM- 1 secretion and led to the rapid degradation of intracellular SERP- 

1. whereas mutation of ~ s n ~ ~  resulted in decreased SERP-1 secretion. The use of 

glycosylation state as a marker for the correct folding has been documented for at 

least one other serpin (Liu et al., 1999), and may be a general feature of serpins that 

must fold into a metastable state. This is consistent with the inability to express 

SEM-1 from bacterial systems. another feature in common with the serpins family. 

In the case of  antitrypsin, glycosylation abnonnalities are recognized by calnexin and 

the protein is targeted for degradation by the proteosome (Liu et al.. 1999). This rnay 

also be the case for the SERP-1 glycosylation mutants. and the precise method of 

intracellular degradation can be examined in future studies. By utilizing the 

proteosome specific inhibitor, lactacystin, in conjunction with more general 

proteinase inhibitors such as the membrane-permeable peptide aldehydes N-acetyl- 

leu-leu-norleucinal and N-acetyl-leu-leu-methioninal. it would be possible to 

determine whether SERP-1 glycosylation site mutants are actively targeted to the 

proteosome. As well, by using the monoclonal antibodies now available against 

SERP-l1 and commercially available antibodies directed against calnexin and other 

ER chaperones, it would be possible to test whether SERP-I and the SERP-1 
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glycosylation mutants are sequestered by calnexin in the endoplasrnic reticulum 

prior ta degradation. 

Using a rnyxoma virus strain devoid of expression o f  the MST3N 

sialyltransferase, we have demonstrated for the first time that a secreted viral protein 

is actively rnodified by a virally encoded glycosyltransferase. While SERP-I is also 

sialylated by endogenous cellular sialyltran~ferases~ the MST3N gene product 

modifies SERP- 1 to yield a species with a distinct net negative charge that can be 

separated on the bais of its isoelectric point. It is not clear at this point what efEect 

MST3N-directed sialylation of SERP-1 has, though reducing antigenicity and 

improving iocalization to the surface of target ceils are both reasonable hypotheses. 

Future work on the role of the MST3N sialyltransferase modifications of SERP-1 

and other rnyxoma virus virulence factors will be needed to answer this question. 

Studies are now underway to compare the anti-inflamrnatory properties of SEM-1 

purified from wild-type myxoma with SERP-1 from the MST3N knock-out virus in 

the animal mode1 of restenosis following primary balloon angioplasty. While we 

expect SERP-1 to be an effective anti-inflamrnatory protein in both cases. the dose- 

response curve may be different for wild-type SERP-1 than for MST3N knock-out 

virus derived SERP-1 if MST3N sialylation plays a role in targetting SERP-1 to its 

site of action. 

The single most important unanswered question regarding SERP- 1 is the 

mechanism by which it achieves such a potently anti-inflammatory effect in vivo. 
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Specifically, what is the target proteinase that is responsible for the biological 

effects of SERP-1. As a viral protein, SERP-1 appears to function by inhibiting key 

proteinases and thereby obstmcting the inflammatory response. By doing this, 

SERP- 1 may block the downstream production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and 

chemokines that act to recruit immune cells such as those of the lymphocytic and 

monocytic lineages into the infected tissue. In this manner SERP- 1 assures that virus 

infected cells avoid a h l 1  scale assault by the cellular arm of the immune system. If 

SERP-1 does indeed act upstrearn of cytokine and chemokine activation, it may 

explain why SERP-1 is produced in relatively low abundance compared to viral 

proteins aimed at blocking the action of key cytokines and chemokines directly such 

as the IFN-y binding protein (M-T7) and the chemokine binding protein (M-Tl). 

Away fiom the virus, SERP- 1 retains powerfully anti-inflammatory effects in models 

of restenosis, arthritis and transplastation (Christov et al., 1999; Lucas et al., 1996; 

Maksyrnowych et al., 1996; Miller et al., 1999). In tbese mode1 systems, SERP-1 

functions at very low concentrations, suggesting that the target is a rare proteinase 

that acts at a cntical early stage in the inflammatory response. These studies have 

expanded a new field with the investigation of viral proteins as therapeutic agents. 

This thesis has presented a detailed biochemical examination of SERP-1 as a 

serpin and a viral glycoprotein. Additional in vivo studies have proven the 

effectiveness of SERP-1 as an anti-inflammatory agent. As of yet, the link between 

the in vitro and itl vivo data rernains elusive. As the work presented herein has been 

compiled, a hint of a possible link between the biochemical inhibitory and the anti- 
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inflammatory fûnctions of SERP-1 has begun to develop. Recent work has 

demonstrated that SERF1 is capable of blocking the release of TNFa fiom an LPS 

stimulated THP- 1 monocyte-derived ce11 line (unpublished data). While this is still 

preliminary work, it may be a link that relates the biochemistry to the biology of 

SERP-1. TNFa is a key inflammatory cytokine, and has been described as the 

pnmary cytokine relevant in antigen-induced arthritis (Badolato and Oppenheim, 

1996; Feldmann et al., 1996; Maini et al., 1995; Piguet et al., 1992), a system in 

which SERP- 1 has shown excellent efficacy (Maksymowych et al., 1996). The 

release of TNFa fiom stimulated cells is dependent upon the proteinase TNFa 

converting enzyme (TACE). While Our biochemical data suggests that TACE is 

unlikely to be a target of SERP-1, TACE must itself be activated by proteolytic 

cleavage (Moss et al., 1997). Among the proteinases reported to activate TACE is 

uPA and uPA-like proteinases that are potential targets for SERP- 1 inhibition. Much 

work remains to be done to ellucidate the role that SERP-1 is playing in blocking 

TNFa release fiom stimulated THP-I cells, but this remains a promising lead for 

discovering the target of SERP-1. 

SERP-1 has proven to be an effective drug, a tool for studying the 

mechanism of serpin function, and the first reported virally sialylated glycoprotein. 

A few years ago the concept of using viral proteins to probe the immune system and 

improve our understanding of the complex biology of inflammation was introduced 

(Barinaga, 1992; Davis-Poynter and Farrell, 1996; Gooding, 1992; Gooding, 1992; 

Isaacs and Moss, 1995; McFadden, 1995; McFadden and Graham, 1994; McFadden 
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et al., 1996; McFadden et al., 1995; Mossman et al., 1995; Ploegh, 1998; Smith, 

1993; Smith et ai,, 1997). The detailed investigation of SERP-1 on many fionts 

places it as a prime example of this concept. 

Members of the poxvinis family are the first exarnples of viruses that encode 

serpins. The fact that poxviruses have evolved to utilize multiple serpins as part of 

their concerted anti-immune strategies underscores their importance in reguiating 

key steps in the host's anti-viral immune response. The ability of SERP-I to dampen 

the inflarnmatory response to the virus infection offers dues to the underlying role 

that serine proteinases may be playing in these early processes. A better 

understanding of the underlying mechanisms may help in the development of anti- 

inflarnrnatory drugs based on serpins and small molecuie proteinase inhibitors. As 

SERP-1 has now been shown to have therapeutic potential in diseases of excessive 

inflammatory responses. other proteinase inhibitors which target related pathways 

are also likely to be effective at low pharmacological doses. The observation that 

Spi-2/crmA inhibits ICE-type proteinases* and in doing so blocks apoptosis, has 

already contributed to our understanding of programmed ce11 death- As a cross-class 

inhibitor. Spi-2/cmA is M e r  evidence of the diversity of roles that serpins can 

play to rnodulate the host immune responses to favor vims survival. 

Viruses have CO-evolved with the increasingly complex immune and cellular 

systems of eukaryotes. While we have been studying such matters for a mere 

hundred years or so, viruses have been actively engaging these same immune 
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pathways for millemia. It is not surprising then, that we have much to l e m  

from such seemingly simple organisms. Work on poxviral serpins has only begun 

and we have yet to identim the "true" targets of SEM-1 in infected tissues and the 

role these targets play in the regdation of inflammation. Meanwhile, the remaining 

poxviral serpins remain largely uncharacterized. The tantalizing clues already 

uncovered suggest that there is still a great deal that vimses can teach us about the 

immune system in general. 
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THE APPLICATION OF LINEAR FREE ENERGY RELATIONSHIPS TO 

SERPiN MECHANISM: 

Kineric and Thermodvmmic Deierminants of the Inhibitory Specipcity of S E M -  f 
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and Fersht, 1993). To date, they have not been used in the analysis of serpin 

mechanism, large1 y because of the cornplexity of the mechanism and the difficulty of 

obtaining sufficiently complete sets of kinetic data. in the analysis of serpin 

mechanism, LFERs offer a unique glimpse at events occuning in the transition States 

of the reaction. They may also allow us to address certain key questions of the serpin 

inhibition mechanism. This chapter presents the first demonstration that a linear 

energy relationship exists between k,,, and K, for a serpin inhibiting a panel of serine 

proteinases, suggesting that the serpin mechanism may be reversible. The serpin 

mechanism is considered in terrns of fiee energy profiles in order to examine the 

implications of this relationship to serpin mechanisrn. 

THE SERPlN MECHANHM 

The mechanism for the formation of the final inhibited serpin-proteinase 

complex, EI', is incompletely understood, and remains a subject of controversy. 

Kinetic evidence exists that formation of the inhibited acyl enzyme 2 (EI*) proceeds 

via a Michaelis complex (EI) and so involves at least two steps (scheme A- 1 ). The 

basic rnechanism, generally accepted as a starting point for serpin debate is outlined 

as scheme 1 A. ln contrast to small molecule inhibitors, serpins undergo several steps 
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between the formation of the initial complex and the eventual highly stable, 

CO valent serpin-proteinase complex. The structures of the various species indicated 

in scheme A-1 have been modeled and are presented in some detail elsewhere 

(Stratikos and Gettins, 1997; Whisstock et al., 1998; Wright and Scarsdaie, 1994). 

According to scheme A-lA, the steps with rate constants k, and k, are 

irreversible leading down a one-way path to the stable complex, and fiom there to 

cleaved serpin and active enzyme (with rate constant k,). Kinetic evidence has 

existed for some time that for at least some serpin-proteinase pairs, complex 

formation is reversible (Longstaff and Gafïney, 1991; Shieh et al., 1989; Stone and 

Hermans, 1995). This leads to the consideration of a more general reaction 

mechanism outlined in scheme A-1 B. According to this mechanism, al1 of the steps 

are potentially reversible, though the rate constants could still heavily bias the 

reaction in a forward direction. 

While the kinetic and mechanistic mode1 in scheme A-1 serves as an 

excellent basis for the analysis of serpin-proteinase interactions, it is  not possible in 

practice to directly measure the kinetic constants of each individual step in this 

mechanism. Instead, we are lirnited to deriving constants that measure the reaction as 

a whole. The apparent second order rate constant kpp, is a measure of  the overall rate 

at which a serpin forms the inhibited complex EI'. The rate at which the inhibited 
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complex (EI') releases active enzyme (E) can be determined directly as kdi,, 

however, this is the sum of k, and k,. The steady state inhibition constant, K,,wp,, can 

also be detemined expenmentally, though the interpretation of it's relevance to the 

mechanism in scheme A-1 depends upon the relative values of the rate constants k, 

and k, (see below). The branched nature of the mechanism fûrther complicates 

matters. The ratio of the rate constants k, and k, can be determined by measuring the 

stoichiometry of inhibition (SI), where SI = 1 + (k,/k.,). This allows us to correct k, 

and K,,,, for the effect of partitioning (Hood et al., 1994). Multiplying IZ, by SI 

compensates for the fact that for an SI of 10 only 1 out of every 10 reactions between 

enzyme and serpin leads to the formation of the inhibited complex, EI'. Because of 

this effect, the true second order rate constant, k,,,, in such a case is 10 times higher 

than the apparent rate constant for the formation of EI' that is given by 4,. The 

apparent steady-state K,,,,,, values must also be corrected for the effect of 

partitioning, in this case by dividing by a factor of SI, if they are to reflect the 

balance between the true rate constants for the formation and decomposition of EI* 

(Hood et al., 1994). 



APPLICATION OF LFER TO SERP-1 

In order for us to consider the implications of kinetic values on the serpin 

mechanism described in scheme 1, it is necessary to have a complete set of data for a 

single serpin with a number of proteinases. Such an unusually complete data set is 

available for the myxoma virus serpin, SERP-1 (Nash et al., 1998). The values for 

k ,,,, K ,,,,,,, kdi,, SI, k., and K, for the interaction of SERP-1 with urokinase (uPA), 

tissue-type plasminogen activator (PA), plasmin, thrombin, factor Xa, and C 1 s are 

presented in Table A-1. SERP-1 is one of many immunornodulatory proteins 

produced by myxoma virus (Nash et al., 1999), but has the distinction of being the 

only known virus-encoded secreted serpin. SERP-1 serves to dampen the in vivo 

inflammatory response to virus infection (Macen et al., 1993). Biochemically, SERP- 

I has been shown to inhibit enzymes of the plasminogen cascade such as tissue-type 

plasminogen activator (t-PA), urokinase (u-PA) and plasmin (Nash et al., 1998). It is 

not clear yet whether these are in fact the biological targets, or whether SEM-1 is 

targeting other yet unidentified proteinases. Purified SERP- 1 protein has also been 

employed as an effective anti-intlarnmatory agent in mode1 systems reIevant to 

human disease (Lucas et al., 1996; Maksymowych et al., 1996). For the purposes of 
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this discussion, SERP-1 represents the most complete set of kinetic data for a 

single serpin inhibiting multiple proteinases. 

Figure A- 1 shows that a plot of logk,,, against log& reveals the existence of a 

linear fiee energy relationship (LFER) of siope P = -0.55. The observation of such a 

relationship is somewhat surprising, and implies that the enzyme-serpin interactions 

and other factors that are responsible for the observed variations in k,,, are retained in 

the tinal inhibited complex. The slope of P = -0.55 implies that these interactions are 

approximately half formed in the transition state for the conformational 

rearrangement of [EI] relative to their final state in EI' (Eaton et al., 199 1; Fersht and 

Wells, 1991). If the factors affecting the rates of inhibition were substantially 

different fiom those affecting K,, no such relationship would be expected. This result 

therefore suggests that the rate-lirniting transition state for inhibition is closely 

related to the final inhibited complex, at least in regard to that subset of serpin- 

proteinase interactions and other factors that are responsible for the discrimination 

that SERP-1 displays among the proteinases listed in Table A- 1. In contrast, the wide 

variations in the relative magnitudes of k, and k, among the enzymes listed in Table 

A-1. and the lack of any relationship between k,/k, and k,,, or K,, implies that the 

interactions responsible for discrimination between the enzymes in the transition 

state for the k, step are not related to the interactions leading to variations among the 
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rates of [El] deacylation in the k, step. This conclusion is consistent with the 

belief that the steps with rate constants k, and k, represent quite distinct processes: in 

one case, the enzyme-catalyzed deacylation of [EI] to release cleaved serpin; in the 

other, a conformational rearrangement involving insertion of the remaining 

uninserted portion of the P 1 -P 14 stretch of serpin sequence into sheet A of the serpin 

structure, with concomitant Ioss of interaction between the enzyme active site and 

serpin residues on the P 1' (N-terminal) side of the cleavage site within the RCL, and 

a substantial change in the geometry of interaction between the enzyme and the P 1 - 

Pn residues on the C-terminai side of the cleavage site (Wright and Scandale, 1994) 

and possibly also a distortion of enzyme active site residues themselves (Plotnick et 

al., 1996). 

FREE ENERGY PROFILES FOR THE SERPIN-PROTEINASE REACTION 

In order to visualize the effect that the variations in kinetic behavior observed 

for the inhibited proteinases, fiee energy profiles can be employed. The LFER 

observed in Figure A-1 suggests that the stable serpin-proteinase complex EI* is 

reversible. To examine this in more detail we can interpret the variations in terrns of 
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the serpin inhibition mechanism s h o w  in scheme 1 under two different sets of  

assumptions, depending on whether the formation of the final inhibited complex 

(EI') from acyl-enzyme 1 is considered to be irreversible (scheme A-LA) or 

reversible (scheme A- 1 B). Under case A, the conversion of acyl-enzyme 1 [EI] tu 

acyl-enzyme 2 ( ~ 1 ' )  is assumed to be essentially irreversible (Le. k, >> k,), the 

predominant pathway for the decomposition of acyl-enzyme 2 will be through direct 

hydrolysis via the k, pathway to give E + 1' (scheme A-IA). Partitioning of 

acyl-enzyme 1 through the inhibition and substrate pathways is assumed to be fast 

compared to its formation, and the relatively low values obsenred for k,, are taken to 

indicate that the chernical step, and not the difisional encounter of serpin with the 

proteinase, is the rate-limiting step in the formation of  acyl-enzyme 1. Adoption of  

these case A assumptions corresponds to a fiee energy profile such as that shown in 

Figure A-2A. Application of these assumptions to the kinetic data in Table A-1 

allows us to compare the reactions with the various inhibited enzymes by means of 

the overlaid fiee energy profiles shown in Figure A-2B. 

Under case B, the conversion of acyl-enzyme 1 [EI] to acyl-enzyme 2 (EI) is 

considered to be reversible, and the hydrolysis of acyl-enzyme 2 is considered to be 

very slow (k, k-,), the predominant pathway for the decomposition o f  

acyl-enzyme 2 will be through the reverse of its formation (pathway with rate 
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constant k,) leading to the release of active serpin. Evidence exists for several 

enzyme serpin systems to suggest that this description is accarate in at least some 

cases (Griffith and Lundblad, 198 1 ; Shieh et al., 1989; Stone and Hennans, 1995). 

Under these postulates, for interactions where the stoichiometry of inhibition is less 

than two (SI c 2), the formation of acyl-enzyme 1 must be fast compared to its 

partitioning through the inhibition and substrate pathways, and the rate-limiting step 

in the formation of acyl-enzyme 2 will therefore be k,. Adoption of case B 

assumptions corresponds to a free energy profile such as that shown in Figure A-3A. 

Application of these assumptions to the kinetic data in Table A-1 produces the 

overlaid free energy profiles shown in Figure A-3 B. 

The differences in the specificity of SERP- 1 for the six inhibited proteinases 

shown in Table A-1 are manifested as variations in the magnitudes of the constants 

k,,,, k,,,, K, and SI. Because we do not yet know whether case A or case B best 

describes the reactions of SERP- 1, we can derive two distinct interpretations of the 

data. If case A is correct (Le. k, >> k,), then variations in the rate of formation of the 

final inhibited cornplex, acyl-enzyme 2 (EI'), arise from differences in the 

interactions between the enzyme and SERP- 1 in the transition state for the formation 

of acyl-enzyme 1 .  This transition state is presumably that for the chernical step of 

acylation of the enzyme by SERP-1. The rapidly-inactivated enzymes uPA, tPA, 
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plasmin, and thrombin therefor have more favorable binding interactions with 

S ERP- 1 in this transition state than do the more slowly inhibited factor Xa and C 1 S. 

Under the case A assumptions, the variations in kd,, reflect differences in the 

activation banier for the deacylation of acyl-enzyme 2 (E + I') via the pathway with 

rate constant k,. These differences arise fiom some combination of variations in the 

ground state and transition state energies. The variations in KI reflect the balance 

between these two independent effects, while K, has no intnnsic thermodynarnic 

signi ficance. 

Under the case B assumptions, variations in the rate of the formation of the 

final inhibited complex, acyl-enzyme 2 (EI'), arise from differences in the 

interactions between the enzyme and SERP-1 in the transition state for the 

conformational change in which acyl-enzyme 1 is converted to acyl-enzyme 2. n u s .  

variations in KI have a more direct interpretation than was the instance in case A. K, 

can now be seen as directly reflecting differences in the themodynarnic stability of 

the final inhibited complex, with stabilities of the final inhibited complexes varying 

over some 5.4 kcaYmol in the order thrombin > tPA = plasmin == uPA > Xa > C 1s 

(Figure A-3B). 

Under both case A and case B assumptions, the variations in SI reflect 

variations in the partitioning of acyl-enzyme 1 between inhibition and substrate 
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pathways, where deacylation o f  acyl-enzyme 1 is much slower, relative to 

conversion to acyl enzyme 2, for uPA than it is for thrombin. 

CONCLUSIONS AVD FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Although, in principle, it is possible to distinguish experimentally whether 

the step with rate constant k, or the step with rate constant k, represents the 

predominant pathways for the breakdown of EI', and such measurements have been 

made in a few cases (Stone and Hermans, 1999, in practice such experirnental tests 

are quite difficult and, even if successfùl, may not be definitive. In kinetic terms we 

can attempt to answer this question by looking at the relationship between k,,, and 

KI. According to case A (Le. k, >> k,), we would not expect any relationship 

between k,,, and K,. If, however, case B (reversible k, >> k,) more closely rnodels 

the data, then k,,, and KI are linked thennodynarnically. Thus, the observation of the 

Iinear correlation shown in Figure A-1 itself provides support for the assumption 

that k,,, = k,, and therefore that K, = k,/k,,,, since no correlation between kinh and Ki 

would be expected if K, = k,/k,,. Despite this, the observation o f  a thermodynamic 

link between kn, and K, is not conclusive evidence that k, >> k,, and we therefore 
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regard the nature of the dissociation pathway in the reaction to remain an open 

question 

Regardless of which interpretation on this point is correct, our results show 

unequivocally that. although the inhibitory specificity of SERP-1 is substantially 

influenced by variations in the interactions between enzyme and serpin in the 

transition state of the rate-limiting step in the formation of EI'. specific binding 

interactions in ground states or transition states that occur after the rate-limiting step 

for inhibition may also play a significant role. The strength of the interaction 

between enzyme and serpin in these iater complexes. and also the partitioning 

between inhibition and substrate pathways. rnay theretere contribute to the inhibitory 

specificity of serpins that act at concentrations close to their IC50 tbr interaction with 

a given proteinase, or that are not in significant excess over their proteinase targets. 

These conditions may pertain to the anti-inflammatory role of SERP- 1. as well as to 

situations such as the inhibition of intracellular caspases by crmA or other serpin 

inhibitors of apoptosis. where the serpin may be acting at relatively low 

concentrations. 



TABLE A-1 

SUMMARY OF SERP-1 INHIBITION KINETICS 

Enzyme kd, 

uPA O. 16 5.0x104 8 ~ 1 0 - ~  1 -4 0.1 1 7.0 x  1 O' 

tPA O. 14 4 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~  7 ~ 1 0 ~  -7 - 0.07 8.6 x  10' 

Plasmin 0.44 4 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  S X ~ O - ~  2.0 0.22 9.6 x  104 

Thrombin 0.13 2.6x104 3 ~ 1 0 - ~  13 0.0 1 3.4 los 

Factor Xa 4.3 I.7x103 7xIO6 3.2 1.3 5.4 x lo3 

Cls  200 3 x 10' 6 x  IO-^ ND -100 -6 x 10' 

Kinetic parameters for the reaction of SERP-1 with six inhibited proteinases before 

and after correction for the effects of partitioning in the branched kinetic mechanism. 

The values are as reported in Nash et al. (Nash et al., 1998). 
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Figure A-1. Linear Free Energy Relationship for SERP-1: Linear Free Energy 

Relationship between logk,,. and log& based on data from Table A- 1. The solid line 

represents the best fit to the data for Plasmin, urokinase, tPA, thrombin and Xa, and 

has a slope of -0.55. The error bar on the data point for Cls  indicates the higher 

position it would occupy if it were plotted based on the higher value of kpp- = 1300 

M ' k l  reported by Lomas et al. (1993). Data for Cls were estimated based on an 

assumed SI of 2, to give kinh. = 600 M%-I, and KI = 100 nM; the dashed arrow 

indicates how the location of the data point for Cls wodd change for SI values from 

1 (bottom right) to 10 (upper left), which span the likely range for this enzyme (see 

text). 





Figure A-2. Free energy profdes for the inhibition of serine proteases by SERP-1 

based on the mechanism in Scheme A-LA. A. Free energy profde for the reaction of 

a protease with SERP-1 for the case where the predominant pathway for the 

breakdown of the final inhibited complex at concentrations below K, is through the 

release of cleaved serpin (Le. k, >> k,; see Scheme A-1). Under these assumptions, 

variations in k,,, reflect differences in the activation barrier for the deacylation of 

acyl-enzyme 2 (E + 1') via the pathway with rate constant 14. The variations in K, 

reflect the balance between these two independent effects, while K, has no intrinsic 

therrnodynamic signi ficance. (see text). B. Experimental data for the reactions of 

SERP-1 with thrombin (O), tPA (O), uPA (A), plasmin (V), Xa (O) and C l s  (OP) 

mapped ont0 a free energy profile of the form shown in (A). For clarity, the k, 

pathway, which is shown in (A). has been ornitted from (B). Free energies were 

calculated from the data in Table A-1 using the relations M G f  = - 

RTln[ki,.( L)/kinh.(2)] and MG = -RTlnb,( 1 )&,,,(2)]. 





Figure A-3. Free energy profiles for the inhibition of serine proteases by SERP-1 

based on the mechanism in Scheme A-1B. A. Free energy profile for the reactioc of 

a protease with SERP-1 for the case where the predominant pathway for the 

breakdown of the final inhibited complex at concentrations below K, is through the 

release of active serpin (i.e. k, ce k,, and k, « k-,; see Scheme A-1). Under these 

assumptions, variations in k,,. represent variations in the stability of the transition 

state for the k2 step, and variations in K, reflect variations in the stability of the final 

inhibited complex, both with respect to the E + 1 ground state (see text). B. 

Experimental data for the reactions of SERP-L with thrombin (O), tPA (O), uPA 

(A), plasmin (V), Xa (0) and Cls (H) mapped ont0 a free energy profile of the form 

shown in (A). For clarity, the k, pathway, which is s h o w  in (A), has been omitted 

from (B). Free energies were calculated from the data in Table A-1 using the 

relations M G f  = -RTln[k,,(l)&h-(2)] and M G  = -RTln[K,(l)lK,(2)]. 
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